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AT DEADLINE
Bernardino Revival ' "

Alludmg to proximtty of the
state office buildings and thetr
design for publtc acccssibtltty.

PRESENTED BY
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Yes, 1t's ltme again I! You'll he sure to want to attend the Inland f:mptre B11s11tess
JoumaJ:~ Sixth annual Women & Business Expo' Keynote speaker will be Marcta
Clark! Over 4,000 were turned away when Ms . Clark spoke recently at the Long
Beach Women 's Conference sponsored by the Governor's Office .
Ms. Clark JOtned the Office of the Los Angeles District Attorney tn March , 19R I
and has tried over 20 murder cases, securing cottvictlons in all but one prtor to the
Stmpson case. Of the four cases prosecuted itt which the death penalty was sought,
two resulted 1n a sentence of death. She was assigned to the Spectal Trials Unit in
19R5 whtch ts gtven the most complex and high profile cases Itt the office.
Ms. Clark speaks on gender and JUStice.

8

Wilson presented Mayor Tom
Mmor with a flag that had flown

ments at the Ontario Convention
and Visitors Bureau's second annual

over the state c<.~pitol. "I hope this

industry update, "Leapmg into the
New Mtllennmm," Feb. 29 at the
Red Lion Inn, Ontario:
"We're going to open btds for
the new terminals today at 4 p.m .
We expect three to seven bids; plus
for what we call the 'additive alternative bid' for a thtrd terminal.
Wben we reach 10 million passengers annually, that will automatically be triggered to start
construction. . We should have 10
million passengers by the year
2000." Dcnms Watson, dtrector of

serves as a symbol of the glory of
our great state cmd a rcmmdcr that
San Bernardmo ts working toward a

j
.s

bnghter future " Minor returned the
favor with a plaque for the governor
"in apprecwtion of your continued
commitment to the cttllens of San
Bcmard1no ."

State Senator Btl! !.cunard, who

Leadership 101: God Grant Me Patience and I Want It Ri2ht Now!

by Gary Brodeur, Ed!Cor

Opening the program will be Martanna Nunes, a humorist that captivates, educates, and motivates her
audiences. Having survtved cancer, Martanna has managed to rebuild both her life and her career ustng
humor as a healtng source. Today, she travels extensively, offering programs to Fortune 500 companies,
hospitals, and universities across the country. Martanna IS also known for her s111gles program , The Art
of Flirting, in which her compassionate humor and effervescent personality del1ght aud1ences.

Gov. Pete Wilson jomed local
area officials to break ground on San
Bernardino's central city Superblock
redevelopment project last month,
and· spirits were high among more
than 600 people who attended a twoand-a-half hour evening gala at the
proJect site to celebrate the event.
Officials at the city's Economic
Development Agency satd the
Superblock office complex will
house about 1,000 office workers
and will inject millions of dollars

OFFICIAL SPONSORS
U.S. LONG DISTANCE
LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
CORPORATE SPONSOR

CORPORATE PATRON

POMONA VALLEY HOSPITAL

INTER VALLEY HEALTH PLAN

Registration fee include..<;: lunch, three learning workshops, two keynote speakers and networking.

ALL DAY PROGRAM 7 AM - 4PM

StatciZtp
Company

:am cruJ, 1ng my check

MAIL OR FAX PAYMENT AND

REGISTRATION FORM TO:
Inland Empire Business Journal
8560 Vineyard Ave. Suite 306
Rancho Cucamonga, Ca 91730
(909) 484-9765/Fax(909)391-3160
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Con terence R egt t ralton

LOCATION :
Riverside Convention Center
3443 Orange Street, Riverside, CA
1
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Company. acted as development

consultant on the prOJeCt and particIpated in the ccremomal ground-

hreakmg.
Minor said earlier tn the week.

"This proJeCt ts not only cnttcal fur
the city of San Bcrnardmo. hut 11 ts
an important project for the entire

for

Ontario

International Airport, on atrport
expam.10n [Later 11 was announced
that of three btddors, Hensel Phelps
Construction Company of Irvine
• submttted the apparent low bid of
$107.2 million];
"Each event will be like hosting
the Super Bowl. ... Over nine days,
(cofllmued on Page 45)

Inland Emp!Te as well.

good

USE THIS REGISTRATION
FORM FOR BEST
SEATING AVAILABLE

I '.1' D•te

I

, • '"'"·

table o l (H) al $710
monl!'v ortler fotthe amounl cf S
ne)
h terc.au.l Visa

"It's mdeed a great day in San
Bernardmo," Wilson said. "The
Inland Emptre has now added more
JObs thiS past year than any region in
California. This is a new chapter m
the revival I call 'the California
Comeback.' This is the 'San

Stauhach. president of The Stauhach

communications

"You can go either way You can
spend $20,000 at a school somewhere, but rt doesn1 assure you of anythtng. If you can find a chef who wtll
commrt to teachtng you, that's great.
Formal training tn a chosen JOb field is
always to your advantage; schooling
added to on-the-JOb traintng IS always

' I it ie

Address
City

tures.

credited with guiding htlls through
the legislature to gam $63.7 mtlltnn
10 hnnd funding for thl! project
Former football great
Roger

Should asptnng chefs leave school
to woli< tn the industry, or should they
seek a formal educalton?

"WOMEN & BUSINESS EXPO 1996" - Registration

Con pany

The project wtll mclude a $52 mtlhon, I 2-story Caltfornia Department
of Transportation (Caltrans) tower, a
Six-story consolidated state office
building and adJacent parking struc-

and ,\-'semblyman Jtm Brulte are

Excerpts from speakers' state-

Joe D. Cochran, Jr., Executive Chef, Mission Inn Restaurant

Select Three Workshop Sessions - From Over Twenty-Five

Mnc

mto the San Bernardmo economy
through construction work alone .

(

n

Wilson said, ··Doing bu~ine~s wtth
state agenCIC!-1 should he a..., convenient as possihlc ."

was present for the groundhreaking.

Pre-Registration Required :
The full-day pre-registration cost is
$89 per person until 4/15/96,
thereafter $99.
Company tables $7 I 0 (Group of 8)

$2.00
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See Close-Up on Page 7
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"Chefs work a lot of hours; there
ts a lot of sacnfice tnvolved. By no
means ts tl a normal hie. I'm happy tf
we only work 60 hours."

f«)

\1

Workshop selection form will be returned with your paid registration receipt.

Get ready to tee off in the sixth annual Loma Linda
University Proton C'Fzarity Invitational golf tournament.
See Story on Page 17.
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AGREEMENT ON MEDICAL CENTER
Fifth District Supervisor Jerry
Eaves, whose district includes
Colton, said before three weeks of
negotiations began in January that
the medical center would be built as
bid by contractors, but other matters
were on the table for discussion.
At a press conference announcing the agreement, Eaves said, "This
agreement will benefit the county
and its residents in very meaningful
ways. We will replace our current
outdated and unsafe medical center
wlth a new state-of-the-art, earthquake-safe facility, and at the same
time, bring economies of scale into
play by relying on cost-effective
partnerships with private providers
to dispense quality healthcare to residents."
Whereas the medical center is
bricks and mortar, Eaves added, the
partnering health maintenance organizations, independent physician
associations and medical clinics are
the foundation of the county's
healthcare delivery system.
Representatives
from
Community
Hospital of San

by Gary Brodeur, Editor
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An agreement was reached Feb.
13 between the County of San
Bernardino and a coalition of critics
over the role of the replacement
County Medical Center. Under construction in Colton, the $647 million
facility will scale back the number
of beds and services it will offer residents in favor of a five-year publicprivate care partnership plan that is
intended to save taxpayers money.
The partnership plan is also
expected to enhance the county's
state mandated healthcare role.
The number of beds at the
replacement County Medical Center
will be reduced from 283 to 238, and
San Bernardino County will contract
for certain specialized services such
as open heart surgery and high-voltage radiation procedures.
The coalition of Inland Empire
private care facilities and the consumer advocacy group, Concerned
Taxpayers for a Healthy San
Bernardino, also landed agreement
on the appointment of an eightmember independent advisory
board. It will consist of two public
employees or administrators, three
health care experts and three members of the public, one of whom will
represent "a local taxpayer advocacy
group," according to James Martin,
president of San Bernardino Coun ty
Taxpayers Association. The advisory
panel will have access to medical
center records and will issue an
annual report.

Bernardino, Lorna Linda University
Medical Center and St. Bernardino
Medical Center spearheaded the
effort to negotiate with Eaves and
county administrators. The talks
were s upport ed by First District
Supervisor and Board of Supervisors
Chairman Marsha Turoci, and facilitated by former Assemblyman Bruce
Bronzan, a physician and associate

(continued on Page 20)

ABOUT THE COVER
The cover features the Proton Treatment Center at Lorna Linda University
Medi cal Center, recognized as one of the finest educational and medical
care facilities in the world. Physicians there are very impressed with a new
treatment for ca ncer that's a more precise, painless, and effective method
than existing treatments. (See Page 11.)
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Personalized Service
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On-line Services • Industry Specialization

San Bernardino Office (909) 889-0071
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Ontario Office (909) 983-4250
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RAIL SAFETY AN ISSUE AS
·TRAIN WRECKS CONTINUE

INLAND EMPIRE TO LEAD
STATE RECOVERY
lead the Inland Empire real estate
sector, performing better than office
space sales and leases; single-family
housing in the region is considered to
be the ''buy of a lifetime" with rockbottom prices and low interest rates;
the region's employment base
should expand by three percent this
year, or by 23,400 jobs;
health care will continue moving
toward more affordable health maintenance systems, but ones that limit
access to specialist treatment;
and, the Inland Empire's economy will surge ahead, continuing to
fuel the state's economic recovery.
Master of ceremonies Linn
Wiley, president and chief executive
officer of Chino Valley Bank, predicted !ong-terrn interest rates would

by Gary Brodeur, Editor
by Robert W. Belsky, Correspondent
After the Burlington Northern
Santa Fe train derailment in Cajon
Pass Feb. 4, there is growing concern on how safe the railways are in
Southern California and across the
country.
Two crew members lost their
lives in the catastrophic wreck of 46
rail cars, and the pass was closed to
rail and highway traffic for more
than 32 hours as toxic chemicals in
tanker cars burned for days.
Although brake failure due to
mechanical or human error was originally cited as the cause of the accident, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) was called in
after discovery of a misthrown
switch amid the wreckage.
On Feb. 5, U.S. Representative
Jay
Kim,
R-Ontario,
said,
"Yesterday's tragic derailment of the
Santa Fe freight train at Cajon
Junction has crystallized long-standing concerns many of us have had
about the stretch of track dating back
to the first wreck in 1989. This line
is used for Amtrak [passenger] trains
as well, and next time it could be
worse.
"This rail line is vitally important to the Inland Valley," Kim continued. "The derailment is not only
impacting rail traffic, but also highway traffic, trade and commerce in,
to and from the Inland Valley."
The
U.S.
Congressional
Transportation Subcommittee on
Rai lroads will be holding hearings to
see if anything more needs to be
done to improve the safety of the
railroads.
The immediate investigation of
the derailment found that the 14
miles of railway at Cajon Pass are
the
most
accident-prone
in
California due to the curves and the
descent from 4,000-foot Cajon
Summit. It is the steepest decline for
any major railway mainline in the
state.
Mike Martin, director of communications for Burlington Northern
Santa Fe Railroad, said late last
month, "The cause of the train accident at Cajon Pass has not been
determined yet and is still under
investigation by the National
Transportation
Safety
Board,
Burlington Northern Santa F~ and
the FBI.
"Change in operation was
scheduled to go into effect on Feb. 2,
a day after the accident between

Barstow and San Bernardino, on all
our trains and Union Pacific trains
using our lines. All trains were to
have the two-way brake system that
was mandated by the FRA [Federal
Railroad Administration] on Feb. 6.
"There is no upside to an accident like this. We are heavily regulated like the airlines to implement
strict safety regulations to prevent
accidents like this," Martin said.
After the investigation of the
Santa Fe derailment in Cajon Pass,
the Federal Railroad Administration
began a comprehensive inspection
program to ensure the safety of
freight trains in the region. "Safety is
our
pnority,"
said
FRA
Administrator Jolene Molitoris.
The agency issued the emergency order requiring all trains traveling through Cajon Pass to have
two-way brake systems which allow
the train to activate air brakes in the
rear. The order means that all trains
which travel through the pass must
comply ahead of schedule with
national railroad safety rules that are
being
implemented
gradually
throughout the country by Jan. I,
1998.
In 1995, Molitoris' agency had
already begun a two-year evaluation
of the nation's highest-traffic rail
corridors-those which carry high
levels of passenger traffic or hazardous materials. Once high-risk
corridors are identified from the
study, the railroad authority will
develop safety rules.
Molitoris' report indicates the
FRA is encouraged by the formation
of various partnerships over the past
year involving the agency, major
railroad companies and labor organizations. The partners will focus on
improving railway safety operations
in Cajon Pass as they have in other
parts of the country.
The railroad companies have
already developed some rules and
regulations of their own which are
making the railways safer. In 1995,
the number of train accidents nationally were down 5.9 percent from the
previous year. Fatalities were down
50 percent and grade crossing incidents were reduced by 12.4 percent.
This improvement was largely
due to a program called " Operation
Life Saver'' which was started by a
Union Pacific employee. Ed Schafer
helped start the program in Union

(continued on Page 43)

Business in the Inland Empire is
ready to lead the California economic
revival starting this year. That is the
consensus of a panel of experts in
various disciplines who spoke Feb.
16 at the sixth annual Inland Empire
Economic Forecast Conference.
In a 2 1/2 hour presentation of
good news for the region, a banker,
two economists, a real estate broker, a
medical
administrator
and
California's state treasurer made the
following points for a luncheon audience of 170 at the Riverside
Convention Center:
interest rates should remain low
for the first half of this year, but longterm rates are expected to rise in the
second half;
industrial property is expected to

(conwwed on Page 13)

•
KAISER PERMANENTE STRIVES
TO BALANCE CARE AND COSTS
On Feb. 8, Kaiser Perrnanente,
Southern
California
Region,
announced that it will be looking for
alternative methods of delivering inpatient capacity - or bed days and care
per patient- at several of its medical
centers. It is also looking toward forming alliances with community hospitals that would routinely place its
members in non- Kaiser Permanente
hospitals.
This would be a major culrural
shift in an organization where, for
decades, members have been treated
exclusively by Kaiser doctors at
Kaiser hospitals.
Kaiser Perrnanente is a prepaid,
nonprofit health maintenance organization (HMO). The Southern
California Region serves 2.2 million
members from Bakersfield to San
Diego and has approximately 3,000
physicians and 31,500 employees. It is
made up of 10 major medical centers
and approximately 100 medical
offices.
Due to decreasing membership
over the past few years in Southern
California, Kaiser Permanente lost
100,000 members in 1993-94, but
regained only 30,000 in 1995.
Meanwhile, for-profit HMOs such
as Health Net, CaliforniaCare and
PacificCare have been experiencing a
steady growth of 15 percent annually.

"We are a high-fixed-rost organization and can't continue to survive if
we keep losing members," said Hugh
Jones, executive vice president and
manager
of
Kaiser
regional
Perrnanente.
The health care giant plans to cut
expenses in Southern California by
more than $800 million over the next
five years by cutting hospital utilization from 232 days per I ,000 members
in 1994to 164days per I,OOOby 1997.
Kaiser 's plan calls for more surgical procedures - such as gall bladder
surgery, mastectomies and lumpectomies - that are now performed in
the hospital to be done at outpatient
clinics.
" Although this represents a
change from our tmditions, we are
excited at this opportunity to form
alliances with our neighboring bospitals," said Dr. Oliver Goldsmith,
medical director and chairman of
the board, Southern California
Perrnanente Medical Group.
Four IDI\ior changes eyed
The changes are outlined in a 213page business plan for restructuring
Kaiser Pennanente over a five-year
period The plan includes four major
considerations: closing or consolidating

(continued on Page 22)
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Assemblyman Jim Brulte a
Republican
from
Ran~ho
Cucamonga, struck a blow for fairness, civil rights, and fiscal common
sense last week by engineering an
end to racia1 and gender quotas in
contracts for public-school construction.
Under the rule that was repealed
at Mr. Bruhe 's urging, contractors
on school-construction projects were
pressured to set aside 15 percent of
the subcontracting work for racial
and ethnic minorities and five percent for firms owned by women.
While that might sound equitable and enlightened, there is no
evidence that those numbers reflect
the number of minority or femaleheaded firms in the state. Indeed, the
quota numbers were drawn purely

MARCH 1996

from the ozone, with no reference to
any hard data. No wonder that contractors complain of difficulty in
meeting these requirements.
This divergence between government dictate and marketplace
hardly enhances equality of opportunity, because the greater the quota,
the more the bidding competition is
"free and open" only in name, as
some perfectly competent firms get
squeezed out of the bidding because
they aren't from the right color or
gender background.
The cost of projects is raised, as
competition is diminished. Beyond
that, there are the ethical concerns.
Advocates of set-aside talk about the
need to right old wrongs - but no

(cominued on Page 43)

LETTERS to the EDITOR
Dear Editor:
There has been much misinformation and resulting confusion about
the Metropolitan Water District's
efforts to ensure that the Colorado
River remains a reliable source of
water for coastal Southern California.
Metropolitan currently is meeting with fellow Colorado River
water users, discussing innovative
means of providing the river's
Lower Basin users (California,
Arizona and Nevada) with the water
they need to support their regions for
the next century.
While the particulars of these

discussions are fluid, and the final
contents of a consensus document if one is achieved unknown,
MetrOJXJlitan 's commitment to securing inexpensive, reliable water for
Southern California is unwavering.
Until consensus is achieved, it is
inappropriate to elaborate on particulars that may emerge from our talks.
In the interim, however, it is appropriate to reinforce the need for reliable water, and to remind people what
all the controversy is really about:
low cost water vs. expensive water.

(continued on Page 32)
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By Dan Mitchell
Virtually every Republican presidential candidate has endorsed some
version of the flat tax, as has the
Kemp Tax Reform Commission.
This support is mirrored by public
opinion, with polls showing anywhere between one-half and twothirds of taxpayers prefer the flat tax
over the current system. Needless to
say, with all this attention, it comes
as no surprise that many in the
media have begun writing about and
describing this revolutionary proposal. Unfortunately, this new-found
publicity has been accompanied by
frequent errors. In order to maintain
accuracy, reporters should avoid
these two most common mistakes.
Mistake #1
Many reporters write that the flat tax
contains a huge loophole for the rich
because they have trouble understanding how income is taxed under
a flat tax. This error shows up in several ways. Some report that dividend
and interest income is tax free.
Others write that only labor income
is taxed.
Reamy:
The source of these common mistakes is that the most well known
versions of the flat tax collect taxes
on capital income at the source.
Under the Arrney-Shelby flat tax, for
instance, a corporation must pay tax
on behalf of shareholders before the
income is distributed in the form of
dividends. This approach, which
reduces administrative costs and
ensures greater compliance, makes a
dividend check similar to a worker's
paycheck in that both are after-tax
payments. The same is true for interest income. Under the flat tax, businesses and financial institutions pay
tax on interest payments they make,
so there is no need to collect the tax
a second time at the individual level.
Once again, the motive for taking
this approach is simplicity and compliance.

D. Linn Wiley, CEO, Ch10o Valley BanJc

Barbara L. Crouch, _Director, The Employer's. Group
Ann Harris. E:xecut1ve Duector, San Bernard1no Ma1n Street, Inc.
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Message:
Reporters can argue that the tax
should be collected at the individual
level. They can even argue that the
income should be subjected to two
or more layers of tax. Honesty
demands, however, that they
acknowledge that all income is taxed
with a flat tax, but only taxed once,
and that tax is collected in the least
costly fashion possible.
Mistake In:
The flat tax will increase the deficit
and/or boost taxes on the middle

class. Many news reports assume
that a flat tax will require a tax rate
of 21 percent or more to offset
reductions in excessive tax rates on
the rich. Even with the generous personal allowance, this tax rate would
adversely affect the middle class.
Failure to levy rate that high, on the
other hand, would cause larger
deficits.
Reality:
With a 17 percent rate, the ArmeyShelby flat tax explicitly is designed
to reduce the amount of money the
government collects. As a result
even without making any assump~
tions about faster economic growth
expanding the tax base (the supplyside effect), it is possible for all
income classes to enjoy a lower tax
burden. With regards to the deficit,
the plan imposes strict new limits on
government spending. Enforced by
automatic spending control mechanisms, this ensures that the deficit
will not climb. The key principle is
that the flat tax is accompanied by
spending savings to keep the overall
package deficit-neutral.
Message:
Conclusions that the middle class is
harmed are based on analysis of a
revenue-neutral tax proposal which
does not exist. Reporters can condemn the proposal for reducing the
amount of money the government
collects, and they can write that the
growth of government would have
to be significantly slowed to keep
the plan deficit neutral as sponsors
propose, but it is inaccurate to assert
that the middle class will pay more
or thM the deficit will increase.
Wit~ help from biased sources such
as tl•e Clinton Treasury Department
and the union-funded Citizens for
Tax Justice, many reporters have
unwittingly (we hope) made one of
these mistakes. Some, like AJ Hunt
of The Wall Street Journal and Ann
Reilly Dowd of Money, have made
both mistakes in the same article.
Fair and accurate reporting depends
on the public receiving information
in a straightforward fashion.
Avoiding these two mistakes will
help ensure the upcoming lax debate
is marked by legitimate policy issues
rather than distorted media messages.

Dan Mitchell is McKenna Senior
Fellow in Political Economy at the
Heritage Foundation. Mitchell's
commentary originally appeared in
the
Jan.
1996
issue
of
MediaNomics, a publication of
Media Research Center, Alexandria,
VA, and is l'f!printed by permission.
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depends on the presentation."
was promoted to executive chef of
The menus included little anithe San Antonio, Tex., hotel restaumal protein. The operation cultirant. Not only was Cochran the
vated its own organic gardens on
youngest executive chef in a fareach property, including herbs and
flung system dominated by French,
spices, and self-published "The
German, Swiss and Austrian talents,
he was the only American.
Rancho
La
Puerta
Recipe
Cookbook" in English and Spanish
Cochran was known for his
eclectic blend of American Regional
editions.
Cochran was lured back to the
dishes. While in San Antonio, he
began work with columnist-cook
Washington, D.C., Sheraton Carlton
Jean Jones on a "healthy" American
in 1988, but discovered he missed
interpretation of European Spa
California desperately. He was
Cuisine. Spa menus were developed
enticed by a single phone call to
as integral to the lifestyle offered, or
open Lowe's hotel restaurant in
Santa Monica . He packed his bags
imposed, at vacation and healthand on the afternoon he arrived, he
related resorts in Europe. At Four
Seasons, the lighter spa-type menu
fell in love.
was based on the reduction of fat
"It was love at first sight - for
and sodium, and it was copyrighted
both of us." Cochran met the former
as "Alternative Cuisine."
Kathleen Ham, the hotel's marketing
"It follows the law of forced
director, at a 3 p.m. staff meeting.
efficiency. I love that," said
They married and have three chilCochran. Alternative Cuisine elimidren, 13 months to five-and-a-half
nated unnecessary products in the
years old.
For four years they worked sidekitchen, and forced the chef to be
by-side with the hotel's managing
~
more creative with less ingredients.
~ Cochran said he was "100 percent director, Sherrie Laveroni, but the
high cost of living on the west side
S' influenced" by this, and his menus
0
typically consist of 20 to 30 percent
of L.A., its smog, traffic and the
Joe D. Cochran Jr., Executi~e ChepDirector of Food and BI!Verage, Mission Inn Restaurant, Rivuside.
light, spa-type fare.
1992 riots prompted the Cochrans to
move. Kathleen transferred to the
Cochran was next moved to the
Joe Cochran oversees menu
Lowe's in San Diego, and Joe relied
Four Seasons Las Colinas restaurant
in his chosen profession alongside
selection and preparation, and a staff
AJe. Cochran eventually completed
in Dallas, Tex. Especially while in
on his consulting work and a conof 130 food service workers at the
tract with the Surf and Sand in
his secondary education by passing a
Texas, Cochran met famous people
Mission Inn Restaurant, Duane's
general equivalency, or G.E.D.,
Laguna Beach to keep him busy.
from all walks of life - athletes,
Steak House, and the Mission Inn
In March, 1993, owner Duane
singers, actors, business people and
exam. Along the career path, he
added studies in business adminisroom service and catering activities.
Roberts reopened the Mission Inn.
diplomats. Some, like actor Fess
Parker, are still good friends.
tration and personnel management,
Cochran is well-known for his flair
Cochran jumped at the chance to be
executive chef and director of food
Around 1985, Cochran started a
especially as related to the restaurant
with American-style dishes and for
and beverage, even though he combusiness.
culinary consulting firm for addiinclusion of light, or healthy, fare in
mutes daily from Coronado.
Cochran met a second Scottish
tional expression of his talent. JDC
the menu.
chef during his next assignment: in
Last month, Cochran was
QUALITY
1979 he landed a coveted position as
elected president of Les Toques
• means the investment of the best skill and effon possible to prOOuce the finest and most
sous chef (assistant chef) at the Four
Blanches (The White Hats), a nonadmirable product.
Seasons Hotel in the Georgetown
profit professional club with a
nationwide membership of chefs. He
was also named the association's
"Chef of the Year." He is a 20-year
member of the American Culinary
Federation.
Cochran decided to be a chef
after two years of work in the food
industry. He started out as a dishwasher and busboy for a pancake
house in northern Virginia at the age
of 14. Cochran loved baseball, but
when it was obvious he wouldn 't
ever make the cut for the Baltimore
Orioles, he set his sights on a top
spot in the restaurant business.
"I knew there was somethingI saw I could move up to the next
spot," Cochran said.
By the time he was 16 years old,
Cochran was working for !an AJe, a
Scottish chef who oversaw operations at a 1,000-room hotel in
Washington, D.C. While Cochran
was impressed by AJe 's kitchen and
administrative skills, the chef gave
him a hard time. ''You can never be
a chefl" AJe told his young study.
Cochran took it as a challenge
and he quit high school to wade full-time

section of Washington, D.C. He
served under the direction of W.D.
"Doug" McNeill, a man who exerted
great influence on the 23-year-old
Easterner. McNeill remains his
friend to this day, and Cochran's second son was named after him.
"At this point," said Cochran,
"my career really began. The Four
Seasons is a world-class hotel that
set the standard for the rest of my
life. It was the dream job, like an
actor landing on Broadway: he
shouts, 'I have arrived! •"
Cochran said of McNeill, "He
was a very demanding chef. He took
my basic skills and taught me the
business, and he taught me all about
quality." Cochran learned how to
cook Nouvelle Cuisine, and today
his Mission Inn kitchen prominently
displays a statement on quality that
was developed from his work under
McNeill.
After three years, Cochran was
appointed executive sous chef of the
Four Seasons in Houston, Tex., and
then transferred to the Seattle,
Wash., location. At the age of 27, he

• is achieving or reaching for the highest standard as OPPJSCd to being satisfied with the
sloppy or fraudulent.

• is honesty of purpose as opposed to catering to cheap or sensational sentiment.
• does not oompromise with the second rate.
• is not expensive .. .IT'S PRICELESS ...
Chef Joe Cochran, in honor of W.O. "Doug" McNeill, Executive Chef,
Four Seasons Hotels, Washington, D.C.

Co. exists today to assist food-service clients with menu advice and
for trouble-shooting administrative
problems.
He also left Four Seasons to start
up operations with Jones at two
health resorts: the Golden Door in
Escondido, Calif.; and Rancho La
Puerta in Tecate, Mex. Cochran was
not only executive chef, but he handled all food-related matters as food
and beverage director. Clients paid
more than $2,000 per week to stay at
the Tecate resort, and about $3,500
per week to stay in Escondido.
"It was Spa Cuisine at its
best." Cochran explained the
intent was "to take away that old
perception of Spa Cuisine and give
it an exciting quality. Healthy food
can be an exciting concept, but it

"Duane Roberts is a major
visionary," Cochran said. He
explained the steak house was
Robert's idea, and a successful one.
It took Roberts, General Manager
George Kaplanis and Cochran one
month to determine the concept for
food and beverage operations.
"Once a concept is in place, it
becomes a perpetually evolving
thing - almost a weekly thing,"
Cochran said. "We have nine great
department heads that do super jobs.
Riverside has pretty sophisticated
diners, and we try to give them a reasonable variety."
Cochran
summarized
the
Mission Inn Restaurant experience
as being based on freshness, seasonal variety and a comfortable
atmosphere.
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When Will the Delta Water Wars End?
by Geoffrey VandenHeuvel
One year ago, warring factions
long at odds finally came to the bargaining table to hammer out a truce
and forge a resolution to an age-old
conflict.
The subject wasn't boundaries,
religion or ethnicity, but water. The
participants in the truce laid down
neither rifles nor cannons~ but
rhetoric and litigation, in the hope
that a cease-fire would provide the
opportunity to devise a permanent
solution to the state's water crisis.

By the year 2000, according
to state water officials,
California could routinely
face water shortages more
than three times greater
than the shortfalls experienced during the height of
the 1987-92 drought.

For the last year, state and federal officials, industry, agriculture,
water districts and environmentalists
have tried to put aside their differ-

ences to figure out how best to provide long-term water supply reliabilIty to an ever-expanding population
while protecting the state's unique
ecology. This so-called CALFED
process provides a three-year window to repair environmental and
structural
problems
in
the
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, and
to develop other measures to ensure
Ca1ifomians have sufficient water
supplies well into the future.
While Dec. 15 marked the oneyear anniversary of what has been
billed a "historic accord" among the
variety of water interests in
California, the conflict that drove
the participants to the bargaining
table has been fomenting for the past
20 years. From the early 20th century to the mid 1970s, California's
leaders built a dynamic water supply
and delivery system that expanded
the state's multi-billion economic
base while meeting the water needs
of a burgeoning work force and residential population.
For the past two decades, how~ver, few additions have been made
to the state's water supply and delivery system. Consequently, we now
feel the strain as the state continues
to grow while water supplies remain
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static and the effects of recurring
drought become more pronounced.
California's population of 32
million is expected to expand to
nearly 50 million by 2020. By the
year 2000, according to state water
officials, California could routinely
face water shortages more than three
times greater than the shortfalls
experienced during the height of the
1987-92 drought. The threat of such
a scenario on industry, farming, residential users and the environment,
led the warring factions to the bargaining table. Now, their job is to
devise a comprehensive solution to
California's water problems that
both provides a sufficient, affordable
and reliable water supply for the
state's residents, farms and industry,
and protects critical environmental
habitats, including the Delta - the
heart of the state's water supply and
delivery system.
The Delta lies roughly between
Sacramento and the San Francisco
Bay, where the two great rivers of
the Central Valley meet on their way
to the Pacific Ocean. Two of
California's. most important water
delivery systems - the State Water
Project and the federal Central
Valley Project- export water out of
the Delta for use in the Bay Area, the
San Joaquin Valley and Southern
California. In fact, most surface
water in California either is drawn
directly from the Delta or is diverted
from rivers that feed into the estuary.
In addition, more than 20 million
residents depend on the Delta for
their drinking water.
The Delta is the intersection of
the state's economy and environment, and as such must be given top
priority in any solution to the state's
water crisis. Also, additional water
supplies must be developed to provide safe, reliable and affordable
water to a soaring population and to
enhance the state's $750 billion
economy.

In the mid 1850s, a visitor to
California who had been sent here to
survey our new state's potential
observed, ~~Balancing resource
against defect and comparing tertitory with territory, California is the
poorest state in the Union. She has
little to recommend her except fascinating metal."
Obviously, the California of
today differs markedly from the one
envisioned by this early explorer.
What made the difference was the
courage and vision of our forebears,
who put in place the great water projects which moved water from areas
of abundance to areas of need and,

by doing so, allowed California to
bloom and prosper into one of the
largest and most dynamic economies
in the entire world.
Only by regaining that vision for the
future will California be able to meet its
many and various water needs into the
21st century. We are now on the right
track, but a lot of work lies ahead

California will likely face water
shortages in the next 20 years.
CALFED is expected to release
a formal list of alternatives for fixing
the Delta by May 1996. But that is
only a first step. The regulatory
process must be accompanied by a
legislative effort to pay for the Delta
solution identified by CALFED. To
that end, state Senator Jim Costa (DFresno), chairman of the Agriculture
and Water Resources Committee,
has introduced SB 900, which will
finance a Delta solution, as well as a
variety of water supply and environmental projects.
Ultimately, voters will nee!l to
ratify what the Legislature approves.
A recent statewide poll discovered
that three out of four Californians
believe the state has a serious problem with its long-term water supply
and that California will likely face
water shortages in the next 20 years.
Consequently, more than 80 percent of our fellow citizens support expanding and improving
California's water storage and
delivery system. Support for this
expansion is strong in all areas
of the state and with all demographic groups.
Water interests, therefore, must
continue to educate the public on the
critical need to solve the state's
water crisis, and convince the public
that fixing the Delta and developing
additional water supplies is in their
best interest and a worthy expenditure of public funds.
California has been blessed
throughout its history with leaders of
vision and courage who made possible the California we know. It is now
our generation's tum to make the
improvements necessary to meet the
needs of today and to secure
California's future for those who
will follow.

Geoffrey Vanden Heuvel is a dairy
farmer from Chino and chairman of
the Delta Restoration Coalition, an
organization dedicated to the development of a long-term solution to
the state's chronic water problems.
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MEASURE L- ON SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY BALLOTS
As San Bernardino County continues to grow~ a greater and greater
strain is being put on its natural
resources. There is nothing new, or
unusual, about this. Still, rarely can
the county's residents have a direct
impact on the long term direction of
the use of these resources. The
March 26 election will provide that
opportunity to San Bernardino
County.

On the ballot is Measure L.
Measure L simply requires that any
new, large garbage dumps be placed
10 miles from any source of water
with industrial, municipal or agriculture use potential. And by happenstance, there is an enormous
underground
aquifer
in San
Bernardino County's high desert.
In this instance, the company is
Waste Management of North
America. Their local offices are in
Orange County and national offices
are in Chicago. The trash they will
bring into San Bernardino's desert
will come from Los Angeles,
Chicago and New York. And maybe
a little from San Bernardino County,
if the county runs out of space in its
other dumps, and gives two-years
notice to Waste Management first.
Hmm. Let's see, build a megadump in the pristine Mojave Desert
next to a large underground aquifer.
A dump that will contain household
cleaning solvents and pesticides,
motor oil and other contaminants both legal and possibly illegal found in municipal trash. In all likelihood, these contaminants will
leech into desert floor and travel into
the aquifer. This will poison the
aquifer and make the water useless.
Despite the state and federal guidelines developed and enforced to prevent contamination, this is the likely
scenario. The problem is not that in
today's society we have these chemicals, and justifiable reasons for their
use, but why get tid of them in a
mega-dump over what is, in effect,
an inland lake under the desert floor.
The opponents of Measure L
argue that the mega-dump in the
desert will generate tax revenues
without affecting the checkbooks of
the citizens of San Bernardino
County. This is only because the
21,000 tons of trash dumped daily in
the desert are imported from Los
Angeles and from out-of-state. And

we will have no direct control over
what is placed in the dump.

Measure L-A Landfill Law that is
Deceptive, Dangerous and Costly

San Bernardino County already
has one Superfund site. In the city of
San Bernardino an Army storage
facility from the World War II era
has leaked stored contaminants into
the ground and poisoned an aquifer.
A toxic 8 1/2-mile haze of pollution
has contaminated 20 municipal
wells and eventually it could contaminate up to 40 more drinking wells,
unless cleaned up. The cleanup bill
for this Superfund site has cost the
taxpayers three million dollars to
date. Federal authorities expect costs
to escalate another 300 percent if the
plume of polluted water is not completely cleaned up soon. This has
been a known problem within the
county for more than 15 years. Why
then would the county supervisors,
with all of their- and the county's
staffs, - collective intelligence,
give the go-ahead for this dump to
be built next to an underground
aquifer in the desert? Incompetence
or money - take your pick.

San Bernardino County is
expected to experience considerable
business and population growth over
the next few decades. As a part of
that growth, landfills must be avail~ble to accept the trash generated by
existing and future residents.
On July 5, 1995, San Bernardino
County approved its Solid Waste
Management Strategic Plan. A key
part of this plan would reduce by 12
the number of landfills in the county
and consolidate county trash disposal
and recycling operations in three to
five sites. This plan improves protection of local water resources, reduces
tax payer costs, decreases other
potential environmental risks and
increases efficiency.
Measure L would gut this
responsible plan, according to a comprehensive environmental engineering study of the effects of Measure L
commissioned by San Bernardino
County. This study was conducted by
Tetra Tech, nationally recognized
environmental
engineers.
The
county's auditor also concluded that
if Measure L passes, th" county's
planned consolidation of small landfills and the resulting cost savings
would not occur.
Measure L is "Special Interest"
Pure and Simple. Measure L was
written in secret by lawyers for a foreign-controlled land speculator,
called Cadiz Land Co., behind closed
doors without public hearings or
debate. Cadiz is the money behind
Measure L. Cadiz designed the measure to stop one county-approved private landfill. But, the measure would
do far, far more than that. And that's
the problem. This is a special interest
measure that is not in the public
interest.
Measure L is Dangerous and
Deceptive. Measure L only applies to
the county's unincorporated areas.
The measure closes off remote portions of San Bernardino County to
any large, new landfills. If Measure L
passes, legally, new large landfills
could only be built in the incorporated towns and cities of this county
- new large landfills in populated
areas.
The county's comprehensive
study of the effects of Measure L, by
Tetra Tech, the independent, environmental engineering firm concluded
that if Measure L passes, the county
could be forced to build as many as

Do we need another potential
Superfund site in San Bernardino
County? Do we want our children
and grandchildren to pay tens of millions of their tax dollars to cleanup a
mega-dump that we could have prevented from being constructed?
Now is the opportunity for San
Bernardino County's citizens to take
initiative for the Inland Empire's
long-term economic and environmental health and pass Measure L.
Join the 60,000 citizens that put
Measure L on the March 26 ballot
and vote for safe water. Vote yes for
San Bernardino County's future.
Vote yes for Measure L.

[This argument was provided by the
Clean Desert Water Coalition, 341
Second Street, Suite 6A, San
Bemardino, CA, 92401. The coalition~ telephone number is (909)
387-1194.}

Say you read it in:

bus1ness 1ournaI
JNLAND EMPiaa

18 new small landfills (up to 4 million cubic yards). And just where do
you think those new landfills are
going to be built?
Measure L Would Be Costly for
Businesses
and
Taxpayers.
According to the same Tetra Tech
study, building those 18 could cost
nearly three times as much as the
county's present landfill program.
Waste disposal rates could go up
between 10 to 50 percent for residents and businesses as well.
Measure L Doesn't Make
Environmental Sense. If Measure L
is passed, the county could be forced
to build landfills over existing underground drinking water supplies.
According to the Tetra Tech study,
these sites are likely to be located on
or near sensitive resources such as
plant and animal habitat, prehistoric,
historic and Native American
resources, earthquake faults and on
steep topography.
Measure L Would Ban RailCycle. The Cadiz Land Company is
promoting and funding the effort to
pass this measure in a last-ditch
attempt to halt the Rail-Cycle Bolo
Station landfill project, a privately
financed facility that would be a few
miles from the Cadiz property. Over
the past six years, the Bolo Station
proposal has been extensively studied (over 40 scientific studies and
reports) and reviewed by 20 federal,
state, county, and local agencies. In
November 1995, this proposed stateof-the-art facility was approved by
the San Bernardino County Board of
Supervisors following a unanimous
recommendation by the county planning commission.
Unable to derail the project during the scientifically rigorous sixyear permitting process, Cadiz
crafted Measure Lin secret and without public input.
Bolo Station, where Rail-Cycle
will be located, is more than 100
miles northeast of the city of San
Bernardino. The groundwater under
the landfill site is a briny mineral
resource. It is more than four times as
salty as sea water. Although the
groundwater under the Rail-Cycle
site is not a drinking water resource,
the project will have liners along
with a host of technologicallyadvanced environmental controls not
now found at any other landfill in
San Bernardino County.
In contras~ public reports filed

(continued on Page 42)
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The School of Hard Knoc ks
II you ever thought about where
others is that when the training is
the patience to help those who learn
you would go to become a profesdone, most trainers tum their backs
at a slower pace."
sional wrestler, you may want to
on the students. We continue helping
The training program costs
check out the School of Hard
the student years after completing
$2,500, which can be paid in several
Knocks in San Bernardino.
our training program. We are conways: in a lump sum; $200 per
Bill Anderson and Jesse
stantly on the phone to promoters,
month; or by paying $25 per trainHernandez opened their professional
wrestling training business in 1982
after working as pro wrestlers for
many years. The school has been at
several locations over the years and it
is now located at 3265 North "E"
Street. Anderson and Hernandez have
been at this location for four years.
"We are the only professional
wrestling training school in Southern
California," said Anderson. "There
are other schools, but they are JUSt a
playground for amateurs. We are the
only school that is run by professional wrestlers. I can't understand
how someone can run a school and
train someone in this great sport
without ever having a pro match.
Bill Anderson, left, and Jesse Hernandez are the owners of School of Hard Knoclc.s, a profesBoth Jesse and I have been professional wrestling training unter for wrestlers, managers, trainers, announurs and ~t~re~s.
sional wrestlers for over 20 years;
we still wrestle, when needed.
ing session. We will work with each
booking the wrestlers for matches in
"The school has trained hunstudent individually to set-up a paythe United States, Mexico and
dreds of people who went on to
ment program for them. There is a
Japan. We realize that there aren't
become professional wresllers.
trust that is built up."
too many places to send our graduSome became superstars like Sting
Students come from all walks of
ating students. The independent proand the Ultimate Warrior. If you
life to trarn at the schooL They may
moters find it bard to draw in large
want to be a pro, make sure you are
be a CPA, banker, teacher, trucker or
crowds because most wrestling fans
training like a pro. Check out the
construction worker. "Right now, we
only recognize the World Wrestling
background of your trainer before
have a student who is an operating
Federation (W.W.F.) and World
spending your time and money."
room technician," Hernandez said.
Championship Wrestling (W.C.W.),
The school also trains people
"Students come in many shapes
so we help book wrestlers wherever
who want to be managers, trainers,
and sizes. It doesn't mean because
we can. We even place ring
referees and ring announcers.
you are big that you are going to
announcers and referees. We have
Anderson said, "We do more than
become a professional wrestler. It's
built up a good reputation in the
just train wrestlers. We teach ring
more than size - it takes heart."
W.W.F. and W.C.W."
psychology. Our students learn all
Anderson added.
aspects of the wrestling profession."
The school bas been a stepping
The School of Hard Knocks is
stone for women who want to be
well respected in the world of
professional wrestlers as welL Some
wrestling; students come from all
of the women who have gone
over the country to train at the
through the training program at the
schooL Anderson said: "We have
School of Hard Knocks have been:
one student that is here from New
Cheryl Rusa, a tag-team champion
Zealand."
who modeled for Playboy magazine;
The length of the training proMini Lesseos, who appeared in more
gram varies with each student
than a dozen movies and television
because some students attend three
programs; Victoria Moreno, who
times a week while other students
wrestles in the United States and
attend once a week or once a month.
Mexico; and Barbara Blaze, who
Anderson said the regimen also
wrestles in Japan.
depends on how seriously the stu"We have one mother who
dents want to become professional
brought her son here for training
wrestlers.
who wants to stan training her"Some students learn faster and
self." Hernandez said.
have more talent than others, so they
When the Hard Knocks
are usually ready for a professional
partners aren't teaching the trainmatch in about three months,"
ing classes, they spend their time
explained Anderson, "while others
meeting and talking with promoters
are slower to learn and it will take
and other people in the professional
them longer. We have the time and
wrestling world. "We feel the major
difference between our school and

PROTON TREATMENT CENTER EXPANDS CANCER TREATMENT OPTIONS

In the summer of 1995, when
the W.C.W. staged its "Bash of the
Beach," the organizers contacted the
School of Hard Knocks for wrestlers
to fill empty match-ups in the
event's card. Whenever the W.W.F.
schedules events in Southern
California, they call upon the school
for wrestlers and referees.
A wrestler can make between
$250 to $400 per nigh~ depending on
how much the promoters take in for
the evening, the partners said.
Anderson, Hernandez, the school itself
and individual students have appeared
in several movies as extras and as stunt
people. Film titles include: "Ed
Wood," "Tiger Mask" and "Azul
Tomica, Mexican Wrestler."
"Film crews have come to the
school to film the ring. It's quieter
here than at a match." Hernandez said
One week, the partners may be
scheduled in Phoenix, Ariz., to
wrestle Jake "The Snake" Roberts in
a production called "The Empty
Ring," an illustrated sermon hosted
by Super Star Billy Graham, former
world wrestling champion. The next
week, they may be off elsewhere to
wrestle, promote, announce or to
help one of their students in the
world of wrestling.
The School of Hard Knocks
may be reached by mail at P.O. Box
6721, San Bernardino, CA. 92412,
or by calling (909) 886-5201. Bill
Anderson and Jesse Hernandez will
be happy to answer any questions
that you may have. The school is
open for training Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 3 to 11 p.m., and
Saturdays from 9 a.m. to I p.m.
- Robert W. Belsky

The three most common types
of cancer treatment are surgery,
chemotherapy and radiation therapy.
Physicians may use any one, two, or
all three of these treatments for cancer. In each case, the physician plans
the best possible treatment, or treatment combination, for the patient.
Proton therapy is a new option
for treating cancer and other diseases. It is available at Lorna Linda
University Medical Center's Proton
Treatment Center. In some ways it is
similar to X-ray treatment; it is noninvasive and painless, but protons
are a much more precise method of
treatment than X-rays.
By utilizing the millimeter-precision of the proton beam, physicians can treat a tumor with a higher
dose of radiation than X-rays, providing a better chance to control or
cure the disease with a greater
chance to spare healthy tissues. This
also results in less damage to surrounding healthy tissue and fewer
side effects for the patient. A wider
variety of tumors and diseases can be
treated than with the other methods.
Like all other forms of radiation, proton radiation is invisible; it
cannot be felt. Once a cell is
exposed to enough radiation, it is no
longer able to grow and eventually
dies. This happens to normal cells
and cancerous cells alike, and is
why careful planning is important
for all types of radiation treatment.
Proton radiation treatments may
last from one day to six weeks,
depending on the size and location
of the tumor. It is usually given on
an outpatient basis, and most
patients are able to carry on normal
daily activities.
Generally, patients who are
admitted to the Lorna Linda
University Medical Center are those
who have: localized disease tumors that have not spread, or
metastasized, to other areas of the
body; tumors that have spread to
specific areas of the body that cannot be effective! y controlled by
other treatment; and localized
tumors that sometimes recur following surgery and X-ray therapy.
Patients who have blood cell
tumors, such as leukemia, would not
usually be treated with protons.
The Proton Treatment Center
maintains a centralized referral service to meet the needs of the patient
and the referring physician. A hospital representative obtains necessary
information about the patient and
directs a physicians' consultation
request to an appropriate radiation
oncologist. The radiation oncologist
reviews the patient's case, discusses

it further with the referring physician and determines whether the
patient's situation appears suitable
for proton treatment.
An evaluation process ensues
and the patient's medical insurance
provider may be contacted. The
treatment is deemed pan of accepted
medical practice by California's
Medicare underwriter, and the
Proton Treatment Center has
received approval from the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration.

treated in 1990, more than 1,300
people have completed treatment at
the Proton Treatment Center.
Physicians and staff at the center
now have a total of five beam lines
in four treatment rooms. The clinical
beams have been supplemented by
an additional three lines in a separate research room. The beam lines
in that room are used only for
research, permitting the therapy
beams to be used full-time for
patient care.

Prior to the establishment of the
proton treatment facility at Lorna
Linda University Medical Center,
proton beams were generated in
accelerators designed for physics
research and were delivered in laboratories rather than in hospitals. At
Lorna Linda, however, the accelerator, the beam transport system
including the three gantries, and the
building itself were designed to be
used in a hospital.
Since the first patient was
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Gender & Justice: Marcia Clark Speaks OuL
Yes, it's time again!! You'll be sure to want to attend the Inland Emplre Business
Journal's sixth annual Women & Business Expo! Keynote speaker will be Marcia
Clark! Over 4,000 were turned away when Ms. Clark spoke recently at the Long
Beach Women's Conference sponsored by the Governor's Office.
Ms. Clark joined the Office of the Los Angeles District Attorney in March,
1981 and has tried over 20 murder cases, securing convictions in all but
one prior to the Simpson case. Of the four cases prosecuted in which the
death penalty was sought, two resulted in a sentence of death. She was
assigned to the Special Trials Unit in 1985 which is given the most complex and high profile cases in the office.
Ms. Clark enjoys the art of jazz dance and ballet, having studied off and on
since 1972. She toured briefly with the Folk Ballet Troupe in 1975.

Leadership 101: God Grant Me Patience and I Want It Bilt:ht Now!
Opening the program will be Marianna Nunes, a humorist that captivates,
educates, and motivates her audiences nationwide. Having survived cancer,
Marianna has managed to rebuild both her life and her career using humor
as a healing source.
Today, she travels extensively, offering programs to Fortune 500 companies, hospitals, and universities across the country. Her corporate
clients include: Chevron, Pacific Telesis, Apple Computers, Hewlett
Packard, and Texas Instruments. Her expertise is in the areas of humor,
self-esteem and sales training.
Marianna is also known for her singles program, The Art of Flirting, in which
her compassionate humor and effervescent personality delight audiences. Marianna
and her program have been featured in Ufe Magazine.

RESERVATIONS
REQUIRED

lavestmeat: $89
Prkt lacludes:
Three workshops, Lunch,

TWo Keynote Speakers and Networking
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working with Indio-LaQuinta Auto
Dealers to sponsor an Auto Mart at this
year's Riverside County Fair &
National Date Festival. The bank is

also a $20,000 sponsor of the fair.
Pictured when the sponsorship
announcement was made, from left:
Sean Johnson. VIB Indio branch man-

Bank
Expands
Loan
Division

ager, the Date Festival's ''Queen
Scheherazade," Tanya Holmes; Dennis
Kern, VIB president and chief executive officer; AJice Lowery, VIB board
vice chairperson; and Chuck Ellis,
bank board member. Queen
Scheherazade joined Valley
Jndepr!ndent Bank as a teller at the new
Indio branch which opened Feb. 1

Women & Business Expo
Friday May 17, 1996

."I Didn't Mean Who11t You S.1w."
Your VlSUal unpact can make or b~ak your
career
Glona Boileau

"Seize the Do11y and Mo11ke o11 Differenc-e."
Get the- most out or life with a pos1bve and
enthusJastic attitude
Stn·e Edgar

"Exp«t the Best and Get It."
~Jam how to remove the negabve blocks tn
life that hold us back.
Sabnna Beckman-Samueb

'"Domestic Violmce: Reo11lity, Rights and
Why?"
A battering relationship-what iS it aU about?
Shen Dom Ciannoleo

"Pnsonallime Mam~gement-To11king a
Business Appro.Jch!"
Analyu your time expendttun:-s
Chnsbne Bozar & Cheryl Marshall

"Envisioning S.ales for Super Success."
Create break-through re;ult:s with mo~ ease,
confidence and customer sabsfacbon
Erica Jagger

"Women o11nd Power. An Emotion~
Perspective."
Understanding feehngs m the workplace
Andrea Brandt & Caren Kaye

"Where Did the lime Go? How to M.ake
Time to Muket Yourself&: Your Business."
Uncover tudden reserves of tune to mcrease
mad..ebng and profits
Ruth IQ('m

"Rel.uing Your Business W.1rdrobe."
The right busines& attire <•n ·ca.,uar days.
Phylb.s Oark
"'Gender Speo11k.: Why Is It I Ahuys Sound
Like A Wom.an7•
The quahty of your hie 1.S the qual..ity of your
commumcabon
Bonnu:Dnn

"How to Cre:o11te High-lmp.act Business
PresenQtions."
Expand your knowledge of creation & design
principles for high-impact presentations.
Dr Joyce Kupsh
"Is It Burnout, or Am I Just Whining...
Create siTateSles for burnout prevention
Ruth luban
"Orgo11niud for Success!"
Tips for takl.ng control of your bme, your
!;pace and your bfe
Nand McCraw

"How to Sby Motivated Whton Life Gives
You Lemons."
Tools to handle the "lemons" m your We and
make positive changes NOW
Sue Podany
'"Auertive Communications With Difficult
People.•
Techniques for communicating and copmg
with difficult people
Sheryl Roush
"How to Creo11te Powerful New Yeu's
Resolutions You Dn Live With!"
Why do we make them and the '>IX steps to
'>bck Wlth them
Ann Sadakane
"Esteem Yourself to Success."
Gel ('Xcited to make positive changes m your
ltfe 1 GoaJ setttng to a higher self-esteemt
Marilyn Sherman
"The Glus Ceiling: An lntem.1tiono11J
Perspective.'"
An exammabon of attitudes toward profesSIOnal women in the U.S , Japan and M('xico
Dr Shanttu Snnwas

"Who11t is o11 Wom..an Worth?"
How r,; the- femirune portrayed m the med.ta
and what dOt"S th(' med1a 1mage of women
promote? How are products sold to women
Emily Te1pe-Brown

Valley Independent Bartk (VIB)
recenlly restructured its single division loan deparlment as two
tegional loan centers.
President and Chief Executive
Officer Dennis Kern named Keilh
Simmonds to the El Cenlro branch,
serving as Joan manager for an area
spanning Imperial and Yuma counties and portions of San Diego
County.
Keith Goff was named loan
manager for the region covering lhe
Coachella Valley and portions of
San Bernardino and Orange counties. He is assigned 10 the Indio
branch office.
Bank officials said lhe change
was made to streamline the loan
process in VJB 's expending service
area. Senior Vice President and
Chief Credit Officer Jack Brillain
said this was a way of continuing the
bank's prompl, locally-oriented
credit decisions while expanding its
service area.
Officials said dividing the loan
department into two regions also
meant restructuring the loan·
approval process and increasing lhe
regional managers' aulhority.

Workshop select1on form wrll be returned w1th your paid reg1stration recerpt.

PROGRAM
7:00AM
8:30 - 9:30 AM
9:45 • 10:45AM
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Boxer Vows Support
for the Inland Empire

Valley lndependenl Bank (VIB) is

"Developing MenUI ToughneM Amid ChuJS
&: Cho11nge.'"
~·elop ability to Uunk dearly&: produ<.."tlveoly
dunng routine !>tresses
Debb1e CarroU

MARCH 1996

Registration
Booth Otsplay-Networking
Keynote - Marianna Nunes
Session 1

11:00 ·12:00 PM
12:20-2:15 PM
2:30- 3:30PM

Sess1on 2
Keynote/LUnch Marcia Clark
Session 3

3:30 • 400 PM

Meet the Semrnars Speakers

[{l(,fSTR \TI<l:\ - "'l\0\11 '\'"Ill SI'\'ESS f\1'0

1~%"'

*
*

Pft-~~/!;:.~~tion 00.1 is

S89 per person until 4/15196, thereafter S99
Company ~bles S710 (Group of 8)

LOCATlON: Riverside Convention C.enter
3443 Orange Street, Riverside, CA
NAIL oa FAX I'A.l'MENT Al'OD lt£Gl!TltATION FOIM TO!

Inland Emp11e Busmeu loumaJ
8560 Vuxyan:l Ave. Suite 306
Rancho Cucamonga, C& 91730
(909) 434-97651Fu(909)391·3160

MARI<ETING

f{[SER\ ', \110'-.'S \1,\'\"0 ,\TOR't (<JO<J) -!S-!-lJ7h.'i
U.S Savrngs Bonds

SEE PAGE 11

**
*

U.S. Senator Barbara Boxer
began her two-day visit of the Inland
Empire Feb. 21 at the Uniled Parcel
Service (UPS) west coast distribulion
facility at Ontario lntemalional
Airport, saying that in lema tiona] trade
will help revive the nation's economy.
Recognizing the resurgence of the
region's economy and making the
point for local conslituents, she said,
"The Inland Empire has been ignored
for far too long. I will do everything I
can 10 bring attention and support to
the region.

use of ahemalive fuel vehicles in the
delivery fleet .
Southeasl California Districl
Manager Brenda Hiza explained Ihat
the use of ahemalive fuels - such
as compressed natural gas (CNG)
and liquefied narural gas (LNG) has increased mileage and reduced
maintenance costs in the fleet. UPS
tour guide Richard Hernandez
poinled out that 96 percenl of the
airborne fleet is Federal Aviation
Administration stage three-certified
for recenl manufacture. Wilh sched-

Sefl(ltQr Barbara Boxer, center, met wrth local go~·ernment offiCials and UPS management and craft
employu.s at the UPS "·est coast air hub. From left. Demus \~Dtson, dm:ctor of commumcation.r for
Ontario International Arrport; Candiu Traeger, UPS public affmrs manager, Pacific reg1on; Boxer;
Bremla flim, UPS southeast Callforma district lfl(lnager; a1id Alan H'Opner, Omar~o councllmember.
14
1t's certainly right to make sure
that when there are business opportunilies, people are there to do the
job. If I can be helpful, I will."
The senator from San Francisco
and UPS officials were joined by
Ontario Councilman Alan Wapner
and
City
Manager
Michael
O'Connor, and director of communications for the airport, Dennis
Watson.
Boxer told lhe parcel carrier's
management and employee representatives she agreed with rhe
assessment of President Bill Clinton,
"Who !old me recently, 'The era of
big government is over.' " The senator said !hat she and the president
agree federal agencies can once
again be effective by forming partnerships with local governments and
other public agencies.
"The key to our future is guaranteeing opportunities for our families," Boxer said. "If we can't move
products and services, we're at a
dead-end." She added that the
American workforce of the future
will be composed primarily of freelancers, laborers and professionals
who take on numerous short-term
assignments or several assignments
at one time.
As Boxer. toured the 1,800employee, !56-acre UPS air cargo
complex with company and local
officials, she expressed her satisfaction with electric-powered cargo
tugs and loader-conveyors, and the

uled deliveries of new aircraft, he
said, lhe fleet would be 100 percent
certified by lhe end of the year.
Boxer told officials, "I'm so
interested in all Ibis stuff. What you
are doing here is so important for the
environment and the economy. I am
working on legislation 10 repeal the
so-called luxury vehicle tax" that
she said is causing a slowdown in
the development and deliveries of
alternative fuel vehicles nationwide.
The senator assisted in the presentation of a commemorative sports
jacket awarded to part-time UPS
supervisor and customer service
phone representative Denise Carter
of Los Angeles. Carler was selected
Feb. 15 as an Olympic torch relay
runner along part of the route for Ihe
1996 summer games.
Afler the slop al Ontario
International Airport, Boxer moved
on to lhe Newmark Superfund
Treatment Site in San Bernardino.
The following day, she visited
Fremont Elementary School in
Riverside, spoke to the Greater
Riverside Atea Chamber of
Commerce, and finished her Inland
Empire visit by touring the Lorna
Linda Children's Hospital and
Cancer Treatment Center.

-Gary Brodeur
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ECONOMIC FORECAST
(continued from Page 5)
rise later this year, after sleadying
during the first half. He said shortlenn rates may come down slightly,
but remain low the rest of Ihe year.
Jack Kyser, chief economisl and
director of program research and
development for Los Angeles Counly
Economic Developmenl Corp.,
explained lhal Soulhem California is
now leading the state to recovery
lhrough developmenl of inlemalional
trade and a resurgence in the entertainment and technology mduslries.
San Bernardino economisl John
Husing said: "The Inland Empire is
the hottesl spol for growth in
California in lhe '90s." He added lhal
single-family home prices in lhe
Inland Empire are lhe deal of a hfetirne.
Husing offered detailed prediclions for anticipated employment
gains m the San BernardinoRiverside reg10n. He said lhe "trucking, warehousing, and other
transport" sector would add lhe most
jobs during lhe year. He explained
that lhe logislics of wholesale-relail
distribulion is made easy with the
proximity of Ontario International
Airport, major-carrier trucking terminals, rail and intermodal facilities,
warehouse space and an available
labor pool.
Husing predicls olher sectors to
posl employment gains- export services, compuler technology, and lhe
hotel and amusement industries.
Heallh care will remam fairly Slable;
after a time of downsizing, hiring will
increase wuh the expected influx of
new residents. No growth is seen for
local government nor for utilities.
With his prediction thai overall
employment gains will reach lhree percent, Husing said, "This will be a relatively normal growth year, not
spectacular, but establishing momentum. We will see a return 10 nonnalcy."
Commercial real estate broker
Boyd Plowman, managing principal of
Lee & Associales in Ontario, said the
Inland Empire is seeing a "continuation of recovery from the recessionand it's not an over.ttatement to say
'depression'- that began in 1990."

He said the region was once considered too far, or not far enough, inland:
"Now it is considered not only a
viable location, but il is becoming lhe
)ocalion of choice. ... The bulk of
commercial real estate development
is occurring around
Ontario
International Airport."
Plowman said most people in his
industry were disappointed lhe 1995
market did nol perform better than it
did, but predicled prices for commercial properties should rise 15 percenl
by the end of Ihis year.
Dr. David Moorhead, president
and chief execulive officer of Lorna
Linda University Medical Center,
said "Health care loday is turned
upside down." He said lhat alrhough
the industry in the Inland Empire is
beset with mergers and consolidations, "It is one of the most structured
medical care environments in the
Uniled States loday."
Moorhead said, "People are purchasing pnce" ahead of Iheir demand
for quality care.
"In Southern California there is a
massive oversupply of hospital beds
and providers," sa1d Moorhead. He
said !here also is an oversupply of
speciahsl
phys1cians
m
the
Soulhland, by 40 to 120 percent.
While physicians control 75 percent
of the cash income to the health care
mdustry, and because of lhe need for
providers to cut operations expenses,
according to Lorna Linda's CEO.
there is forthcoming "a totally revolutionary, ex~nential change in the
way health care is practiced."
Moorhead said while there is the
"proper proportion of primary care
physician.'\," they will act as "gate·
keepers" 10 more specialized heallh
care services. Surgical procedures are
"moving out of hospitals into ambulatory systems," such as urgent care
and out-patient clinics, he said, and
!here has been "close to a 60 percent
decline in the length of stay [in hospitals] over lhe lasl five years."
Moorhead said the challenge to
lhe industry is to keep health care
affordable: "We are, after all, a service business."

IN THE MORNING
IN THE EVENING
ON

BUSINESS

WITH SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FOCUS
KCKC-AM 1350 SAM- 6:30 MONDAY- FRJDAY
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Paid Political Advertisement

FONG AFFIRMS
INLAND EMPIRE'S ROLE

T

be Inland Empire Economic
Forecast
Conference's
keynote speaker, California
Treasurer Man Fong, affirmed that
San Bernardino and Riverside counties comprise "the fastest-growing
region in the state with a seven percent growth rate over the last 10
years.

revising the national income tax

code. The state treasurer said the flat
tax concept is a "fairer, simpler, flat-

ter, pro-growth" proposal.
He said income would be taxed
at "a single rate as low as possible,
with a generous personal exemption,
and taxed only one time." Fong
pointed out that after income earnings are taxed, so are returns on capital investments. He said, "the most
egregious tax is the death tax" on
transfers of propeny, and he blasted
the present tax code for inspiring

"It has taken quite a lot of vision
by governmen~ business and community activists, Fong said "Because
of the Inland Empire's success, it is
fueling the success of the state."

consumption rather than investment.

Fong said be visited Wall Street
financial rating services last month
to present evidence of the state's
recovery while lobbying for better
bond ratings. As a result, Fitch's
Investors
Service
upgraded
California's credit rating for the first
time since the recession hit six years
ago. Fong said better investment ratings mean better interest rates will
be available for the passage of up to
$8 biUion in bond issues that will
appear on state ballots this year.

In order to answer critics who
dread the loss of the current homeownership exemption, Fong said:
"We may have a flat tax with a homeowner, or any other, exemption."

He added that it was "a myth"
that wealthier taxpayers would pay
less. Under the flat tax plan, he said,
"The rich do pay more, proportional
to their incomes. If someone earns

10 times more, they will pay 10
times more in taxes - not five, or
15 or 20 percent more."

Fong also made a pitch for the
National Tax Reform Committee
'"'flat tax" recommendations for

-

Gary Brodeur

•
EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM NETS
SAVINGS OF $15 MILLION
FOR SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY
In San Bernardino County there
is a program in place that is making
significant in-roads into welfare system costs- the Greater Avenues for
INdependence (GAIN) program.
In a recent letter from the
California Department of Social
Services, Director Eloise Anderson
is quoted as saying, ''Your county's
Aid to Families with Dependent
Children {AFDC) grant savings, due
to employment, increased from
$8,739,055 in fiscal year 1992-93 to
$15,056,627 in fiscal year 1994-95.
As a result, a large number of families in your county now enjoy a
greater degree of self sufficiency."
On Feb. 6, GAIN staff members
presented the San Bernardino
County Board of Supervisors a
check for $244,102. The County
became the beneficiary of state
incentive funds for GAIN's panici-

ZERO TOLERANCE FOR DRUNK DRIVERS

pation in an AFDC grant reduction
demonstration project.
To earn the award, GAIN participated in the pilot project from July
I, 1994 to June 30, 1995. The purpose of the project was to increase
cost-effectiveness, increase job
placements and increase cost savings from AFDC grant reductions

by Bill Leonard, State Senator

Courtney Cheney was born on
Sept. 9, 1979. She was a native of
Roseville, California and went to
Oakmont High School. She was
remarkably good in sports and
aspired to be an Olympic sltier. She
was very popular at her school and in

!tilling or injuring someone while driving drunk, is not on this list and
therefore, cannot be considered as ~

"strike" by a judge. This means that
felons like Kenneth Jones are treated
less severely under the law simply
because they were drunk when they

her community. Now she is dead.
In the year prior to Courtney's

commiued their crimes.
I am working with several other
legislators to correct this oversight in
the "three strikes" law. I have co-

death, 1,488 people were !tilled in

authored Assembly Bill 1985, known

drunk driving accidents in California.

as

Children accounted for 115 of those
deaths. Additionally, 4,300 kids were

Assemblymember Jacltie Speier. This

injured in collisions involving alco-

drunk driving offenses where bodily

hol. In other words, I 2 California
children were hurt or killed in alcohol-related automobile accidents each
day in 1994.
On April 9, 1995, Courtney was
hit from behind and killed by

injury or death occurs, and is a bipartisan attempt to punish those individ-

"Courtney's

who sentenced Jones would have

driving under the influence and caus-

been able to impose a much longer

ing injury while driving drunk
stretches back to the 1970s. After
Jones killed Courtney, he ned the

prison sentence based on the evidence
in the case and on Jones' repeat

tion of sentence, the Placer County

more time under the law.
Jones must consider himself

lucky that he !tilled while he was
drunk. Most killers would have been
subject to the "three strikes" enhancement. The "three strike" law sends
felons who have committed two prior
"serious felonies" to prison for life.
Under current law, "serious felonies"
include:
murder,
voluntary

manslaughter, robbery, carjacking,
arson,

residential

burglary,

selling/furoishing drugs to a minor,

Measure L, the Landfills Law, is deceptive, misleading and dangerous. It poses hidden risks to everyone living in
our county. That's why we urge you to take a closer look at Measure L before you vote. Consider these facts:

The bill may be heard in an Assembly
committee later this month. Under

A.B. 1985, the Placer County judge

judge who sentenced Jones told him
that he wished that be could impose

You have the opportunity to vote on a very important issue - an issue that could adversely affect every San
Bernardino County resident.

drive under the influence of alcohol.

Kenneth Jones, a drunk driver and

maximum penalty of II years. Jones
will be eligible for parole in 5 and 1/2
years. After the trial and the imposi-

Dear San Bernardino County Neighbor,

uals who maliciously and recklessly

child !tiller. Jones' criminal record for

scene. He was caught and, after several weeks of trial, was given the

• Measure L closes the most remote portions o! San Bernardino County to any large, new landfills, yet that is where
they belong- !ar !rom our families and children.
• Measure L could force the county to rapidly expand existing trash dumps and build as many as 18 new dumps on
top o! precious drinking water supplies in the most populated part or San Bernardino County.

offender status.
I authored the bill that lowered
the tolerable blood-alcohol level to
.08 percent for driving an automobile.

• Measure L could triple the county's landfill costs and cost taxpayers millions in legal fees for environmental
lawsuits.

So just who is behind Measure L? A foreign·controUed land speculator called CADIZ. The CADIZ lawyers actually
wrote Measure L and CADIZ has funded 99 percent of the Measure L campaign. CADIZ has a scheme to pump water
from beneath the desert in the eastern part of our county and profit from the salel

Courtney's Law wiii provide further
protection for travelers on our streets
and ensure that those who exceed that
limit, and injure someone while dri-

Measure L is bad for the people of our county. Let's send a mess~e loud and clear on Election Day: Protect our
drinking water. Vote NO on L. Stop the Deceptive Landfills Law.

ving, will pay for their malicious
behavior. California is fed up. We are

Sincerely,

reaching a zero tolerance for alcohol
related reckless behavior while

~h-~~

behind the wheel of a car.
Courtney Cheney is dead because
Kenneth Jones got behind the wheel

Patrl~I;Ja-

the same harsh, lengthy punishment
that he would have gotten if he bad
shot and !tilled Courtney. It is too late
for justice for Courtney, but this new
law will bear her name so that justice
will not be denied in the future.

Coalition tor Clean Drinking Water Founding Members
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You may list me publicly along with other concerned
citizens opposed to Measure L and as a member of the
Coalition for Clean Drinking Water.
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./I'm Voting NO on L.

Join neighbors, professionals and community leaders from
throughout San Bernardino County. Vote NO on L.
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Professional Engineer, Yucaipa
Co-Chair, Coalition for Clean Dr:in.k.ing Water

of a car after drinking. Jones deserves

and other similar crimes. However,

Us.

~Clean Drinking Water

Coalition for

with

measure classifies as "strikes., those

and terminations.

In all, 12 counties were recognized
with cash awards that were announced
in December. San Bernardino County
received the second-highest dollar
amount which becomes part of the
county's general fund.
GAIN officials said figures for
Aug. and Oct., 1995, were recordbreakers, with each month showing
over 1,000 welfare recipients having
been placed in jobs. For calendar
year 1995, GAIN placed 12,348 participants into employment.

Law.,

Help Us Defeat Measure L:
Stop the Deceptive Landfills Law
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Phone NIJII"I<r (Ophonal)

Octuoahon 01 nue·

If you have questions about Measure L or its many
deceptions. please give us a call:
Coalition for Clean Drinking Water
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Bookseller Opens in Rancho Cucamonga
. The largest bookstore for fifty
mtles around opened in Rancho
Cucamonga last month. Barnes &
Noble Booksellers premiered its
24,000-square-foot "neighborhood"
bookstore Feb. 23, offering live

music,

coffee

and

cookies.

Picturebook character appearances
were scheduled during the ensuing
weekend to attract young readers.

clubs are invited to make use of the
facilities."
Reed added that her store's community relations coordinator - a
position that is common in each
Barnes & Noble - will continuously poll customers for their preferences on titles and activities.

Lorraine Reidy, district manager
for the bookseller's Orange County
district, said the company is
involved with schools through
Adopt-a-Book programs whereby
interested boost-

libraries and
classrooms.

"We really feel the Rancho
Cucamonga-Ontario area is becoming the center of the Inland Empire,"
satd the bookstore's merchandise
manager, Dennis Lopez. He said the
bookstore, the largest in a fifty-mile
radius, would help serve customers
from as far away as Barstow and
Beaumont who are already shopping
at the company's Montclair location.
Ali offt'lluo.

General Manager Rita Reed said
her Town Center Square location at 11090 Foothill Blvd. -may offer
craft demonstrations, poetry readings and meetings with local
authors. "The whole goal is for this
to be a community gathering area,"
Reed said. "Some existing book

d Ebas ~ secntll'
Jtof!lltft·Enc;,._,Jdrt"'s
CIOC~ 15 e of U\teres1'"

fin4 ''""'

Reed and Lopez indicated
Barnes & Noble seeks other companies as neighbors which offer complementing products and services.
The result is convenience for customers within a relaxed atmosphere.
The attached Starbucks Coffee
shop has its own address. Lopez
said, "We want people to come in
browse and be comfortable. That'~
why we have all the comfy chairs
and coffee and all."

1 ,vach!S.~ellers

l'J:&. f'Joble 8

, f-luff orui
\filch1S Kyle otsorn

Occupying a similar amount of
floor space, the Software Etc computer
software retailer located inside the
bookstore was subleased, according 10
Reed. It is conveniently located next to
the _bookseller's shelves of computer,
busmess and technology titles.

The Rancho Cucamonga location features a children's book section of 2,500-square-feet, as large as
many rival bookstores.

The building is part of Upland
developer Lewis Homes' Town
Center Square commercial project.
The location's grand opening is Mar.
8, and special events are scheduled
through the end of the month.

MARCHI996
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Time to Tee Off for Proton Research
he sixth annual Lorna Linda
University Proton Charity
Invitational golf tournament
is scheduled for play May 20 in
Rancho Mirage. The event will be
hosted at The Club at Morningside
by Ken Venturi, a former U.S. Open
champion, the winner of 14
Professional Golf Association
(PGA) tournaments and one of the
sport's premier personalities.

T

Venturi has supported the
research of proton radiation therapy
since it began at Lorna Linda
University Medical Center. In recognition of his efforts, the medical center established the Ken Venturi
Proton Therapy Cancer Research
Endowment in 1992.
The fund was des1gnated the
repository for income from the
Proton Charity Invitational, which
has raised over $700,000 to advance
the proton radiation therapy program
at Lorna Linda University Medical
Center. The fund comprises tournament proceeds, individual donations
and corporate contributions.

THE HOST

THE CLUB

Venturi is one of the best-known
golfers in the world and is considered a superb teacher. He is the
author of several volumes of golf
instruction.

The first Jack Nicklaus "signature" course in the desert, The Club
at Morningside is a most challenging
layout. The links cover 142 acres
and bring 20 acres of water into play
on all but four holes.

To a generation of golfers who
never had the opportunity to see him
play competitively, he is perhaps
best known for his CBS broadcast
work. To many who love the game,
Venturi is the authority who interprets the inner game of golf and simplifies its mysteries.

in a separate research room which
are used only for research purposes,
permitting the therapy beams to he
used full time for patient care.

Proton beam radiation therapy at
the Lorna Linda University Proton
Treatment Center is unique throughout the world. Prior to the center's
establishment, proton beams were
generated in accelerators designed
for physics research and were delivered in laboratories rather than in
hospitals.

Raised fairways and contoured
approaches to the large, rolling
greens some ringed by pot
bunkers - help give the course its
reputation as one of the finest in the
desert. The double greens and links
design gives the golfer a unique and
pleasurable experience.

At Lorna Linda, however, the
accelerator, the beam transport system - including three gantries and the building itself were designed
to be used in a hospital environment.

THE ADVISOR
John Cook, one of the best
golfers on the PGA Tour, will assist in
the event as invitational advisor. He
has also been instrumental in the success of this charity event. Cook
became a professional golfer in 1979
and has ranked among PGA Tour
leaders in money winnings. In 1992,
he won over one million dollars on
the tour, placing third on the money
list and establishing himself as one of
the finest shot-makers in the game.

THE PURPOSE
Since its first patient was
received in 1990, more than I ,300
people have completed treatment at
the Proton Treatment Center.
Physicians and staff at the center
have a total of five beam lines in
four treatment rooms to treat greater
numbers of patients than in the past.

Physicians are now able to use
protons to treat a wider variety of
tumors and diseases than in the past.

To participate in the tournament and
contribuJe to proton research, contact
the Lorna Linda University Medical
Center Department of Radiation
Medicine by calling (909) 824-4277.

The clinical beams are supplemented by an additional three lines

- Gary Brodeur

Association to Honor Businesswomen

Thr South c:o.r Au Qualny ,\{magcmrm Dutnct Jpmds somc$20,000,cm a )-eat oo pwdllled matmak. ~ md !.m'Jtts
- t'Wtryduns from ccnsulun& ro p~per producu.
We-~ loolof'IA ro n-JXOO rht amount o( bwu~s wt do
tv~t.~ cm.i&d m1nonry btwmsG. ~ buwncsscs.
disahW vma.n-o!VDC'd builnt'S:IOand small bu$UltSIO..
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lnOIT

about ho.. co do busmm wnh Ul

•

Call909-396-2SSOandaslc!Oraropyr:f
Biddmg br Clean A1r ·

•
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•
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C..O 909-396-17240l dtd.: on our web P8t
httpJI•·'"' .aqmd-sov (nt orw RFP SUI1'I1nltlt'i.

The National Association of
Women Business Owners, Los
Angeles Chapter (NAWBO-LA)
will honor 36 of its members at a
Mar. 15 luncheon, including several
members from the Inland Empire.
The association's lOth annual
award program, titled "Applauding
L.A. Businesswomen," will honor:
Liz Bergman, president of Womanet
Inc. of Chino Hills; Rose Girar~
president of Phoenix Construction in
Riverside; Willamina Matich, corporate secretary of Matich Corporation
m San Bernardino; Alba Bechelder

Actress Meredith MacRae and
Lynda Rae Resnick, co-owner of
The Franklin Mint and chairman of
Teleflora, also will be honored for
outstanding business achievements.
The association represents more
than 160,000 women business owners
in the greater Los Angeles area, and is
the nation's largest chapter ofNAWBO.

Till:wrthourPun:havn&l):pwtmear:a909-3~3S2Q

21_86, E. Copley Drive
01amond Bar, CA 91765-0941

Clean Air is Every

.!!!!lJ Business

Family: Married and have three kids, and three grandkids.

BusinessAcrom(JtiWneots: Owned and managed a record and lxJok stae in O:>rona for Zl year.;,
until 1992. Founded the Spanish-language fi"S"llTllllig oo KWRM under the !"=11 owner.; in
1967.

FOCUS

IN THE MORNIN G

J>.rsonaiA<oomplisbment: I built most of my own house that! still live in.

IN T H E EVENIN G

Best A<peds oftbe Inland Empire: Watching the growth of the SJ:lllli'h-speaking
business JXlPUiation.

ON

What Is your greateita!OID11? Kfq:ingmy fmly~:rd~lheaJTJlUity in anyway I an

BUSIN E SS

WITH SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FOCUS
K CKC..AM 1350 !AM- 6:30 MONDAY- FRIDAY

• AppleOne Software Training
• AppleOne Electronics
Bemard Howroyd,

President and Founder

AppleOne is the largest temporary and full-time employment
service in California with several locations in the Inland Empire.
We have over 31 years experience providing staffing solutions
to local businesses.

For an office near you call

(BOD) 564-5644
Academy Of Computer Technology
•
•
•
•

Favorite spons: Baseball and boxing.
l..a<t vacation takfl!: In 1981 I went back 10 Mexico for a week_
Uves iD tbe city of. O:>rona.

ces

• AppleOne Full-Time Service

Occupation: Radio annouocer and account executive for KWRM-AM 1370, ''Radio Mexioo."
Sbort Biography: Born in Michoacan, Mexico. Moved to Corona, where my mother wa'l born,
in 1955 a! !he age of 15. Allended nigh! school to learn English; wodred in !he fields and in factones. Took rourses in radio announcmg arx1 singing lessons, and now have been in radio for 31
years Received "Man of !he Year" award from !he city of O:>rona in 1991, along with a state
assembly oommendation.

Serv

• AppleOne Temporary Service

Name: Damian Arrei100n<b Vazquez

speaking students.

ro obuia vendor cbu ~>rmJ and for mfunnamlll no

Employment

T he Answe r To A ll Yo ur Staffing Needs

PROFILE

Affiliations: For !he last six year.; I have been entenainment ooordinator for O:>rona 's Onco de
Mayo Ommillee. Proa:cds from !he annual show a1 Oty Park gn to scholar.;hips for Spanish-

ptocumncnt opponun1!tn.

Sourh Couc
Air Quality Management Dmnct

EMPIRE

Hobbies: Singing; recon:led one album and three singles of Rancheria (Splllish folk music).

Ordt)'OW"Ieo:.al~pcrforld~nucdrrquol;

"'""""""•

INLAND

of Glendora; and Linda Nelson
CPA, of San Dimas. Each wa~
named Member of the Year by their
respective special-interest business
affiliates.

Professional Software
Training

Cer ti fied Profess ional Instructors
lead i ng-Edge Computer Equ i pme nt
6 Conve nient Locati on s
At Our Facllltln or Yours

{~-l',.{.,..~~

Call (800) 266-6487
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HMO I PPO Lists

MEDICAL CENTER ...
(continued from Page 4)
dean of the University of San
Francisco School of Medicine at
Fresno.
Greg Adams, chief executive
officer of St. Bemardine Medical
Center said, "It was our goal to find
other ways to save taxpayer money
and ensure residents would receive
quality medical care .... This plan will
result in lower operational costs and
improved integration of the existing
private and public sector resources.
"Most importantly, I think, this
agreement sets the stage and provides a forum for a new, positive
relationship between the public and
private healthcare providers m the
county."
Supervisors voted on the matter
during their regular meeting following the press conference. Supervisor
Barbara Cram Riordan congratulated all participants in the talks for
taking positive steps toward "a very
good healthcare system for the
county," and Supervisor Jon Mikels
commended Eaves and Turoci for
their efforts. With Supervisor Larry
Walker absent, the vote was 4-0 to
approve the 14-point agreement and
Turoci directed county administrators to proceed in accordance with

its provisions.
At the same meeting, Richard
Baker the county's director of

architecture, building and engineering- presented the board with two
items related to the medical center.
The first was a change order for making use of the latest information and
construction technology gained from
the Northridge, Calif. and Kobe,
Japan earthquakes. The other was to
award a contract for patient room
headwall systems, which Baker said
came in $500,000 under budget due
to ''a favorable bidding climate."
Both items passed unopposed.
Baker said the change order
included costs for denser compaction
of the soil, lowering sump pits,
changing footings, reworking concrete foundations and plumbing. He
said it was all due to the need to meet
stricter earthquake safety requirements for hospitals that resulted from
recent earthquake data.
"By spending about 10 percent
more on the building now to guard
against earthquake damage," Eaves
said, "we' ll save millions in repair
costs that are inevitable when you
live in an area crossed by the San
Andreas and San Jacinto faults."
Although the modifications cost
more now, Baker said, the county
would benefit by having the safest
facility that could be designed under
current Office of Statewide Health
Planning and Development safety

requirements. nAt this JX)int," Baker

said, "the medical center project is 1.3
percent under budget." He estimated
its completion date as Sept., 1998.
Two days after the public-private healthcare partnership was
announced and approved, the final
steel beam was hoisted into place at
Colton
project
site.
the
Spokespersons for the project's coarchitects Bobrow(fhomas &
Associates of Los Angeles, and
Perkins & Will of Chicago, Ill. said the completed facility is "the
world's safest hospital" and that it is
engineered to withstand a magnitude
8.3 earthquake.

A week later, Fitch's Investors
Service, one of the big three bond
rating agencies on Wall Street, gave
an "A" rating to the $362 million
financing package for the completion of the replacement medical center. Such bonds are considered of
investment grade, but below Fitch's
best "AAA" and second-best "AA''
ratings. Eaves was quoted as saying
the rating shows the confidence of
the financing industry in San
Bernardino County. The rating was
earned partly as recognition of the
county 's efforts lo reduce recent
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650 E. H~»ruta hty Lane Ste. 200
San Btmardmo, CA 92408

FHPHealtb Can
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3400 Central Ave., Ste. lli
Riverside, CA 92506
CaliforniaCart
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21555 Oxnard St.
Woodland H1lls, CA 91367
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CartAmericall~!allb PlallS
63UO Canoga Avenue
Woodland H1lls. CA 91367
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5800 CGllllga A\·e.

12.

Maxicart Healtb Pia~ , lac.
1149 South Broadway
l...o$ Angtle~. CA9001 5

13.

Unl,.trsaiC'an:
1600 E. H11l St
Signal Hill, CA 90806

School of Medicine and Lorna Linda Medical Center eO.M,P. and other affiliated medical schools to review undergraduate and graduate medical education at the County
Medical Center. This will mclude Lorna Linda University's School of Medicine 's role in
the academic health center.

PPO

Company Name
Addms
City/Statt.Zip

8. The Coun1y shall agree to enter into contractual relationship; pursuant to a formal RFP

I.

Ad mar Corporatioa
1551 N. Thsltn Ave. Ste. 300
Santa Ana, CA 92701

2. The County shall agree to limit the license of the replacement facility to 328 beds. This
tncludes 90 p;ych beds plus 238 acute care beds (current acute care licensed beds) .
3. The Coumy shall work with private providers to increase patient access in satellite medical clinics in areas not served by present clinics.

PruCart or Calitonlla

SlT\ in'

\1<11101/.!l' llll' ll(

s_,,ll'lll'

• PlT,onnd ( · umullin~

II \I< II l S (,ROll 1\ 1'1%:

Agency Ancillary DepanmenlS and present contractors.

5. The County shall agree to work with the Coalition to explore the possibility of a joint H10
PPOor HMO.

Inland Empire Locations:
Chino • Claremont • Ontario • Rancho Cucamonga • Rialto • Riverside
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President'CEO
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7. The County shall agree to work with Lorna Unda University, Lorna Unda University

Blue Cros.. of Califorala
2l5550xnardSt
Woodland H1lls. CA 91367

and monitor the opera~ ions o_f the County Medical Center and to report and adv!se the Board
of Su~rvi.sors of the1r_ findmgs and recommendations. The advisory commtttee shall be
compnsed of two publ1c sector members; three health care e~ns; and lhree members of
the public, one of whom will be a member of a local tax~yer advocate group.

3.

The advisory board shall have full access to allpublic records and documents under the juris-

4.

Community Cart Network, lac.
52SJ ViewridgeO.
San Diego, CA 92123
Aetna llealtb Plaas or Calilonala

EarollmtDI
Inland F.mp.
Companywide
196508
o.9mllhon

as such shall

have

access to and reg-

ularly review the financial performance and operations of the County Medical Center and

s.

report liS findings to the Board of Supervi.son; and the public.
The advisory board shall meet at least quanerly and publish an annual rep:>n.

6.

10. The county shall agree to full disclosure of the financial beneficiaries of the COP's related
to the new County Medical Center,

7.

11. The County shall provide a legal opmion as to whether members of the Board of
Supervisors who are smingon the Inland Emptre Public Facilities Corporation may reCeive
contributions relevant to the (X!rformance of the Inland Emp1re Public Facilities
Corporation duties.
cam~ign

30.1 East Vandtrb1h WJy
Blue Shield or California
3400 Central, Ste. 300
R1ve~ide, CA 92506
PPOAili.. «
21800 Oxnard Sle. 550

8

53,473
4.116,956

53,(00
1.3milhon

275
19
4,1)))

603,986

1.6 million

PnNttwork

8.

5800 Canoga Ave

9.

PruCart or Calllolllia
5800 Canoga Ave.
Woodland Hills. CA 91367

I

9,000
N/A
6million

0
12

11.660
210,000
6,423
130,637

Woodland Hills, CA 91.367
2,364
283.964

1,7IJO

13. The County shall agree to the above for a period of five years from the dste the County

10.

Medical Center becomes fully operational.
14. Upon acceptance the Concerned Tax~yers for a Healthy San Bernardino and the
Board of Supetvisors on behalf of the County of San Bernardino agree to cease their current and gog;;e<J media and/or initiative campaigns.

'
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3
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2
9
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I
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1.200
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27.303
650,000

Woodland Hilts. CA 91367
BPS UEALTIICARE
888 S. Figueroa St Ste. 1400
Los Angeles, CA 90017
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0
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I
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970
t
26
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91.~17

1,667,471

San Bemardmo, CA 92408

diction of control of the county related to the 1ssue of the county hospttal and public health.

12 The County shall f'OVide idenufteation of and the role of the Inland Emprre FinanceAuthonty.

1-800-40-STAFF

y.,

extent that they are not presently available by County Medical Center's Home Health Care

9. The county shall agree to establish and appomt an mdependent advisory lx>ard to review

• Sl·rurit.' Sl·n in·,

in-...

1,235,710

lall!r VaUty llulth Pln
300 S. Park Ave. 1300
Pomona, CA 91767

process for cardia vascular surgery (both facility and professional fees) high voltage radi-
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P•dftC'art of Califonla
5701 KatellaAvtnue
Cypr=, CA 90630

179~19

3.

9.

The advisory board shall act as an advisory txxty and
• 'l 'l ' IIIJJIIraJ '.'

2.

8
275
Y<S

ation setvices (both facility and profes.."iional fees), Angioplasty will continue to be per-

TillS!\ !Ill\ '\!II OFF! I ES SEK\ 1\(; SO. ( \L. Sl'\1 E 19H.l

N/A
N!A

IPNGroup
680
22,41 7

formed by Que Cardiology and only the faciltty fee will be subject to a RFP process.

STA.FF co TTROL, INC.

::~~o.~ri;.~t?

205,812
2,965,433

Cigna llu.Ubplans or Calif.
SO.~ N. Br<~nd Blvd
Glendale, CA 91 203

4. The County shall agree to contract for Home Health Care and Ancillary Setvices in the

Olli<<S
lalaadEmp.

Profitt
Model Type
J.E.EmpiOytt$
Compaaywlde Employm
Managt>d Care
5.100
33.<00

Attaalltaltb Plan
303 E. Vanderbu1lt Way
San Benu rdmo, CA 92408

8.

1. The Coumy shall cominue to pay for mdigent patients under contracts to private health care
providers to insure access and 10 provide services not available at the County Medical Center.

Mtmbersbip
Inland Emplrt
Compaoywklt
420,000
2,100,1)))

6.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE COUNTY OF SAN BERNARDINO AND
THE CONCERNED TAXPAYERS FOR
A HEALTHY SAN BERNARDINO

Compny Name
Address
City/Statt/Ztp
K.alwr Pum. .talt
393E.Wa.loul
Pasadm, CA 91188

budget deficits and the general stability of the Inland Empire economy.

6. The County shall agree to work with the Coa.Jition to develop a non-exclusive IPA.

"We're the best in our business at helping
you be the best in yours!"

HMO

2
2

Coatracls:
l.E.Hospitab:
Pbys-kiaas J.£,
Pb)slclans Compaaywidt
J.l
3,933
122,647

Profile:
Ptrral Compaay
Headquarters
Ytar Fouadtd I.E.
The ADMAR Group
Santa Ana, CA
1973

27

Blue Cross of C.aliforma
Woodland Hills, CA

2,6(>4

38.018
27
2,:\48
176,725

Valut Ht>alth .Inc.
Avon, Cf
t986

41
3,165
I66A9S

AetnJ Uft and ~tu.lly
Hartford, CT
1981

38
2,300
40,1)))

San FranclSCO, CA

Z3
1~1!8

21.000
43
3,262
71~49

Blu~

Sbield orCA

1978
UniHealth Arneria)
Adventist Health System/Wesl
Woodl.ud Hills
1984
BPS Heallhcare
Lo5 ~~;ies, CA

18
1.305
21,980

PTVdeatiallns. Co.

N!A

Prudential Ins. Co.
Newari..Nl
1986
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EMPTY HOSPITAL WILL CONVERT
TO ACUTE CARE FACILITY

A

vacant but licensed hosp1tal
in Rancho Cucamonga was
purchased by a non-profit
organization and will soon be operated a' a long-term acute care facility.
Heritage Rancho Healthcare, Inc.
bought the property at 10841 White
Oak Ave. which includes the singlestory, 49-bed former hospital buildmg
and an adjoining three-story medical
office building. The facility was built
for $30 million in 1990; it was fully
licensed but never occupied.
G&L Realty Corp. (NYSE:
GLR) of Beverly Hills announced the
transaction which was completed by

its new senior care division. The
company's medical office building
division has been retained to manage
the adjoining 56,000-square-foot
medical office building.
Steven Lebowitz, G&L president, said the conversion and sale will
generate immediate fees of approximately $350,000, or 8 cents per share.
In addition, G&L will be taking back
a 10-year, 12 percent subordinated
note for $850,000.
"In essence, G&L developed and
implemented a plan to recycle an
empty hospital," Lebowitz sa1d. "We
tied up the property, assembled the
consulting team, funded all the legal,
regulatory and feasibility work, found

the not-for-profit organization and
facilitated selection of an underwriter
to sell the tax-exempt bonds.
"G&L believes it can apply this
same approach throughout the U.S.
The market is emerging, based on a
combination of the aging of the population and the closing of hospitals
from the many competitive pressures

of managed care."
The tax exempt offering totaled
$13 milhon, mcluding capital
improvements and working capital
for the facility. In additwn to the upfront fees, the company anticipates
earning 2 to 3 cents per share annually from a combination of the note
and property management income.
In addition to packaging the conversion, G&L worked with the notfor-profit in identifying tenants for
the adjacent medical office building.
Founded in 1976, G&L Realty is
a growth-oriented health care real
estate investment trust with two
major areas of operation: the medical
office building division, which owns,
develops and manages high quality,
strategically located properties; and
the senior care division, which facilitates the sale of skilled nursing and
assisted care facilities to not-forprofit organizations throughout the
country.
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Trends in Health Care

KAISER STRIVES ...
(continued from Page 5)
some of the 10 Southern California
hospitals, and sending patients to outside hospitals; having inpatient surgical procedures done at outpatient
clinics; increasing bonuses paid to
doctors for holding down costs, for
such things as sending patients home
earlier from the hospital, and paying
nurses bonuses who help move
patients out of the hospital faster and
by cutting other medical costs.
Kaiser Permanente, which owns
and operates its own hospitals and
clinics is investigating the quality,
capacity and locations of hospitals in
surrounding communities, its members' likes and desires about where
their hospital is located, and the cost of
continuing to upgrade and maintain
facilities.
''We are taking a hard look at the
practicality of continuing to invest
large sums of our members' dollars
into facilities that soon may not be
needed by our members in surrounding communities," Jones stated.
In a highly competitive market
such as Southern California, most of
the other HMOs contract with hospitals and medical groups to supply
ancillary medical services. It gives
them the flexibility and leverage to
negotiate steep discounts with doctors
and hospitals.
"Kaiser is being picked apart by
much leaner, quicker, more flexible
HMOs," said Pete Boland, a Berkeley
health care consultant.
Jones said, ''We have made no
firm decisions about which of our 10
medical centers might be reconfigured. We are four to six months away
at this point."
Chela Castano, assistant director
of public affairs for the Fontana and
Riverside hospitals said, "We haven't
decided what's going to happen in the
Inland Empire. But we are not closing
any hospitals."
Critics attack physician bonuses
Harvey Rosenfield, executive
director of the Los Angeles-based
Consumers for Quality Care, is critical
of Kaiser Permanente's plan to pay
doctors up to $3,600 in yearly bonuses
for keeping patients out of the hospital.
Rosenfield's group criticizes such
efforts as examples of Kaiser's "reckless cost cutting."
Giving doctors bonuses for holdmg down costs and sending patients
home earlier from the hospital than in
the past is necessary to discourage
costly over-treatment, according to
Kaiser's business plan.
A Kaiser memo dated March 3 I,
1995, state that the benefits of the
eight-hour discharge time for women
who gave birth ''would reduce our
overhead costs to remain competitive
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in a fluid marketplace and thus retain
our jobs and attract more patients."
Assemblywoman Liz Figueroa,
D-Fremont, who is sponsoring a bill
that would ban certain early-discharge
practices, said, "There's no room for
putting profits before the concerns of a
healthy society."
Kaiser Permanente defends its
position of paying doctors bonuses.
Spokeswoman Kathleen Barco said,
"Any incentive plan for an individual
doctor to deny necessary care for personal financial gain is 'diffused'
because the payments are based on
group performance rather than individual performance."
Nur.;es' bonuses: a two-edged sword
The plan also proposes to pay
bonuses to nurses who meet health
plan targets for reducing costs and
boosting membership.
"11\is marks a real turning point in
history ... You're putting registered
nurses in a siruation to be implicit
allies with Kaiser in their push to

reduce services and care," said
California
Nursing
Association
Executive Vice President Rose Ann
DeMore.
One health care instructor called
the nurse's bonus plan "an interesting
idea" that might work. Bonnie
Bullough, a professor at USC's School
of Nursing, said, "However, while
encouraging nurses to be more effective can improve patient care, some
nurses might get carried away with it
and provide less services."
A union official explained that
although performance bonus incen-

tives are common for workers in manufacturing industries, such as in
text• es production, the ramifications
of 11ursing care is different. Margaret
Pe1'"rt, health care project director for
Service Employees International
Union in Washington, D.C., said,
"This is a life-and-death situation.
We're not talking about shoddy garments here."
Jamie
Court,
director
of
Consumers for Quality Care, said, "It
puts the nurses in the position of making a choice between inoculating a
child and having less money to pay
their rent. It's much worse for nurses,
whose salary is much les' than a doctor's, to have to worry about advocating for better patient care if it's going
to affect their pocketbook."
Sally Newton, vice president for
Kaiser Permanente, said the HMO's
financial incentive programs for doctors and employees focus on "encouraging quality care, quality service,
value to purchasers and membership
growth."

-Robert W Belsky

The following is condensed from
remarks delivered by Dr. David
Moorhead, presideflt and CEO of
Lorna Linda University Medical
Center, at the Inland Empire
Economic Forecast Conference,
Feb. 16, 1996.
by David Moorhead, M.D.
"When we talk about health care
today, we can not talk about health
care and what is going to happen
without a firm understanding of the
concept of managed care. What you
have in the Inland Empire is one of
the most structured managed care
environments in the United States.
Numerous studies have been done,
and the consolidation of the primary
care providers in this area is as
mature as any place in the country.
Health care today is moving away
from the old system of unstructured
indemnity insurance, where we basi·
cally managed sickness, to a very
capitated* environment which man·
ages health.
"When you have an unmanaged
care environment, you have a substantially more expensive environment than in managed care. This
explains the problems President
Clinton is having over the issue of
'How will Medicare and Medicaid
be managed?' It breaks down to the
simple issue of management.
Medicaid, which is a $15 billion
issue in the state of California is
going to move from the unmanaged
mode to the managed mode, causing
ripple effects across society. Health
care is going to be managed. But
what does this mean?
"Under the old rules, the more
the provider did, the more they were
paid. That is what drove the massive
expansion from the time of Lyndon
Johnson to the early [1990s] of
indemnity service.
4
' ln contrast, under capitation,
'The more managed, the more organized, the less health care costs.'
You pay and transfer the risk to an
HMO or to a provider. Therefore, if
you pay $100 a month, you are taken
care of whether you are well or sick.
''As business people, you obviously want to provide adequate and
quality health care for your own
families as well as your employee's
families. However, you do not need
the price that an expensive system
provides. That is why businesses
like the risk plans, because they are
less expensive. A 25 percent savings
has occurred in most markets with
managed care, resulting in over
$130 billion per year out of the
health care industry. A governmental
study projects that 50 percent of the

U .S. population will be capita ted by
the year 2005, and some suggest an
even higher percentage.
" Under the most aggressive capitated s ystems, health care is moving
out of hosp1tals and into the less
expensive ambulatory system. Just
I 0 years ago, if you had heart disease, you had a heart operation.
Today, you walk in on Monday
morning, they put a catheter into
your coronary artery, blow up a little
balloon, stretch the narrowing, and
you go home the next day. Many
operations that were thought to
require significant hospitalization

are now performed in outpatient
facilities.
"There is also a big surplus of
doctors. If you look at each specialty, the projected supply and projected demand for the year 2000,
and how many more specialists we
have, we probably will have 200
percent of the number of nerve specialists we need and 115 percent of
the cardiologists we need. We have a
tremendous oversupply of specialty
physicians.
" Many believe that in the future,
more and more medical care will be
provided by primary care physi-

cians. Depending on the swing,
many people are questioning
whether this will be true, and I do
not think that the academic community or the service community today
can answer that question accurately.
However, there is a massive restruc·
turing on how specialty care will be
given. No longer will you directly
seek out a specialist when you think
you have a problem. Instead, you
will see a 'gatekeeper' or your primary care physician who will subsequently send you to a specialist. The

(continued on Page 42)
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Restaurant Funds Leukemia Research

An Influenza Primer
Recent History

tsolated in 1931, and by the 1950s,
three different types were identified.
Type A is the most prevalent type of
influenza virus and is assoctated
with most serious epidemics. The
symptoms of type B are indistinguishable from type A, but are genVaccination
erally milder. Type B outbreaks can
tion. The actual name ''influenza"
Today, influenza vaccination is
reach epidemic levels and that type
most likely originated during the
the primary method of preventing
is occasionally associated with
16th century, when seasonal outinfluenza illness and transmission.
Reye's synbreaks of the disease were attributed
Each year's
drome
in
Afost influenza clinics that are spon·
to the "influence" of the stars.
vaccme conchildren, a
sored by Inland Empire medical care facilities
Recent influenza epidemics have
tains
three
neurologic
OrJ!y cake place from October to December each
occurred almost every winter since
virus strains
year. Some healthcare facilities that do sponsor
disease also
the pandemic {global epidemic) of
(usually two
associated
1889.
such clinics are listed below. For information on
type A and
with the use
schedules, patient qualifications and rates,
The influenza outbreak of 1918
one type B)
phone numbers are provided.
of aspirin.
-the "Spanish flu"- remains the
representing
Type
C
most devastating pandemic of modthe influenza
Eisenhower Medical Celltefi Rancho Mirage
influenza
ern times. Influenza-related illness
viruses that
(619)
340-3911
causes
very
usually causes about 20,000 deaths
are likely to
J.FK. Memorial Hosp1tal, lndw
mild illness
annually in the United States. From
circulate in
(619) 347-6191, Ext. 8082
or no sympSeptember 1918 to June 1919, more
the
United
Lorna Linda University Medical Center,
toms at all,
than 500,000 flu-related deaths were
States in the
Urgent Care, Lama Linda
and
outrecorded in the United States.
upcoming
(909) 799-5217
breaks have
Influenza killed 196,000 Americans
winter. The
Sr. Bernardine Medical Center, San Bernardino
not been a
during Octc.Der 1918; 4,600 people
viruses
are
(909) 421-3020
public
died in Philadelphia in one week. By
grown
in
Victor
Valley
Community
Hospital,
Victorville
health threat
June 1919, two billion people
chicken eggs
(619)
245-8691,
Ext.
3463!3423
around the world had become ill
recent
in
and are then
years.
from the influenza virus, and 20 milinactivated
lion had died.
Influenza types A and B have
(killed) with a chemical so they are
various strains, which are differentiDuring World War I, influenza
no longer infectious. Persons allerated by the structure of their antiaffected both German and U.S. miligic to eggs should not receive flu
tary forces. The disease debilitated
gens (surface proteins). The major
vaccine because egg protein may be
thousands of German soldiers prior
present in the vaccine. Mild, tranprotein, hemagglutinin (H), enables
the virus to attach to a host cell. The
to the failed Marne offensive.
sient side effects occur in five to 10
Similarly, more U.S. soldiers percent of those vaccinated.
viral RNA then enters the host cell
approximately 35,000 - died from
The national Centers for Disease
and uses that cell's protein-making
influenza illness than from German
Control and Prevention (CDC)
ability to reproduce. In influenza
bullets.
specifically recommends vaccinatype A only, another protein, neuraminadase (N), facilitates the
Other major pandemics during
tion for persons who may develop
release of new viruses from the host
the 20th century include the Asian
severe complications from influenza
illness - anyone over 65, people
flu in 1957 and the Hong Kong flu in
cell.
1968. The Russian flu of 1977-78
with chronic lung or heart disease,
Our immune system identifies
the invading virus's antigenic strucwas caused by a viral strain identical
diabetics and other persons with
chronic health problems.
o the one that caused an epidemic in
ture and develops antibodies to com950. The strain's re-emergence
bat cellular infection. After initial
ter 27 years primarily affected
Types of Influenza
illness, the infected person usually
The influenza virus was first
eople under the age of 25 . This
becomes immune to that particular
strain of influenza. Unlike other
viruses, however, influenza viruses
can change their antigenic structures
(Hand N proteins) to avoid the antibodies we produce.
There are two processes by
which influenza viruses change:
Minor mutations that enable the
virus to evade existing human antiCORPORATE VIDEO SELLS!
bodies are known as antigenic
"drift." In type A influenza, major
genetic mutations can also result
from antigenic "shift" - a process
When rt comes to selling a product or seNice effecttvely,
where viral antigenic proteins
nothtng beats the tmpact of a well-produced VJdeo. The
recombine to create a new influenza
creattve talent of our award-winning productton staff assures
subtype.
you the best value in town, regardless of your budget.
Antigenic shift occurs in reservotr animals primarily ducks,
birds and swine. These animals
transmit viruses to humans by
coughing or sneezing, or by contaminating food, water and objects with
their feces. Wh ile most of these
hybrid viruses -are nol dangerous to
... ask for Art Kemp at ext. 37
human beings, a new subtype capable of infec ting huma ns e merges
every 10 to 40 years and causes a
Influenza is a contagious disease
caused by a respiratory virus that has
infected human populations for hundreds of years. In 413 B .C.,
Hippocrates recorded the first
known observations of this condi-

phenomenon allowed scientists to
recognize that natural immunity antibody response resulting from
actual illness rather than from vaccination - can last for decades.
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major pandemic. It is believed that
new subtypes originate from farms
in mainland China, where the odds
of infection are high because of the
proximity of humans and reservoir
animals.
The extent of the viral changes
in any given year determines the
severity of annual epidemics.
Human immune systems will
respond faster to new strains of
influenza than to new subtypes.
Most of the population has no natural immunity to new subtypes
because I .e virus's antigenic st ructure differs dramatically from previous strains.
In order to track influenza
viruses, medical authorities label
each strain. For example, the following strain predominated in the
United States during the 1993-94 flu
season:

Carl Karcher Enterpnses, Inc.,
presented the Leukemia Society of
America with $250,000, the result of a
recent month-long "caring" coupon
booklet campatgn Nearly 600 Carl's
Jr. locations offered the coupon booklets for a $1 donation. In return, customers rcce1ved coupon values worth
$15 dollars off their favorite Carl's Jr
fare.
Carl Karcher Enterprises, Inc.,
became mvolved in the fund-raismg
program when approached by Carl's
Jr franchtse owners, Trevor and
Nanette Olson. The Olson's nine-year-

old daughter, Danelle, IS in remission
from leukemia.
"The Caring Coupon Program
was held in the Sacramento area in
1994," said Tom Thompson, president
and chief operating officer of Carl
Karcher Enterprises, Inc. ··we decided
to expand it system-wide in 1995 and
[we] are thrilled with the success. A
quartcr-mi1lion generous customer.-;
made it happen, one dollar at a time."
Carl N. Karcher, founder of Carl's
Jr.
Restaurants,
presented the
$250,000 check at a "'Celebrity
Server'' event at the Olson's Citrus

Heights Carl's Jr. locatiOn on Feb. I.
Carl's Jr. and the Leukemia Society
teamed up with radio station KRXQ93 Rock to help raise money for the
cause. Radio personality Pat Martin
was on hand to help Carl Kmcher
serve patrons their food. The celebrity
servers ratsed an additional $1,000 in
customer tips.
Each year leukemia kills more
children in the United States than any
other disease. Studies show that every
10 mmutes, leukemia or a related disease claims the life of another child or
adult. The Leukemia Society's goal is

to find a cure by the year 2000. The
society also offers many programs that
support those afflicted with leukemia
as well as their families. By partnering
with Carl's Jr., the Leukem1a Society
hoped to not only raise money, but
also incrcao,;.e <twarcness of the disea..-.e.
CKE RestaumnL.... Inc., is the parent company of Carl Karcher
Enterpnses, Inc., which, along with it>
franchises and licensees, operates 665
Carl's Jr. quick-service restaurants,
located pnmarily in California,
Nevada, Oregon, Arizona, Mexico and
the Pacific Rim.

Strain Name: A/Beijing/32!92-/ike
(H3N2)
A:The type of influenza
{A or B)
Beijing: Where the virus was first
isolated or cultured
32:Isolate number (laboratory designation)
1992:Year first isolated or cultured
H3N2:1nfluenza A subtype
People become infected with
the influenza virus throughout
the year. However, influenza
activity increases during winter
months because the virus is easily transmitted by coughing and
sneezing associated with winter
respiratory illnesses, such as the
common cold.
In the United States, the
influenza season usually lasts from
approximately October until May,
with peak activity occurring
between December and March.
1995/1996 Season
The vaccine for the upcoming
season includes three influenza
strains: Nfexas/36/91-like (HINJ),
NJohannesburg/33/94-like (H3N2),
and B/Beijing/184/93-like. This formula was based on analyses of last
year's viral strains and the antibody
responses of persons vaccinated
with last season's vaccine.
Although vaccination is the primary method of disease prevention,
prescription antiviral medications
are also available for preventing and
treating type A influenza. When used
as a treatment, antiviral medications
actually help stop the influenza A
virus from reproducing, reducing the
severity of symptoms and shortening
the duration of illness. There is no
treatment for type B influenza.

This article was provided by Kyle
Farnham ofGTFH Public Relations
on behalf of Forest Laboratories,
In c., 909 Third Avenue, New York,
N.Y., 10022-4731.
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Workers' Compensation: Solvency
Crisis Ahead for the Industry?
by Jim Zelins~}' and Curt Olsen

Reform and Competitive Rating
Prior to passage of California's
landmark workers' compensation
reform legislation in 1991 and 1993,
the workers' compensation system
was in need of repair. Costs for
employers were among the highest
in tbe nation and benefit levels for
workers among the lowest; fraud
was rampant.
Reform remedjed that, and
workers' compensation became part
of the solution in California's economic recovery. Open rating - a
key aspect of the reform legislation
was introduced in January,
repealing the minimum rate law
which for 80 years regulated the
rates carriers could charge for workers' compensation coverage.
Almost immediately, open rating fostered a "buyers market"
where employers could shop around
for the best value from carriers and
exert more control over insurance
costs. But just as quickly, it set off a
price war among insurers who
slashed premiums to gain market
share. I : their zeal, some insurers
appeared to be charging grossly
inadequate premiums.
In the midst of this price war,
benefit levels increased. Today, we
are in an environment where prices
are significantly lower for many
employers while costs, after declining for several year>, have once
again begun to increase
To mention the need for adequate rates is bound to be unpopular
with many employers. However, it is
better than entering blindly into
what could become a solvency cnsi,_ That would require employers to
pay for the losses left by insolvent
workers' compensation insurance
carriers.

Rate Making
Insurance - and workers' compensation insurance in particular is a business in which premiums
charged today must reflect the ultimate cost of claims which require
benefit payments over five, 10, or
even 15 years.
That's why rates, while remaining as competitive as possible, must
also be consistent with actuarial projections and expectations for ultimate losses. Any insurance carrier
that does not base its premiums on
actuarially sound projections is
likely to be collecting inadequate
premiums and exposing policyholders to higher future premiums,
potenlial civil liability and disruptious in business operations.

Insurance rate making follows a
simple guideline: Rates must be adequate, meaning sufficient to pay
losses and expenses; rates must be
reasonable, meaning the insurer
should not be able to earn excessive
profit; and rates must be fair, meaning
not
discriminatory
or
inequitable. Following this formula
leads to stability in rates that should
meet the expectations of insurer
shareholders and policyholders, if
underlying costs grow at a reasonable pace.
The insurance premium is
derived from a number of components, the most basic of which is
''pure premium'' the expected
cost of insurance protection and
claims handling, before other underwriting expenses such as premium
taxes, profit and contingencies are
considered.
There are indications that the
pure premiums being charged by
some carriers are dangerously low.
The rates recommended by the
Workers' Compensation Insurance
Rating Bureau (WCIRB) are a good
indicator of adequacy.
The WCIRB gathers loss cost
information from carriers, and publishes projected loss cost rates for
upcoming policy periods. The
WCIRB recommended that the
California Department of Insurance
(DOl) approve an 18.7 percent average increase in advisory Joss costs
for workers' compensation. In
October, the DOl confirmed the
need for higher rates by approving
an 11.3 percent increa-e in advisory
loss co::,ts.
These actions suggest that, from
an actuarial standpoint, rates are far
too low on average.
Reserving
An insurer's financial stability is
also closely linked to the adequacy
of its reserves. "Reserving" is the
setting aside of funds, based on medical reports and benefit rates, for the
future payment of benefits to
injured workers.
Current medical costs and
temporary disability benefits for
an occupational injury are just the
beginning of a claim. Depending on
the severity of the injury, there are
expenses associated with vocational rehabilitation and partial,
or perhaps even permanent, disability.
Adjustors set reserves for
each claim knowing that a
claimant's condition can worsen
over time. It's a job that requires
real expertise in the forecasting
of future payments and a keen
understanding of how expenses

from individual clatms will
build over time.
Requlators and Solvency
Regulators play a crucial role tn
the process: helping through identification of, and the correction of,
abuses to maintain stable consumer
and commercial insurance markets
in California.
In his pre-election platform
statement, California Insurance
Commissioner Chuck Quackenbush
placed the issue of carrier solvency
high on his list of priorities. He said
he would ''encourage competition in
the open market while carefully regulating for solvency."
As noted earlier, Commissioner
Quackenbush sent a strong message
to the marketplace when he
approved an increase in workers'
compensation advisory loss costs.
Although insurers do not have to
abide by the increase, it serves as a
public warning that premiums are in
fact, too low. It also gives the
DOl additional leverage in its
efforts to monitor the industry
for solvency.
When it comes to the issue of solvency, the Commissioner has true
enforcement power. In this area, his
authority to audit and to correct abuses are
broad
Rightfully so, for the interests of
employers who s1and to become btg
losers in a solvency crisis, and for workers, who may be subjected to di;;ruptions
in coverage and service. The comrnt<;sioner can vigorously exercllie his
enforcement power through close
scrutiny of rates and the rejection of rate
filings from c-.miers that appear to be
engaged in irre;poll<ilble underpncmg.
The commissioner knows that a
maJor carrier failure would be more
than a symbolic disaster for
California, which has only recently
emerged from a recession. The
euphoria businesses are currently
caught up in as a result of competitive rating must not be allowed to
push the fundamental regulatory
issue of solvency into the background.
Potential Impact on Business
A solvency crisis could have a
ripple effect, spreading throughout
the California economy.
First, if carriers are currently
pricing below their costs, we could
have a return to the overnight 20
percent-plus increases in workers'
compensation premiums of the
1980s as carriers decide they've had
enough of the price wars.
Shareholders of Californiabased workers' compensation insurers - most of which are stock-held
companies - could experience a

decrease in their investments as
stock prices decline.
Ln the event of an insolvency,
employers covered by in-iolvent insurers
could experience trouble getting replaoement coverage due to tl1e fact that loss
information needed to underwrite new
policies is difficult to obtain from carriers
in receivership. On a broader scale, wide
swings in insurance rates oould disrupt
expansion plans of large businesses and
can mean instant death to rrumy small
businesses, and thus, fewer jobs and job
opportunities.
Furthermore, the California
Insurance Guarantee Association,
the fund which guarantees payment
of claims in the event of insolvency,
could be underfunded if there were a
significant number of insolvencies.
The guarantee fund can only
charge insurers up to one percent of
insurers' total statewide premium
volume to cover insolvencies, and
then only after the fact. With premiums at a 20-year low, the ba'e upon
which an insolvency could be
assessed has itself shrunk by nearly
haiL
Businesses could ultimately feel
pressure from labor which tends to
blame any disruption of benefits on
employers and a sudden escalation
in rates could cause a scaling back of
workforces, further damaging the
labor/management relationship.
Summary
Although workers' compensation msurance reform has worked
well, there appear to be growing
abuses in pricing of premiums and in
claims reserving that could weaken
the system.
In keeping with his promise to
"carefully regulate for solvency,"
and in the interest of maintaining an
orderly workers' compensation market in California, Commissioner
Quackenbush appears to be adopting
a posture of early warning and intervention that includes closer scrutiny
of filed rates and market conduct
audits to identify and correct abuses.
California's economic recovery
is fragile. Workers' compensation
was a big part of the problem as the
economy slipped into recession
early in this decade. Reform has
made it part of the solution.
Regulators and insurers must strive
to keep it that way.

The foregoing is derived from a
background paper on the subject of
California's workers' compensation
funding and carrier solvency prepared by Jim Zelinski and Curt
Olsen of Healy Partners and Co., 33
New Montgomery Street, Ste. 360,
San Francisco, CA, 94105.
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Controlling Losses from Cumulative Trauma Injuries
by Debbie Holmes-Enix; MPH, OTR, CVE
Cumulative trauma injuries contribute greatly to the pressures
-,training California's workers' compensation system. It is difficult to
develop a reasonable, coherent and
useful set of principles and methods
to completely prevent such injuries.
However, there is much that
employers can do to reduce incidence and severity, and thus control
losses a":isociated with cumulative
mjures. Ergonomists, who typically
design strategies to reduce cumulative trauma risks in the workplace,
generally use four job re-engineering tactics. These are: 1) applying
anthropometric data; 2) reducing the
number of repetitions; 3) reducing
the force required; and 4) eliminating awkward postures.
Anthopometry refers to a body
of information about human physical dimensions and capabilities that
is used to help ensure that workstations accommodate the employees
performing the task. There are two
methods that an employer can use
when applying anthropometric data.
The first involves making work statiOns adaptable to a variety of indivtduals,
such
as
providing
adjustable-height chairs or work
benches, adjustable keyboards and
standing platforms for shorter
employees, which would make it
easier to reach this top rack.
When a JOb task requires a high
number of repetitions, more muscle
effort is reqmred and the muscles
have less time to recover. This can
lead to fatigue and injury.
Researchers are working to determine safe limits, but there are no
definitive guidelines yet. However,
tt is safe to say that repetitions
should be reduced as much as possible, and there are a number of
approaches an employer might try.
These include: greater use of
automation and mechanical assists;
limiting of overtime; rotating
employees to jobs that stress different joints and muscles; having each
employee perform a greater variety
of tasks; and encouraging employees to take frequent one- to twominute mini-breaks in which they
perform relief exercises. These
mini-breaks can help an employee
recover from physically or mentally
demanding work activities.
Reducing the force required to
perform work tasks decreases stress
on tendons and nerves, and
increases muscular circulation. In
order to better manage this risk factor, employers might consider: more
frequent use of power tools and
assists, ensuring that gripping surfaces are not slippery, sharp or
excessively hard, making sure that
tool handles allow use of the
stronger poser grip rather than the

weaker pinch grip, providing tools
that will ehmtnate pounding with
the hand, and providing jigs and fixtures whenever possible so the hand
is not being used as a clamp.
Awkward postures can stress
joints and tissues) leading to pain,
discomfort and injuries. Exertions
performed tn awkward postures
cause weaker muscles to work at
near maximum capacity, so that they
fatigue quickly. Employers should
consider redesigning jobs to eliminate: reaching over head height,

reaching behind body, lateral bending, twisting of the torso, bending
the neck backward, and kneeling.
The following should be minimized:
reaching over shoulder height, bendtng the torso forward, and bending
the neck forward. It is important that
the wrists remain in a neutral position, neither bent backward nor forward, and elbows kept close to the
body and bent at a 90- to 100-degree
angle.
Some of the improvements
required to control losses from

We manage health care
so ies as good for these people

cumulative trauma injuries may be
complicated and require the advtce
of an experienced ergonomist.
However, there are many easy,
quick and inexpensive changes that
can be made by. almost any
employer.

For further informatwn, including a
free office work station modification
assessmem, contact Debbie Holmes-

Enix at Rehabilitation Technology
Works (909) 824-WORK (9675).
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ADVERTORIAL

Are Workers' Comp Costs
Making You Sick?

WHY DO MORE PEOPLE TURN TO US FOR GOOD HEALTH?
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IRDPI
Rehabilitation Technology Works
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CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGIST
RECEIVES NATIONAL RECOGNITION
John F. Kennedy Memorial
Hospital's clinical microbiologisl,
Lakhbir Singh, Ph.D., will presenl a
paper on "Outcome Objectives"
which describes a team effort in the
area of infectious disease. The paper
will be presenied al lhe annual
nalional meeling of the American
Sociely for Microbiology in New
Orleans in May.
The paper highlights quality
assurance and conlinuing qualily
improvemenl (QNCQI) aspects of
patienl care achieved al lhe Indio
hospital.
"! am honored that such a prestigious forum of professional peers
has accepied our paper for presentalion at this nalional meeJing, and I
share lhis distinclion with many of

my associates and team members
who continue to provide invaluable
contributions in this on-going
effort," said Dr. Singh.
In 1994, John F. Kennedy
Memorial Hospital put together a
team of experts in clinical microbiology, infectious disease, pharmacy
and infection control to coordinate
lhis interactive program. The objective was to provide accurate and
rapid microbiological diagnosis,
along wilh pertinent anlibiotic
choices, for expeditious and effective treatment of patienls Singh's
team reportedly demonstraied a
quantifiable
and
significant
improvement in the quality of care
patients receive, particularly in the
specialty of infectious disease.

HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER
COLLABORATE ON COUNSELING CENTER

The TRADE CARDTM from TCE

r----- 930·216 I
I'OG:IfN:COI.ilfT,

1

Kaiser Perrnanenle is an1ong tlte
nation's largest and I1l(>;l highly regarded
managed care organizations. One in five
Californians belongs to
Kaiser
Perrnanenle and more than two million
Southern Californians rely on us for
health care.
Based on surveys of more than
400 HMOs conducted by Health
Plan Management Services in 1992
and 1993, Kaiser Permanente of
Southern California has been raJed
among the nation's leading HMOs
for financial slabilily, cosl controls,
and method of organizalion. Kaiser
Permanente was also recognized for
excellence in pedialric expertise and
for the database used to oversee
palient care.

JFK Memorial Hospilal in Indio
is donating office space for counseling purposes to palienls of the
Barbara Sinatra Children's Center at
Eisenhower Medical Center.
"Many of our clients who live in the
central [Coachella] valley have no t:ransportalion to the children's center on the
Eisenhower Medical Center campus in
Rancho Mirage," said John Shields,
chief executive officer of the Barbara
Sinalla Children's Center. "By seeing
clients in the mid-valley, we will be able
to provide counseling in a location
where abused children are more likely
to take advantage of our services."

Michael
Rembis,
JFK
Memorial's Chief Executive Officer,
said lhe collaboralion brings in a service not currenily available 10 the
Indio area. Also, the hospital's
"Healthy Beginnings" program,
which provides prenatal classes and
obstelrician referral, will work with
the children's center staff to counsel
pregnant teenagers.
The Barbara Sinatra Children's
Center at Eisenhower Medical
Center annually lreals more Jhan 700
child viclims of physical and sexual
abuse, and it engages in abuse prevention education.

There are many reasons why
individuals and businesses alike
choose Kaiser Permanente above
any other healih plan.
According to a recent independent report, Kaiser Permanente
members are more satisfied with
their healih plan lhan the members
of any other Southern California
HMO surveyed. • In almost every
category, Kaiser Permanente members rated their healih plan besl.
Beller lhan other members scored
their HMOs. Beller than Blue Shield
and Blue Cross/California Care,
Health Net, Cigna, and PacifiCare.
And in a separate survey conducted
later by the same group, our Kaiser
Permanenle Senior Advantage members said they, too, were more satisfied with their health plan than the
members of any other Soulhern
California HMO included in that
survey.
The Joint Commission on
Accreditation
of
Healthcare
Organizations (JCAHO) has judged
all 10 Kaiser Permanenle medical
cenlers in Southern California as
among the best-managed hospitals
in the nation-averaging a near perfeel score (96 out of 100 points).
And three Kaiser Permanente hospitals were awarded JCAHO's very
highest honors: Accreditation with
Commendation .
Our ratio of primary care physicians to specialisls is virtually one to
one, while the nalional average is
one to three. Our slaff includes an
array of healih care professionals
whose team approach helps deliver
quality health care to all of our
members.
Kaiser Pennanenle operates the
nation's largest hospital-based HMO
laboratory wilh 10 million tests per-

formed annually. The lab serves
more than two million members and
has been commended and accredited
by lhe American College of
Pathologists.

Outstanding physicians
Our reputation in health care
atlracts physicians from among the
most qualified in Jhe nation-the lop
15 percent of lheir class. At Kaiser
Permanente, you 'II find graduates
from
Harvard, Yale, UCLA,
Slanford, UCSF, Dartmoulh, and

usc.

Our physicians possess skills in
general medicine and virtually every
medical specialty. Eighty-eight percent are board cerlified, compared
with the national average of only 70
percenl. More than 30 percent of our
physicians pass their knowledge on
to future generations by teaching at
leading Soulhern California medical
schools such as UCLA, USC, UC
Irvine, and Lorna Linda University.

Convenience
Our 10 medical centers and
more than 90 medical offices are all
over Southern California-from
Kern County to San Diego.
Wherever our members work, play,
or live, we're always nearby if Jhey
need us. Members are never
restricted to one medical center or
medical office. They're free to go
where it's most convenient at any
time. And virtually everything our
members need is wilhin easy
reach-from physicians to phannacies 10 parking spaces.

Preventive care
We believe that prevention is
still the best medicine. Early detection and early treatment are paramounl. We systemalically schedule
visits for breast, colon, cervical,
prostate, and skin cancers. When we
see something that concerns us, we
respond. For instance, we aggressively track all patients who have
abnonnal Pap smears and arrange
for follow-up examinations.
Each of our medical centers has
a Health Education Department with
a wealth of infonnation to help our
members stay healihy-books, manuals, slides, videos, workshops, and
support groups. We also offer a wide
range of classes, most of which are
free of charge to Kaiser Pennanente
members.

Our innovative spirit
We're not satisfied with just
practicing the art of medicine. We're

working to advance il. And, as an
organizalion, we ' re frequently asked
to participate in major national
health studies. Kaiser Permanente is
one of only six U.S. medical organizations funded by Jhe National
Inslilutes of Health to develop childhood immunization vaccines and
evaluate their effectiveness and
safety. We are also pari of a longlerm nationwide efforl funded by the
Nalional Cancer Institute lo study
the effecliveness of Jamoxifen sometimes used in preventing breast cancer.
Each Kaiser Permanente medical cenler in Southern California
maintain,:; an Asthma Task Force
dedicated to identifying patients al
risk from aslhma and educating
them on proper management of lheir
condition. In addilion, the New York
1imes recenliy commended Kaiser
Permanente in Southern California
for the work done in our kidney dialysis program, citing it as "one example of how dialysis could be done
better in the United States."
Another important innovation is
our nalionally acclaimed study on
vaginal birlhs after cesarean
(VBAC). As a leader in VBAC,
we've helped lower the national
cesarean rale from 24.7 percent to
22.7 percenl. Our overall cesarean
section rate is 16.9 percent, among
the lowest in the nation.
Serving members in lhe Inland
Empire The Kaiser Permanenle
Riverside Medical Center is well
known for conducting Jhe original
long-term study of VBAC, which
has significantly influenced Ihe way
hospitals inside and outside of lhe
Kaiser Permanente system view
cesarean sections today.
This modern medical cenler
has
been
serving
Kaiser
Permanenle members in the
Riverside area since the 1960s.
The facilily offers an innovative
approach to healih care delivery
in a technologically advanced
environment. Using computercontrolled stereotactic equipment, the center can provide
more accurate readtngs of breast
examinations and perform noninvasive biopsies that eliminate
lhe need for overnight hospital
recovery time.
The Kaiser Pennanente Fontana
Medical Center was recently
awarded
Accredilation
with
Commendation, the highest level of
accreditation awarded by JCAHO.
The birthplace of Kaiser Permanente
in Southern California, the cenler

now exisls as a 326,000-square foot
hospital. Pnmary care represenls
one of ils strongest fealures. The
deparJments of Family Praclice,
Internal
Medicine,
Obsietrics/
Gynecology and Pediatrics deliver primary care. Referral care is provided
by a team of dedicated specialists
who concentrate on their specific
areas of expertise.
The facilily includes a fullylicensed chemical dependency
recovery program, an acute inpatient
rehabililation unit, and other specialty units that support all 1ypes of
general and specialty care. The
recently remodeled gastroenlerology
unit is considered one of the five
best in the country.

Customer service
Kaiser Permanente account
managers, service associates, and
account coordinators who serve our
cuslomers are qualified professionals wilh an average of 20 years experience in the health care industry.
Our centralized administrative services department provides customers with easier communication,
faster response, and continuity of
service.
Responding to member inquiries
is a large part of our service_ Our
Cuslomer Service Call Cenler was
created for maximum responsiveness. Carefully trained customer service representatives, at one easy
loll-free number, provide fast
answers 10 questions about most
healih plan-related issues.

More than 50 years of caring
More lhan fifty years ago,
Kaiser Pennanente began offering
Californians quality health care at a
fair price. Today, we're one of the
nation's largest and most highly
regarded HMOs with over 2 million members in Southern
California.
Over half a century of experience and leadership have
shaped us into an organization
well-suiled to provide both the
business community and our
membership with quality health
care at a reasonable cost.

Kaiser Pennanente
More people tum to us for goo:! health.
*CareData Annual Survey of Health
Plan MembeiS, Southern California,
June-September
1995,
CareData

Rqxlt1S, Inc., New York, NYCareData
Southern California Medicare Survey,
November 1995, CareDala Reports,
Inc., New York, NY.
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Smith's Food & Drug.
N!A
Carl's Jr. Sav-U-Foods
Foresl Company
Store, Kragen Auto, Hallm.1rk 1981
N/A

Hobby Shack
RodburyResl<iurant
Fat'sBilliardOub

Ttny Bortll kk

Donahue Schriber
1980

lcw1s Homes Managemeal Corp.
$12-$15

Swieca/Jacobs
Executive Ltasing: Ag.
(909) 788-®101810-648~

1989

!978
600

Gener<JI Managn
(909) 683-!066

R>dnor

N/A

R1lpb's
Paylal

Wayne Poe

The Pl'lUk-ntiallns. Co. of America
Sheller Bay Reaail Group
1957

JCPenney
Ha.nis Co.

Longs Drugs,
Petco,
Hughes

~)nc.s~-~el~7/653-1171

M:ano \ia.nagement Co., Inc.
Gtner.ll Growth Management, loc.
1966

N!A

Scm Outlet. Pep BoY'
Dwm Edward~ PaiD~.

Lea.siogRepre~tative

ArleneKuko\tsld

Smans.
Pic N Save,
Kragen Auro Supply

Flmily FilDW, Ont . Library

CaadaceRk-e

General Growth Pro~rtie5
GrncraiGro\l.th Properties
Opened Oct. 14, 1992

N/A

Pizza Hut

R.Jvenade, CA 92503

........

Harris',J.C. Penne)',
MelV)·n's.Sears

$1.()1).$1.25

Newlyltanodeled

LtasingAzut
Title
Pa.one/Fax

Thlgel. NO«b.ttom Rack,
N/A
Mervyn's, AMC. Sam's C1ub, Pan P<~cific Otvelopmeot
Okt Navy Oothing
1987

Wdll!slablish<d,

N/A
<465

...... ~CAfi?JO

Fillless,HouseofFabncs

NiA

92,695
12,908

.:::.cr~

1'a.rget,A1bertsons, Sav-on,
Edwar!h Theater, Family

Lucky. TodD Bear

-=~
......

U~lD,; Compaay
Year Built

Wai·Mart, Pnct Oub,
N/A
CB Commercial
Peu MArt, Oaim Jumper,
la·N.OUt Burter,Clra nt Ciry 1992

S.75-150

550

..... c..- F-,. s -

Target, Montgomery Ward,
Mervyn's,ServirxMerch.,
Ross. Edwards Theaters

Pal food. Ample Part....
E-Z Freeway Acasl
Loca1ed at Major
Intersection in Yucca Valley
North of 1-10 Freeway

:16. 3100 E. lalud Empuc Blvd.
Oalano, CA9! 764

H.Jnis', Trader Jot's
$3v..oo, VONS.
Montgomt'f)' Wvd

Ralphs, Carl's Jr
Tubell Realtors,
Pomona First Federal

416

10200 ........

Robmsons·May.
BullocU. J.C Penney,
MoiyCo.

Sl .65·11.90

10.25

1)1orYmqo

~bey's.
Goltsc~lb.

Ou-S1te Bank,
Fast Food, Ample Parking.
H1gh Traffic Intersection

10.000

u

JCPenncv

Kullw's

97,168
12.000

~CA!II7l0

S1.40-$1.75

SlloppiDc Caller

Descnllllsl'lua
2l- 29 Palms H1g.bway &: Rle 247
Yucca VaJky, CA 92284

- - , . CA 92557

Nordstrom, Broadway,
Mil}'Co.,JC Penney

Anne Klein. Lcvi/Reebok

7SO

ISO.OOO

Pennc~. Ma)· Company
Bulloc~

()wan

1986

N/A

12,CXXI

Sears, Harm'
JC

JUms'Dept.Store

184.812
60,955

RucboC.......p.CA9!730

2L

82,023 Sq.Ft. Offitt Bldg~
Si.JS-1.95
ju.st E. off l-15at Rancho CaRd.,
National&: Cred1t Tenants.

41
2.524

Rancho Cuamooga, CA 91730

u.=~~

WND

1,500

VJCtorvtllt. CA 92392

13.l!Z. ~~';"""

Fountains, Sctllptures,
$1.50-S2AO
Food Court, Ample Parking
National Award· Wmnmg Center
2 Major Value Retailm,
Rest.lwanlS, Specialty Sbops,
Fretway Access

S<••

Stan

10 Movie Thea1ers. let
Skating Rmk, 5 RestauranlS,
5 Major Ikpl Stores

2,..121

Nordstrom, M cy\
P~ney, M.11y Co,

J C.

Montgomery\\'Jtd
Hams'

Car~!.

64
3,990

53,000

u. ~c!t;~:"""

$28-100

WND

64

295C.aro~IMall

S Mjr. Dqx. Storts.
'Theouen, 200+ Speaalty
Shop<. FooJ Coo"
Customer Serv1ce Bunons,
Carou.qoJ, WheelchansStrollm,
Fax,/Cop1er. G1ft Wrappmg. Ar~ork

1:!.5,00)

l,IOO,CXlO

Tem«ala ToWll Cnln'
10. Rancho Calif. Rd. &: Ynez Rd
Temecula. CA 92130

IS.

.\em

Gallorlaai Tyln
91 F"'l' .t Tyler
Ri"cn.idc, CA 9~503

San iknwdmo. CA 92401

S.

Major Tuaats

Total Sq. fl
Rttail Spa« A' ailabk

N/A

Jacobs Development Co.

CITY TO REDEVELOP ONTARIO
PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
Mayor Gus Skropos and the
Ontario ciiy council recently
announced the city is planning Io
redevelop !he Ontario Plaza
Shopping Center in northwest
Ontario.
The plaza, which was built in
the late 1950s on the east side of
Mountain Avenue between Fourth
and "I" Streets on 17 acres of property, used to be a site of major reiail
activity in the city. Over the years
the plaza has lost much of its economic vitality; it has become outdated and unattractive, suffered
much physical decay and lost many
of its tenants.
The plaza saw a short revivaJ in
the early 1980s when it received a cosmetic facelift, bui when ils major lenani - the Market Basket Grocery
Store- moved oul, things started to
go downhill once again. City leaders
are optimistic that their new plan to
tear down the old complex and build
an entirely new shopping center on the
site will help to revive Ontario Plaza.
At the direciion of !he mayor and
city
council,
the
Ontario
Redevelopment Agency (RDA) has
been working at a feverish pace on the
project. Agency officials hope to have
consiruction started as early as Ihis
summer. Receniiy unveiled plans for
the project call for a new Albertson's
supermarkel, a total of over 150,000square-feet of new commercial retail
space, and a new 80-unit senior citizen housing cenier adjacent to the
plaza's southeasi corner, along
Palmetto Avenue and "I" Street.
Several of the exisiing tenants,
including Thrifty Drug & Discount
Stores and Cloth World, will keep

stores within the complex. Plans are
underway to attract a new sit-down
restaurant, a major video rental
store, and a number of other specially siores. The facade of each
slore will have a unique style, but
will be linked to the rest of the complex through a number of common
fealures. The residential area of the
project will be self-coniained with a
prominent gate and walkway linking
it to the shopping complex.
The redevelopment of Ontario
Plaza is one of many projecis the
city is undertaking in the Mountain
Avenue area of northwest Ontario.
At the direction of the mayor and
city council, the city is in the midst
of:
• Redevelopment of !he old
County Courthouse site on the
northeast corner of Sixth Street and
Mountain Avenue;
• Working with a developer to
construct a new entertainment center
on the northwest corner of Sixth
Street and Mountain Avenue;
• Expanding Mountain Avenue
under the I-10 freeway overpass to
assist with traffic flow;
• Opening of a new police sub·
station a! Ihe Target Shopping
Center on Moun tain Avenue;
• Specially assigning a police
officer to the Mountain Avenue area;
• Inslalling new street lights and
traffic signals along Mounlain
Avenue;
• Installing underground utilities
along Mountain Avenue;
• Repaving Mountain Avenue;
• Establishing a commercial
rehabililation
program
with
Mountain Avenue-area businesses.

llarlwa Mtrado

~:W"i~ilM.~~
DoacJacoln
Leasing Agent

N/A

==7.()95)

N/A

~

the advantages of having

~A«dM.~
'on-hold':
:!.i
:!.i
:!.i
:!.i
:!.i
:!.i
:!.i
:!.i
:!.i
:!.i
:!.i

Deaa Curd
l.easmgAgent
(714) 852-9400!852-8475

(909) 788-98871788-4114

Lewla- Mouplool c...
1994

appreciation
dinner.
Dovard
"Kwame" Howard of the security
department was named Employee of
Ihe Year and has been with the hotel
just over one year. Manager of the
Year Dan Britten supervises a siaff
of four as chief engineer, and is a
second-year employee.
Deskus also announced several
promotions for Radisson Hotel San
Bernardino's employees. Former
Director of Catering Marchele
McCain was named food and bever·
age director and will oversee operations at Spencer's Restaurant,
Boomer's Lounge, room service and
the catering and banquets departments. McCain is implementing a
uwine of the month" program at
Boomer's Lounge featuring differ·
en! wines by the glass, accompanied
with appetizers.
Alan Hawak was named controller-human resources manager
after serving as assistant controller.
Tina Marie Meraz was promoted
from the front desk as guest service
representaiive Io become the hotel's
reservations department manager.

Nobody wants to put
callers 'on-hold', but...
... it happens.

ProptnyMiliOgtr

1986

Turner Prospect Co

The 12-story Radisson Hotel in
downtown San Bernardino is undergoing a $1.6 million renovation of
all its guest rooms, elevators, public
rest rooms, spa deck and the convention center.
General Manager James Deskus
said, "The work will be done in
phases so that guests will not be
inconvenienced. We expect the renovation to be completed by
November, I996." He added that the
hotel's computer system will be
updated for quicker check-in.
Deskus said the makeover for
the 233-room hotel incorporates
ideas submitled by guests on quality
control survey cards.
Verlene Riddle, the hotel's marketing director, described the convention center's new decor as
elegant, with warm greens, burgandies and rich wood tones.
Concept 4 Inc. of Torrance was hired
to effect the interior decoration
which features carpeting, paint, wall
coverings and banquet chairs.
The Radisson staff honored its
Employee of the Year and its
Manager of Ihe Year at a recent

(714) 671-41 731257-0953

-A.~CI'Me

G1W10, Coovmc,
Adolfo II , Corning/Revere

RENOVATION UNDERWAY
FOR RADISSON HOTEL

RobbTarvr

leasing Agent
(206) 881·2769

~~AI..

Acquire greater name recognition.
Boost customer referrals
Create greater awareness of company capabilities
Decrease incoming call abandonment
Educate callers about products and services
Enhance your company image.
Gain a competitive edge .
Improve customer service
Introduce sales and promotions
Keep callers' interest centered on your company
Maximize return of existing marketing investments

(909) 946-75111/949'6740

:!.i INCREASE PROFITABLE SALES!
The city has announced it is planning on redn•eloping the 011tario Plaza Shoppit•g Cemer ltorthwest Ontario. Plans call for the demolition of the existing shoppmg complex and the constmctJOII
of a new one with Albertson S supermarket, specialty store and a senior housing center.

Call 1-800-747-2562 today!
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Sincerely,
John V. Foley
Chairman of tire Board
M etropolitan Water District
of Southern Califorma

Dear Editor:
O n Ma rch 26, voters th ro ughout
San B ern ardin o Count y will fi nall y
have a c hance to be heard on th ei r
views on Measure L (The Clea n

Supervisors considered a report from
the San Bernardino County Solid
Waste Management Department to
lower Its fees from $35.50 per ton to
$32 per ton. This would be m
response to the reduction by Orange
County, and the recent reduction by
R1verside County, which as of July
1, 1996 would reduce tipping fees
from $38.50 per ton to $30 per ton.
Why is it so important? Voters
and citizens of San Bernardino
County have been led to believe that
the Rail-Cycle project will solve our
solid waste management problems
More imponantly, Rail-Cycle convinced the San Bernardino County
Board of Supervisors on Nov. 28,
1995, that not only do we need to
cure our solid waste management
problems, but we need to cure
Southern California's waste problems! The problem is: there is no
trash unless we are going to 1mport
anticipation of gaining your support.
[it] from out of state.
Waste Management, Inc. has formed
a similar name to the '"Clean Desert
The facts in today's market
Water Coalition," for one reason: to
place clearly dictate that there is
confuse the intelligent populous of
more than enough capacity throughout Southern California, as witour county. Does Rail-Cycle really
believe people are going to fall for
nessed by the Imperial County
this additional lie?
Landfill, a 20,000-ton-per-day
WMX generated $10.2 billion in
capacity waste-by-rail project which
was approved by Imperial County in
gross revenue in 1995, with net
income of $603 million. This is the
Sept., J 995, now going through the
final permitting stages with the state
same group of companies that,
according to the March 1992, San
of California. Western Waste, the
project developer, has yet to receive
Diego County District Attorney's
Report concluded "A 1989 U.S.
any contracts. So where is the trash
coming from? Out of state, maybe?
Securities & Exchange Commission
Report that Waste Management had
WMX and Rail-Cycle, please tell us
the truth!
admitted that it was under EPA
invest•gation in 89 Superfund
Waste
has been
reduced
cases."
throughout Southern California sigI also understood they have paid
nificantly since the implementation
out over $50 million but less than
of AB 939, and with the effects of
$!00 milhon, in environmental
recessiOn that has hit Southern
fines. Just the kind of company we
California and the continued move
want building one of the world's
towards recycling, there doesn't
largest dumps in San Bernardino
seem to be a need anymore to import
trash to San Bernardino County, and
Coun ty.
As an active business member
to affect the High Desert's most
throughout the High Desen commuimponant asset, its water!
nity, and an active member of the
The repon also concluded, "The
real "Clean Desen Water Coalttion,"
County already has been faced with
I have had the opportunity of
an opponunity to sell a large portion
reviewing a report that was submitof landfill capacity at the Landers
ted to the San Bernardino County
Landfill to jurisdictions of the
Board of Supervisors on Ja n. 23,
Coachel la
Valley
Area
Governmen ts. Given the solid waste
which became even more enlightenmarketplace dynam1cs m Southern
ing on this issue. "The recent growth
in solid waste disposal options availCalifornia, 1t is likely that several
able to Southern California, as well
such opportumlles could deve lop.
The sale of landfill capacities to ou tas Orange County's move to import
of-coun ty sources has potential to
tras h at $18 per ton, has placed sigsignifican tl y lower landfill fees for
nificant pressure on San Bernardino
our customers w ho have exec ut ed
County to consider lowe ring tippi ng
pa rt icipa ti on agree ments.
fees."
T his report ge nerated by San
On Jan. 23, 1996, the Board of

Desert ~·ater Coalition: the real
water coalition) and Measure M
(The Rail-Cycle Bustness License
Tax). More Importantly, voters
throughout the county will be able to
decide if we are going to finally
allow, after years of extensive heartngs, the imponatwn of 21,000-tonsa-day of trash- to pile this trash tn
a facility which will be J-mile long
by 3-miles wide and measure over
440 feet high. This dump, one of the
world's largest, will sit on top of a
large aquifer of water that has been
determined by the state of California
to have approximately 4.0 million
acre feet of potable water for munic•pal, agricultural, and industrial purposes.
During the up-coming weeks,
voters will be solicited by the Clean
Desert Water Coalition and RailCycle/WMX Technolog1es, Inc. in
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RECEIVABLES PROGRAM
NOW AVAILABLE

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(contmued from Page 6)
MWD was created in 19~8 to build
an aqueduct to provide an ongoing
source of Colorado River water to
Southern California. In 1963, the
U.S. Supreme Coun cut MWD's 1.2
million acre-feet water allotment by
half Wh1le the implications of this
decision were devastating, more
than 30 years later Southern
California has, fonunately. yet to
experience the negative impact.
Other
states,
principally
Arizona, have not developed as
quickly as anticipated. The Secretary
of the Interior has been able to
approve - on a year-by-year basis
- across to approximately 650,000
acre-feet of unused water on the
river for Metropolitan. However,
one day soon this water will be
needed by other states and thus lost
to California's industry and residents.
MWD obtains its water predominantly from two sources: The
Colorado River and the State Water
Project. The Colorado River is
MWD's primary source of supply
because it has been reliable in the
past, and at a future rate of $75 an
acre-foot, will be far less expensive
than state project supplies.
If a consensus is not reached on
how to secure additional water from
the Colorado River, MWD could be
forced to tum to out-of-state water
marketers who have approached the
District with offers to sell water at
$400 an acre-foot or more. This
compares to just 25 cents an acrefoot now and only $75 for
Metropolitan to secure new supplies
on behalf of its 27 member public
water agencies.
Confusion and continued uncertainty is the goal of these water marketers who seek to profit obscenely
from California's need for wate r.
such
distractions
are
W hile
inevitable, our commitment to
affordable, re liable wa ter for 16 million Southern California's will not
waiver.
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Bemardmo County clearly shows
that the citizens of San Bernardino
County have not been told the truth.
Would this he the first lime a county
agency has misled it's citizens?
Why then, would the board of
Supervisors have approved this controversial proJeCt on Nov. 28?
Money!
The answer, Rail-Cycle claims
and will hopefully convince each
and every voter that the county
direly needs the $31 million dollars
per year that would be brought about
at full capacity of th1s project. Th1s
may not occur for up to five years
after the first train arrives at Bolo
Station.
Why would the county compromise water, our county's most
important asset for the importation
of trash, which will not come from
Southern California, but will probably come from out of state? I would
suggest you contact local supervisors- Eaves, Riordan or Turoci who conditionally approved this project.
I hope that each and every one of
you reading this editorial, will join
the cities of Victorville, Twentynine
Palms, Yucca Valley, Rancho
Cucamonga and Ontario; The Sierra
Club;
Building
Industry
Association/Baldy View Chapter;
the Sheriff's Employees Benefit
Association (SEBA}; the Desert
Environmental Response Team
(DERn; The California Historic
Route 66 Association; the San
Bernardino
County
Taxpayers
Association; the Citizens for the
Protection of Rural Independence;
Assemblyman James L. Brulte; State
Senator Bill Leonard; former state
Senator and senatorial candidate Phil
Wyman; Assemblyman and senatorIal candidate Pete Knight; Hesperia
Councilmcmber Diana Nourse,
Victorville Councilmember[s] Mike
Rothsch ild, Joanne Almond, Felix
Diaz; former councilmember and
MWA board member Peggy Sartor;
Gene Bristoll, candidate for Superior
Coun Judge, Third Judge, Thtrd
Distric t; supervisorial candidates
Bill Le mann, Chris Smit h; and other
conce rn ed citizens throughout the
co unty, in voti ng "YES" on Measure
L (the rea l Clean Desert Water
Coalition) and "NO" on Measure M
( Ra il -Cycle Business Tax Lice nse).

Joseph W Brady
Victorville, Calif

by Dame/ L. Thomas
Small- to medium-size businesses
are the core of strength for community
banks. Despite the recession, small
businesses continue to thrive. Small
businesses employ 54 percent of the
private work force, contribute 52 percent of all U.S. sales, and are responsible for 50 percent of our nation's
private GNP [gross national product].
Whereas large companies eliminated
seven times as many high-wage jobs as
low-wage jobs in 1994, small businesses added 58 percent more highwage jobs than low-wage jobs! In fact,
in 1994 small business net job creation
totaled 3,946,000 while large businesses suffered a net job decline of
3,489,000.
Although community banks have
always prided themselves on their service and relationship orientation, they
have also acknowledged the more
diverse business product offerings of
the larger financial institutions. Small
businesses have sometimes been compelled to leave the comfonable relationship setting of a community bank
in order to avail themselves of more
specialized business products.
Accounts receivable financing has
always been a means of providing
growing businesses with the necessary
working capital to sustain growth. Due
to the specialized nature of accounts
receivable financing and its associated
costs, such as auditing and reporting,
this type of financing, until now, has
been the domain of the larger financial
institutions. With separate depanments
being established, minimum line
amounts many times excluded small
businesses from accessing this desirable borrowing method. Not only was
this type of financing not available at a
community bank, but the smaller businesses did not have sufficient accounts

receivable to meet the larger bank's
minimum line amount.
Recognizing the need of smalland medium-stze busines.<; accounts
receivable financing, Private Business
Inc. of Brentwood, Tenn., developed
"Business
Manager."
"Business
Manager'' tS a software program that
streamlines the purchase of a borrower's accounts receivable, and facilitates the bilhng, tracking and
necessary follow-up. This program is
now in use by over 700 community
banks nationwide. Licensing m
California staned in 1993, with 53
banks now hcensed.
The program is simple in its concept and is a combination of accounts
receivable financing and management.
Although the borrower's accounts are
in fact purchased by the bank, the borrower continues to control their collection, thus ehminating collection calls
by the lender. In that the borrower is
responsible for uncollected accounts, a
reserve is established by withholding a
small percentage of the face amount of
the purchased account. The reserve is
an amount due the borrower and is
held in an interest bearing account for
the borrower. Every month there is an
accounting, with any excess reserve
being released to the borrower.
The "Business Manager" has
proven to be an effective product,
which meets the accounts receivable
financing needs of the small- to
medium-size businesses at a cost that is
reasonable and well below the cost of
factoring. Metro Commerce Bank,
with an office in Upland, is a licensed
"Business Manager" institution.

Daniei17Jomas is executive vice presidelll
of the lnlmut Empire division of Merro
Commerce Bank, 188 N. Euclid Ave.,
SuiteA, Upland, 0\, 91786.Heisavailab/e by telephone at (909) 946{)551.

~

BARTER EXCHANGE
(The Personal Touch)

Additional Busin ess through Bartering
Why lay out hard earned cash f04' your bus1ness expenses when you can be bane,.ng and
pay1ng 104' them With additional bi.Jslness we send you?
ConsetVe your cash ouUay and redi.ICe your overhead by banenng w1th Barter members for
your bi.Jsmess. personal. family needs and expenses
INhen you pay S200 cash outlay out ol your pocket lor mechaniCal. pnot1ng. legal. medical
oHICeiSI'Iop ma1ntenance. rv/appkances. etc . etc . you could have conserved that hard earned cash and
paid f04' thOse OllgOif'lg expenses With the buSineSS/CrediiS you have eamod and accurnolatedl
AddlhOf'lal BuSiness pa1d for through banenng
Usmg your WI::!Ql..f.S6Lf buying power.~ (baner Cted11s eqL.JIValernto cash dOllars)
you are purchaSing at the regular pnce. however actual cost out-ot·pocketls your (WHOlESALE COST)
PLUS YOU STIU HAVE THAT S200 HARD EARNED CASH IN YOUR POCKET Now doesrl'l that sound
great? INTERESTED?

SIGNED-UP MEMBERSHIP COUNT NOW OVER 430
Founded & Locally Owned by Family for Over 10 Years
(909) 881 -6131/32

FAX (909) 881 -61 33

Ask for Joseph. Julie. Maryann or Tony

ADDYs Awarded
Jack Brown, chairman, president and ch~ef executive officer of
Stater Bros. Markets, and two college students were honored at the
Ponfolio/ADDY Awards show and
banquet held at the Ontario Airpon
Hilton Feb. 23. The annual awards
show is sponsored by the Inland
Empire Ad Club (IEAC).
Brown received the group's first
Communication
Achievement
Award for his contributions to
California State University at San
Bernardino. His efforts made possible construction of a five-story
building that was completed on campus in 1992. That building, named in
Brown's honor, houses an interactive communication arts center that
displays the work of Inland Empire
advertising agencies and graphic
design studios. The center includes
examples of ad campaigns, marketing suppon materials and collateral
material.
Marianna Cheng of Platt
College and Deborah Mount of San
Bernardino Valley College were
each awarded $500 scholarships.
The goal of the !EAC scholarship
program is to support the educational pursuits of future advertising

professionals. Two awards are given
annually to students in their junior
and senior years.
Cheng, originally from Hong
Kong, is a graphic ans maJor at Platt
College in Rancho Cucamonga. She
previous! y earned a bachelor of ans
degree in biological science from the
University of California, Berkeley.
Cheng was working to fulfill a family tradition of becommg a doctor,
but she recently decided to pursue
graphic design. Graphic designers
provide visual element~ in advertismg and collateral material that communicates infonnation through the
use of color, photography, artwork,
layout and type.
Mount is an ans major at San
Bernardino Valley College and has
earned several awards, including the
San Bernardino An Association's
Merit Award and the San Bernardino
Valley College An Oub's Award for
Personal Growth. Mount said she
believes that an is more than a personal talent; it abo functions as a
practical benefit to the community
through beautification of the world
we live in. She will continue her education at California State University,
San Bernardino next year.

I.E.N.B. IS PROUD TO
ANNOUNCE ITS ALLIANCE WITH THE
CALIFORNIA SOUTHERN SMALL
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CORP.
If you're a "small bustness" who has had dtfftculty tn
obtatntng ftnanctng through conventtonal sources Inland Emptre N attonal B ank and the
Californta Southern Small
Bustness Development Corp
may be able to h e lp you
Please call for addtttonal tnformat ion
MAIN OFFICE
3737 Mam St. Ste 104
R1ve rs id e, CA 92 501
(909) 788-226 5
Me mber
FDI C

MAGNOLIA
37 27 Arlingto n Ave.
Riversid e, CA 92506
(909) 788 -2265

FALLBROOK
139 S. Ma1n Street
Fattbrook, CA 92028
(619)728 -9585
/

Equal Housing
Lender

.t'Ali~
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Software Re'Vle .

by Carlene Jones
With the advent of Windows 95,
many Microsoft Office users may
feel pressured into upgrading to
Office 95. But wait! Has Microsoft
truly offered us an enhanced program, or is this another ploy to get
us to spend more money on an

upgrade that will be upgraded again
within a few months? Do its new
features justify the expense? Is its
efficiency potential so great that we
can't live without it?
We have all heard of Windows
95's 32-bit processing capabilities.
We have all been told that the old
version of Office was programmed
for 16-bit processing; therefore, it
could not benefit from the speed
we've been assu!ed we will get with
Windows 95.
What we weren't told was that
our old 486 DXs with only 8 MB of
RAM and only 16-bit capabilities
weren't powerful enough to run this
stuff anyway. We weren't told that
we would need to upgrade our systems to take advantage of the things
Microsoft purponed their new magical software could do. So what's
new? Since when does the software
manufacturer take into account the
users' systems, let alone their pocketbooks?
On a 486 DX2 66MHz machine
with 8 MB RAM, Office 95 runs
slower than its predecessor. You will
have to upgrade to at least 12 MB of
RAM just to get back to the speed
you were used to in the old version.
Of course, if you already are using a
Pentium with 32-bit capabilities,
then this is a moot point.
Many of us upgraded software
in Aug. I 995, but not hardware.
Until we see a surplus at the end of
the fiscal year, we aren't able or
willing to upgrade equipment just
because Bill Gates thinks we should.
Don't
take
this
wrong.
Microsoft Office is by far the best
suite of software packages on the
market today. It is the best thoughtout and integrated system we have.
But the old adage, "if it ain't broke,
don't fix it," seems true. If you're
happily working in the old version
of Office in a Windows 3.1 environment and you're thinking of updating because "it's the thing to do,"
think again. The old version of
Office is still a very viable software
package from which you can get
another year of use, if not more.
If you are afraid that by keeping
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Office 95:
Is it Worth the Upgrade?
the old version you will limit yourself in your ability to transfer files,
don ' t worry. Office 95 files can be
opened in their older versions without any problems. Long file-names
which are allowed in Windows 95
tend to be visual only. Each file still
has its own unique name with an

identifying extension. Whatever
name you originally gave the file is
truncated to seven characters, followed by a tilde. Although you will
need to be able to recognize the file
by its unseen name to open it, there
does not seem to be a conversion
process for the old versions to read
and process the files. It is as if the
file formatting hasn't changed, just
the tools used to create them.
Microsoft Schedule+ is pan of
the Office 95 package, and though
no one seems to be having problems
using it, many have found that if the
server they are working off uses
Windows 3.1, Schedule+ users are
not able to communicate electronically. The solution here-if you are
running different Windows versions
from your network-is to have the
server running Windows 95.
New versions of software can
always translate older versions, but
older versions are rarely able to
translate files from newer ones.
Schedule+ itself is one of the
nice improvements to Office 95.
The address book that is created for
the contact base 1s available

FREE*
• \l"hUc: Suppltn Lol..\1

•

throughout the Office. You can edit
it and merge from it in Word, and
expon it to an Excel table where it
can become an attached table in
Access.
Another new feature is the
Binder. The Binder allows you to
collate documents created in different Office products into one presentation with continuous pagination. It
is like an advanced Master
Document File that can contain documents from all of the other
Microsoft programs. As we all
know, the concept is usually more
thrilling than the actuality, and a program
is only as good as the effort put into using
it and using it properly.
The actual additions to the various programs inside the Office
(Word, Excel, PowerPoint and
Access) are not that great: some nice
new gadgets, but nothing revolutionary. Access has probably undergone the most changes. It has been
reprogrammed to include more
"wizards" so endusers may work
more easily with it. But for those
who program in it, the new wizards
may be more of a nuisance than anything else. The module language
was changed from Access Basic to
Visual Basic. This is a plus, since
many programmers were using
Access as a front end for a Visual
Basic program which ultimately
runs faster and more efficient) y than
databases programmed in Access

$19.95*

Basic.
Be careful, though . Access programmers need to be aware that if
they design a database with Access
7.0, Windows 3.1 users will not be
able to access it.
Remember the Office task bar?
Well, it has been replaced by one
that offers Schedule+ options, and
Bookshelf is included when you
purchase the program on CD. You
will have to be happy with the
Windows 95 task bar which only
lists open programs. No more clicking on a button to open other programs. Instead, Microsoft Office
adds a level to the "Stan" pull up
menu. From here you may choose to
open an existing document in any of
the Microsoft programs or stan a
new one.
We will get into some of the
new features offe~od in each program next month . For now, be
assured not one of them is so hot
that you can't live without it. For
those of you still working in
Windows
3.1,
be
patient.
Microsoft's Office developers are
not sitting still, they are always
upgrading and revising.

Carlene Jones is the training director
at Word Comp Associates in Ria/co.
She is available to schedule training
sessions for your business and may
be reached ar (909) 877-9310.

$29.95*
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LOW AS:

Banks and Thrifts Set Earnings Records
U.S. banks registered record
earning for the second consecutive
quaner, with profits of $13.7 billion
before extraordinary items during
the third quarter of I 995 for an
annualized return on assets of 1.31
percent, according to Sheshunoff
lnforrnation Services Inc., a leading
prov1der of information to the banking and thrift industnes.
The figures represent the highest quanerly income ever reponed
by the banking industry. The third
quaner eammgs figure represents a
$1.7 billion, or 14 percent, mcrease
over the former record level of $12
billion in profits earned during the
second quaner of 1995. The banking
industry's profits rose to $36.7 billion for the first three quaners of
1995, up $2.8 billion, or 8.4 percent,
over earnings for the first three quarters of 1994.
"The industry's ability to continue posting record-setting quarters
is encouraging, especially in light of
shrinking net interest spreads," said
Con
Rusling,
president
of
Sheshunoff Information Services.
"The real question is how long can
these profit levels be maintained."
The savings and loan industry
also reported record earnings during
the third quaner of 1995, with a
profit of $1.8 billion before extraordinary items. This figure represents
an increase of $475 million, or 35.4
percent, over the second quaner of
1995 and $339 million, or 22.9 percent, over the third quarter of 1994.
Profits for the first three quaners of
1995 rose to $4.3 billion, an
increase of $995 million, or 30.2
percent, over the first three quarters
of 1994.
Bank Profits Bolstered by Rising
Net Interest Income,
Recapitalization

Motorola Renegade

Motorola Lifestyle Plus

Motorola Ultra Express

..

• Unlimited Calls • Tri-State Coverage
• We Come to You • Trade-Ins for Motorola Pagers
• FREE Activation of Your Own Motorola Pager
* Plus Tax.

Requires Activation 1st & Last Month 's Airtime

The banking industry 's net
interest spread before loan loss provisions, as a percent of average
assets, fell to 3.7 percent through
Sept., 1995, compared to 3.87 percent at year-end 1994. Despite thinning spreads, net interest income for
the industry rose to $114.5 billion
through Sept., 1995, reflecting an
increase of $6.2 billion, or 5.8 percent, over the first three quaners of
1994.
The provision for loan losses
rose to $8.8 billion through Sept.,
1995, representing an increase of
$0.8 billion, or 9.5 percent, over the
amount recorded during the first

three quaners of 1994. Th1s marks
the second straight quarter of
increased Joan loss provisions,
although the ratio of reserves to
noncurrent loans has gradually
increased during the six-month
period.
Non-interest expenses continued their downward trend, measur ~
mg 3.59 percent of average assets
through Sept., 1995. This is down
from 3.69 percent and 3.91 percent

m non-interest expenses posted for
the first three quaners of 1994 and
1993, respectively.
"The continued improvement in
bank earnings can be attributed to
improved net interest income from

loan growth coupled with good asset
quality. Banks also experienced
lower operating costs due to the
recapitalization of the Bank
Insurance Fund (BIF), resultmg in
significantly reduced deposit insur-

ance premiums," said Rusling.
The savings and loan industry
reponed a net interest spread after
loan provisions, as a percentage of
average assets, of 2.41 percent,
dewo from 2.54 percent for yearend 1994. Loan loss provisions fell
to 0.21 percent of average assets,
down from 0.27 percent and 0.5 I
percent recorded at year-end 1994
(cominued on Page 39)

"It's been a year since we started
working with Union Bank~'

"Has it been a good year?"
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"Very. We've expanded to nearly 3,000
locations world w1"de."
0

"Congratulations."

"You came through when our
previous bank didn't and that
. eas1er
. ~.or us t o grow."
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"I'm glad we could help."
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CVB to Be Rena111ed
CVB Financial Corp., the parent
company for Chino Valley Bank,
announced that the bank will change
its name to Citizens Business Bank
upon completion of its acquisition of
Citizens Commercial Trust

and

Savings Bank of Pasadena. The parent company name will remain
unchanged.
The decision to change the name
of the bank was the result of significant fi nancial growth and the geographic expansion during the last
four years. New offices were
acquired in Fontana, Victorvi1le,

South El Monte, Brea and Fullerton.
Chino Valley Bank expects to
complete the acquisition of Citizens
Commercial during the second quarter of 1996, adding four offices in
Pasadena, San Marino and La
Canada-Flintridge. The combined
banks will have 23 offices serving
19 cities, and the renamed bank's
total assets will rise from $125 million to $1 billion.
"Naturally, the decision to
change the name of our bank was a
difficult one," said Linn Wiley, president and chief executive officer of

Conditions, Portfolio Choices Southland Home Sales Increase,
Affect Banks' Asset Quality
Values Continue to Decline

CVB Financial Corp. and Chino
Valley Bank. "We all have a close
association and attachment to the
community of Chino, where we
started and where we enjoy nearly a
30 percent market share. AI the same
time, we are obligated to consider

our broader geographic scope and
the constituencies of these areas."

Chino Valley Bank is the largest
bank headquartered in lhe Inland
Empire, according to bank officials,
with 19 offices in Riverside, San
Bernardino, northern Orange and

eastern Los Angeles counties.

Michelle lett was named senior vice
president and cashier at Califomia
State Bank. J ett will oversee a major

compwer upgrade and conversion for
offices in the Inland Empire, and in
Orange and L.A. counties.

SMALL BUSINESS
LENDER HONORED

"Our bank has money back
guarantees on SBA Loans."
Packaging

fe~

for Small

Business Adminisrrarion Loans

can run from $1000 ro $2500.
That's money down the drain if
you don't qualify. At our bank,

if your loan is not approved by
the SBA. your packaging fcc will

b< r<fu nd<d.
So if ~·our business rs ready
for expan~ion, you n~d ro

purch3j,e a nc'o\: building or
machinery, buy out a partner or
n~d

debt rdlnancing... our bank
mav have the answer with an
SBA loan.
Our bank's SBA lending
expens cake a personal interest in
your succes.\ by taking that exna
seep m providing a loan package

that will be approved by the
SBA. guaranteed.
FQr more derailo; abour

FoOlh!l! lndependem Bank's
SBA Ler.cling programs and ItS
money b tct: :,::uaramee, call (818)
966-2199 or tc·lO) 500-BANK.

\t<mb<r FDIC

@

............

~

FOOTHILL INDEPENDENT BANK

~
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Nort h Count y Bank was ranked
10th in the nation among U.S. Small
Business Admi nistrat ion (SBA)
lenders fo r the number of loans
made in 1995. The Escondido-based
institution has eight full-service
offices incl uding branches in
Temecula, Murrieta, Beaumont,
Banning, and Cabazon.
The bank also was recognized
as SBA Lender Advocate of the Year
fo r providing the highest number of
SBA loans, and the highest dollar
amount in San Diego County.
" II is our goal to help as many
small buSinesses as we can," said
Lindsey Nip, senior vice president
and loan depart ment manager.
"That's why we are pleased that lhe
demand for SBA loans in Southern
Californi a is strong and thai the program receives strong local govern mental support."
North County Bank 's holding
company, North County Bancorp,
announced earn ings of $ 1.532 million for 1995, the fifth year in the
lasl six thai it has posted earnings of
more than $1 mill ion. The 1995 figure compares to earnings of onl y
$85,000 the yea r before.
"The diffe rence in our net
income for 1995 is due in large part
to improved interest spreads and our
focus o n cost reducti ons," said
James Gregg, chairman of the
board. " We slightly reduced our
asset s ize, generated new sources for
capital, and remai ned conservative
in our approach to commercial and
construction lending. We are
pleased with these preliminary
financial results and look forward 10
continued improvements as the
Southern
California economy
rebounds."

Community banks in Southern
California suffered a proportionately
higher percentage of problem loans
in the years 1991-94 lhan counterparts in central and northern
California. Problem loans did
decrease in all areas of the state
since recent highs were recorded in
1993, according loa report issued by
lhe Federal Reserve Board of San
Francisco (FRBSF).
Problem loans fQ!_ community
banks- instiiUiions with assets under
$300 million - in the Southland
declined in 1994 lo about 6.2 percent
from a high of 8.3 percent in 1993.
The FRBSF pointed out thai
while community banks are highly
dependent on local economic conditions including the strength of
employment, and have geographically fewer loan opportunities than
larger inslitulions, they can positively
affect portfolio quali ty by exercising
more control over portfolio decisions.
California community banks

increased their concentrations in relatively higher risk commercial real
estate loans from about 16 percent to
nearly 47 percent of total loans from
1984-94. Such loans mclude construction and land development loans
secured by real estate, and loans
secured by non-farm, non-residential
properties, which have tended 10
accentuate lhe negative impacts of
the recession on asset quality, according lo lhe Federal Reserve Board.
This rise - especially evident
in Southern California - is significanlly greater than problem loan
percentages reported for all stale
banks or all U.S. banks, which
tapered off to lhe 20 and 15 percent
ranges, respectively.
The report concluded that
regional economic conditions and
California community banks' portfolio decisions lo shift 10 commercial
real estate lending had a significant
impact on their asset quality
between 1990 and 1994.

When the

Inland Empire TV News
is there, then so are You!
Headline News
Health
Sports • Business
Weather • Restaurant Review

Sales of new and existing homes
in Southern California increased by
3.3 percent in January, compared to
lhe same month last year. According
to TRW RED! Property Dala, a
nationwide real estate information
service based in Anaheim, more than
11,000 escrows closed on singlefamily homes and condominiums in
the firs! month of Ihe year.
The increase marks the second
monthly jump in home sales in the
course of the last 13 months. The
lasl time sales went up in the
Southland was in Ocl., 1995.
Despite the increase, a TRW RED!
spokesperson said, ult is imprudent
lo declare lhat Southern California's
housing markel has turned around
after a disappointing 1995."
The infonnation service noted
that home values remain soft
throughout the region and homeowners continue lo lose equity. TRW

REDI 's index of home prices, which
based on resale values, indicates
that equity is being lost at a rate of
lwo to five percent per year.
IS

Riverside County home sales
mcreased 1.9 percen~ and average
prices were unchanged for the comparison month of Jan., 1995 over figures for the same month in 1994. San
Bernardino County home sales
increased 10.3 percent, but average
prices fell 4.3 percent for the same
comparison period.
For the last three months of
1995, Riverside County single-family home values dropped 4.8 percent
in October, 6.9 percent in
November, and 2.7 percent in
December. Similar figures were not
provided for San Bernardino.
Say You read it in ...

bus1ness 1ourna I
iN L A N D EMPIRE

WE SPECIALIZE IN
BIG LOANS FOR
SMALL BUSINESS
Our full service SBA Loan Department can
assist your business with financing for:

• Purchase I Refmance of OwnerOccupied Commercial Real Estate
• Working Capital
Equipment
Business Acquisition I Expansion
Inventory
Debt Refmance
• Leasehold Improvements
As a local community bank, our primary
objective is to provide area businesses with

The Inland Empire TV News can be seen on
Comcast Cable at 6:30 PM
and KZKI Broadcast Channel 30 at 7:00AM

superior service and quality business
banking products. It is our goal to do our
best 10 meet your company's ongoing credit
requirements and build a lasting banking
relationship.
For details on our SBA loan programs,

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY AT 7 AM
* Please check your local cable listings for the time,
day and channel in your area, or turn to KZKI Channel 30 on UHF.

call John Woodward, Vie< President & ~

SBA Loan Manager, (909) 983-4600.

-
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Inland Empire Independent
Bank Lists
Ranked by Tots/ Assets, ss of September 30, 1995
BukName
AddrtsS
City, State, Zip
I.

2.

3.

Tolal ~ts ($000)
~ Cbaoge
Smce Dec. 199"

CbiDo VaUey B...k

7.28

0.74

296.639
12.2

2.203
I4

0 .44

Foolbilllade~•daat
510 S. Grand Ave.

3!37,550
17.0

248.322
.0.27

11,499
33.38

4.63
2.97

7.55

~r:i:n~UJJtY

319.006
II

99,664
·39

5,747
115.8

5.77
1.8

6.88

Joel Kovau

Bnk

i.::~~~:e~odeat

494,088

s..k

168.381

244,420
8.1

10,092
182.5

6.0
40

6.53

160.611
49

3.606
53.5

2.2
1.5

9.2

8.

Riverside Nauo .. l s .. k
3484 Central Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506

222.391
9.31

208,156
.26.79

~:di~c.rf9~~y

Commualty Baok

14800 La Paz Dr
Victoroillt', CA 92392

223,n2

3.188

1.74

7.9

1.42

~~i~:Jebua

144,012
5.02

3,030

2.54

2.10
1.36

liS..

James A. Robiosoo
President/CEO
(909) 276-89211686·0135

144,930

735
-71.59

.3S

.51

6.79

!909) 7S+sntn84·579I

20.09

125,899
+12.2

83,247
+14.5

964

1.15

+70.0

0.77

10.09

S56,562
21%

0.28%
0.14%

10.32

.6()%

12.

'Viae,. ani Natioaal Baak
9590 Foothill Blvd
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

114.190
6.30

80.396
·5.19

510
266.8

0.636
0.448

6.81

BIDk of Sao Bnunltno

98.265

61.955

1.95

-.II

I.D43
+57.30

1.68
1.06

1:!.65

66,047
1.6

34,292
6.1

1.154
-63.6

3.3
1.7

10.15

JI.628
-9.15

994

3.14
1.57

fey, CA 9'!553

Rooald L. Wllsoo
President/CEO
(619) 243-21401243-0310

119.764
32%

1

Harvey L. WllJ.iam.soo
Pn:sident/CEO
(619)741·33 12/741·7381

Mtero Com11Mru Buk, N.A.
1248 Fiftb Avenue
San Rafael, CA 94901

~~~ [6 :uanank mead Blvd

Deoois L. Kern
Pres1dent/CEO

-49.74

11.

50S W 2nd St
San Bernardino~ CA 91.Wl

ScoUJ.Word

~~P.ff~~99-8957
(619) 337·3211/JJ7·3229

183.137
-2.1

FlrsC Padfk Natiou.l Baak

CEO

-11.2

0.2

Moreno Val

~~~~!n~fB~~S:cEO

(909) 335-85321333·8534

B..kofHtmd
3?15 Sunnyside Dr.
Riverside, CA 92506

14.

~;e!i':e~~6

(909) 9~30/481·2130
10.6

(818) 915-1424!9154706

7.

D~rt

1.51

(909) 599·9351/(818) 914-5373

El CenlJo. CA 92243

JJ.

Pbone/Fu

9.6

..

10.

2.55

~i~~Local Executive

orToLal~lS

499,237
9 I

~": ~:-:r

9.

As•%
or Tolal Assets

Califorubi SUite Baok
100 N. Barranca St.
West Covina. CA 91791

701 N. Haven Ave., S1e. 350
Ontario, CA 91764

d.
Escoodido, CA 92025

6.

N.P. Loa as as a %
or Gross Loa as
Aso%

12.613
1.0

First Professional Baok
I 0 Nonb 5th Street
Redlands. CA 92373

5.

Co~Capilal

Ttl. Noopcrfonnlog Loaos ($000)
% Cbaoge
Sioce Dec. 1994

833,860
21.4

Oleodora. CA 91741
4.

Total Loa as ($000)
% Cbange
Sioce Dec. 1994

162

Du~l

L. 'nomas

~) ~-l:S~rd Emptre
S1eveo R Scnsrobacb

President/CEO
(909) 987.0177/945·2975

Palrkk W. Norvall
President/CEO
(909) 888·2265/885.()173

~r~~fc~e~:J~Eo

8.55

7710 Limonite Ave.
Riverside, CA 92.509

16.

Palm lksn1 Nado .. l Baak
73-74S El Pa.seo
Palm Desert, CA 92260

65.365
5.49

43,888
15.99

622
-51.06

142
.95

7.02

Krvln McGuire

59.')(18

17.

la .. ad Empfn Nalioaal B. . k
3780 Market St
CA '1'....504

·10.04

2.074
12.6

5.2
3.46

10.5

R.i'Yenide,

39,864
·1.35

Caadacr SmJtb Wiest

18.

First Bank of Palm Desert, NA.
73-000 Hwy. Ill
Palm Desert. CA 92260

54.198
14.S

35.829
6.31

190
·55.0

52
.35

7.09

First CoDUD•aKy BaDk or lllc ~kart

48.238

30.260
3.4

],76"1
·39

5.80
3.60

10.40

•

21.

~T;-:f.~t.S::.'!);~,s

f&rN.dJI~~~A'Ye.

22

.

5

28.09

./
./
./
./
./
./

Accounting Ser11ices
Cash Management
Computer Systems
Company Tumarounds
General Management
0
l Ch

wmnoi~ •:~~-~;~;;~-•-•

-

Cer1ified Professional Consultant to Manoaemem

For a FREE discussion call 909-277-9625

15.2

President
(909)788-2265n83-9683

David E. 1Scbopp
President
(619) 341·7000
WiW.m Po'tfrrs
PrestdeotiCEO
(619) 365.()371/365·9160

47,897
2.2

28.772
16.9

1,298
349.1

45
2.7

9.3

Dtnni.s SboUeoburg
Ptes•dentiCEO
(909) 866·58611866·6345

We ·:-e yot. loc'l'ly ownc1

44,453

26.052

1.444
N/A

5.5

NIA

Frrd ScarseUa
President/CEO

serve II yr. Jf lmanc 'II le!!
We re c )mmttted to

NIA

NIA

38.996
-7.20

19,932
-11.62

.015

8.81

008

ftnanc ·1..erv1. c ('"QJn.LatDn
>nTII)'nlSStonto

w ~

, Pn; ;de '.fOITI{)I C)IJfteO'.JS.

Donald G. Slebbios
Pres1denttCEO

te'ip00Sl'W!:m1~"f!l)'

(619) 948·28001948·0156

"a.7

6.5

339
46.5

1.61
.88

10

24.

Baak of tbc DHtrt
5J-290Ave Bermudas, Box 1627
La Quinta. CA 92ZS3

34.442
8.69

13,118
·13.73

165
-88.97

1.26
-87.06

698

II. l...aureo Lewis
Chairman/CEO
(619) 564·18571'64·4984

Su Coutry Baak

15.

19181 Towa Center Dt.
Apple Valley, CA 92.108

29,641
·2.9

21,871
3.7

1,676
188.0

8.88
5.55

10.15

LaaceMdft'SOII
President/CEO
(619) 240·22621240·3525

Golden Pad.lk BaaJi:
84S N. Euclid Ave.
Ontario, CA 9 I 762

27.870
-0.9

20,481

1,976

26.

·1.8

9.65

110.7

7.09

905

blolld

20,643

21. 11!51 W. FOOIIIiU Blvd.

Business Plans
Human Resources
Contract Negotiations
./ Marketing Strategies
./ Capital Procurement
./ I ntemational Activities

President/CEO

Rrdlucb CRtt.aiaiBuk
233 E. Slate St., See. A
R<dl'"ds CA 9"..373

llult

loan demand subsides, as predicted by some economists."

President/CEO

23.

Rioho.CA92376

During the third quarter of 1995,
non-performing loans oulslanding at
the nation's commercial banks fell
$214 million, or 0.7 percent. Nonperforming loans as a percenlage of
gross loans decreased to 1.22 percent, compared to 1.26 percent as of
June 30, 1995 and 1.46 percent as of
Sept. 30, 1994.
"Allhough overall bank asset
quality continues to improve, the
trend in non-performing consumer
loans, which have grown nearly four
times as fast as total consumer loans
through Sept., 1995, may indicate
that asset quality has lopped out,"
Rusting slated. Net charge-offs
through the first quarters of 1995
rose to $8.2 billion, reflecting an
increase of $155 million, or 1.9 percent, from the $8.1 billion reported
during the same period of 1994. The

from September of the previous year.
Rusling said, "Bank executives have been challenged with
booking profitable loans lo offset
narrowing net interest spreads.
"Meeting loan demand wilhout incurring excessive credit or
inlerest rate risk will be a particularly trying task. Effective net
non-interest spread management
should prove to be invaluable if

(619) 340·1145/341-8050

CA 92345

c-u~~y

Total bank assets grew during
the third quarter of 1995 by $58.5
billion, or 1.4 percent, raising the
industry total to $4.2 trillion. Loan
demand continues lo spur this
growth. Total domestic loans grew
by $49.3 billion, or 2.2 percent, during the third quarter, and loans in
foreign offices of U.S. banks grew
by $7.7 billion, or 3 percent. The
mosl significant growth during the
third quarter was realized in home
mortgages, up $14.6 billion, or 2.8
percent; consumer loans, up $14.4
billion, or 3 percent; and commercial and industrial loans, up $4.7 billion, or 0.9 percent.
Total assets for the industry realized a slight decrease of $3.1 billion,
or 0.4 percent, totaling $775 billion

Decline in Bank and S&L
Nonperforming Loans Persists

$3.2 billion in charge-offs recorded
during the third quarter of 1995 is
the highest amount charged off in a
single quarter since the $4.7 billion
charged off in the fourth quarter of
1993.
Non-performing loans at Ihe
nation's thrifts continued their decline
during the third quarter, droppmg $219
million to $6.5 billion from the $6.7
billion reported on June 30, 1995. This
represents a quarterly decline of 3.2
percent and a 20.1 percent reduction

(909) 946-22651985·5376

~~S~,o~~ ~alioaal Baak
H~peria.

Loan Demand Fuels Asset
Growth; Thrift Assets Steady

for the third quarter of 1995. The
declining trend in the number of
lhrifls leveled off during the third
quarter, with the industry reporting
1,506 institutions in bolh June and
Sept. of 1995. This number is down
4.4 percent from the 1,573 thrifts
reported in Sept. of 1994.

(909)0UR-BANK,!S8H901

NIA

Uplaod. CA 91786

and 1993 respectively.
"Record profits in the nation's
S-and-Ls were driven mainly by low
loan loss provisions and steady loan
growth,"
commented
Rusling.
"Given the loan growth now being
realized, the industry 's abilily to
maintain loan loss provision
expenses at their current low level is
questionable.

NtU F.Jialdler

JS.
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BANKS AND THRIFTS ...
(continued from Page 35)

(909) 242-11741142-1903

Dt Anza Natioul Buk

19. 1272 Joshua Lcu.e
Yuc:c~: Valley, CA 9228-1
First Mouatain Bank
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Breeding Farm Yields to Tilt-Ups
The country's largest speculative warehouse is being
built on former Old English
Rancho pasture land in its
first phase of development.
h· Gary Brodmr, Editor
The verdant pa>turcs of one of
California's
most
venerable

Thoroughbred breedmg farms is
making way for \\llill is currently the
nation's largest speculative warehouse complex.
Old English Rancho in Ontario,
the state\ top breeding facility for
Thoroughbred race horses in 13 of
the last 36 years -- and secondranked 10 13 other years- is being
developed in the first of three
phases. Thoroughbred Business

Park, Nonh, is advancing under the
direction of owner E.W. "Bud"
Johnston and Master Development
Corporation of Newport Beach.
The prOJect, south of Mission
Boulevard and across from Ontario
International Airport, has attracted
computer distributor lnacom Corp. to
sign a 10-year lease for one of the
three concrete tilt-up "spec" buildings
now under construction. In acorn's
178,900-squarc-foot building will
house its West Coa" and Pacific Rim
distribution plant which will serve
customers pnmarily through the airport's air cargo facilities.
lnacom Manager of Distribution
Mike Kmcannon said, "This will be
our flagship center." He cited three
rea!'ions for moving operations to the

The central driH:WaJ' at Old English Rancho 111 OniartQ ~n/1 J:ll t: way to Thoroughbred
BusiJrr."SS Park strucwres m Iuter phaJes of dn elopm('JJI. Looktng north thrmtglt the double
gates, phase one ts under de,·elopment beyond remaini11g pasture land.

A.OV"ER.IORIAI

Steven Sensenbach, president of
Vineyard National Bank, announced
that investment services provided by
AFS Brokerage, Inc., are now available at each of the bank's branches.

Warrm Stewart

Warren Stewart, an alternative investment manager, JOins AFS at the
Vineyard National Bank locations.
Stewart will be specializing in a variety
of investment services along with business and personal financial planning.

AlturulliVt! /nvr!Jtment MaNJger

Alternative investment services will be provided by appointment in
all of Vineyard National Bank's five branches, located in Rancho
Cucamonga, Chino, Diamond Bar, Crestline and Blue Jay.

Stewart served as president/CEO of two local banks and brings more
than 25 years of banking and financial experience to his new position. He has been a resident of the Inland Empire for 30 years and
has been active in many community organizations including
Hillside Community Church, Rotary Club, Ontario and Chino
chambers of commerce, Boys and Girls Club and United Way.

Vmeyard National Bank is pleased to be able to make this service available to tbe communities it serves and invites anyone to stop by and speak
with Warren Slewart, or to call him at (909) 980-2550.

business park: its location near the
airport; a building suitable to the
company's needs; and because of
Inacom 's goal to serve the II western states and Pacific Rim customers.
Its other facilities are in Omaha,
Neb., and SweeLsborough, N.J
The computer distributor will
bnng 50 JObs with it in August from
an interim facility in Fontana, but
company spokesmen indicated the
fully-automated plant may employ
up to 300 workers.
The largest building tn the business park, with 336,800-square-feet of
floorspace, and a 152,000-square-foot
companion building, boast large concrete truck pads, secured tru ck courts,
32-foot minimum clearances and "fastresponse" fire suppression systems.
Johnston said he had been considering developing the 120-acre
property smce the mtd 1970s, but
conditions were not right until late
last year. His family has been purchasing contiguous property in
Fresno since 1963 for a replacement
equine breeding operation. The
nearly 400-acre central California
ranch will house all of Old English
Rancho's remaining broodmares and
yearlings after the second phase of
development begins.
"Ti ming is· the big thing,"
Johnston said. "The horse business
is a pretty good barometer to tell
how business in general is doing."
He explained that the horse

mdustry rel ies on a steady bus iness
clima te to attrac t mvcs tors. Breeders
and bloodstock agents saw signs of
the deep recession coming early, but
Johnston said the industry is now
seeing stronger signs of a turnaround. As for the timing of the
speculative Thoroughbred Business
Park, he said, "We ' ll be the first ones
in, and that's a big advantage."
The ractng stock bred, managed
and trained by the Johnston family,
beginning with Bud's father
Ellwood B. Johnston, have won
more than 3,000 races, 400 of which
are stakes races. General Manager
Patsy McKuen and trainer Donald
Warren head up the farm's administration and training team. Notable
runners from Old English Rancho
stock have been 1994 California
Cup champion Fabulouspersuasion,
and multiple graded stakes winner
Journalism.
Famous
stallions
boarded at the Ontario facility have
included Fleet Nasrullah, Snow
Chief and Corwyn Bay (Ire.).
Master Development Corp.'s
Bruce McDonald said he met the
Johnstons in 1991 and patiently
worked on the project, along with
partner Bryan Bentrott. McDonald
said reminders of the property's past
use will be retained through the
development's name and through the
display and use of equine-related
statues, motifs and fencing.
The city of Ontario previously
improved perimeter and entry roads
without assessing bond payments
against properties in the Baker Avenue
area in order to attract commercial
development. Barbara Paine, Ontario's
principal planner in charge of current
planning, said, "The developers have
worked hard to carry over the theme."
Paine commended Old English
Rancho and Master Development for
"giving us the opportunity for doing
something special."
The Master Development partners
have been involved in at least five
other projects in the Inland Empire:
Maple Business Park in Corona;
Archibald
Distribution
Center,
Etiwanda Distribution Center and
Transpark in Ontario; and Golden West
Industrial Park in Rancho Cucamonga.

ADVERTISING
ON THE INTERNET
by Ron Burguess
By now most of you know about
the Internet. The business hype about
this new medium is explosive, and
well it should be. The Internet may
change communication more than
any other medium since Gutenberg
invented the printing press.
The Internet, a.k.a. World Wide
Web (V{WW), is an electronic network of computers which can be
accessed from PCs in homes and
offices. While it has a rule-making
body, it is not owned by any entity.
No controlling body determines the
growth or content of the network.
While the "Net" has been in
existence since 1969 and has been
used primarily by scientists and
researchers, it has recently become
very popular due to the development
of an appropriate graphical interface
in 1991. This graphical interface
allows access to the Internet much
like Windows or Macintosh environments allow access to hard-drive
data. The Net's popularity has
exploded with service providers,
users and home pages.
Because the Internet is not
owned or controlled by any one
entity, and is growing so fast, the
exact size, rate of growth or demographic mix of users is not really
known. Only estimates are possible.
Some esttmates put nearly 8 million
users on the Net every day. More
than 100,000 busmesses and individuals have Web sites or home pages. A
few sites claim to have over I 00,000
"hits," or visits, each and every day!
The wide-ranging capabilities of
the Web make it useful for a rich
assortment of presentation possibilities. These range from placing color
advertising to presenting detailed
information with graphics, drawings,
sound and animation. The information can be linked and cros:;-linked by
titles and phrases, and can be used to
look up words to multiple pages anywhere in the world. Internet users can
view rare art in the Vatican, obtain
up-to-the minute football scores or
peruse your company catalog.

Can advertising on the "Net"
make money for your company?

WITH SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FOCUS
KCKC- AM1350

While some companies don't
directly promote sales on the Net,
others are successful in direct selling.
Levi Strauss (http://www.levi.com)
is one such company, creating a
"cool" place to visit. The "Fly Zone"

allows the visitor to trot down the
youth-culture lane. While on "The
Street," browsers can pick up streetfashion tips as they stroll through
SOHO or Durban Street m South
Africa. The "Faded" section uses
institutional marketing concepts to
promote Levt Strauss products.
Another company takes a different approach. Founded in 1994 by
two 26-year-old twin brothers with
$20,000 to mvest, CDNow offers
over 165,000 CDs in a direct-sales
approach. They boast I 0,000 visitors
a day with monthly orders of 8,000
CDs!
Another manufacturer claims to
sell 1,000 shirts each month with its
site. The World's Best Shirt & Tie
Store sells basic dress shirts and a
variety of ties in a straightforward
manner. Its factory prices are used as
the incentive to buy now and come
back for more. While the site is
attractive and well-destgned, World's
Best keeps expenses low, and makes
use of an automated shipping system
to keep product prices low. Company
officials say they have no warehouse;
shirts are shipped directly from the
factory to you.
The Net has success stories, but
it has many more sites which have no
commercial success. While many
companies have started their sites
with low expectations for actual

business, the discUS..'\iOn is now turning to how to get a return, just as in
other advertising media.
The Net will be just a novelty
and a research tool until it is proven
to be a commercial success.
There are many pitfalls to developing sites that produce revenue, but
much is being learned about why
certain sites are successful. As in any
other area of marketing, if you want
the best chance of success, use professional marketing and advertising
firms with Internet experience.
Design a site that communicates
your company image in a professional manner, and learn how to navigate the Net yourself.

TOP SPEED.
TOP BRASS.
TOPliST.
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1994/1995 BOOK OF LISTS ON DISK
If you need to hunt for new business .. enhance your
existing database ... supplement your job search .. .wtth
Toplist~ your prospects for success Me immeasurably
greater. That's because Toplis! gives you your best
business prospects in an easy-to-use software program.

KEY CONTACTS WITHOUT KEYING THEM IN
Toplist is the software complement to the Book of Lists. It takes the data
from the Book of Lists and lets you access its powerful contents.
Key information from the Book of Lists is in Toplis!: including company name,
contact person with title, address, phone number. f1eld to add a fax number,
list the company is on, rank on that list and data by which firms are ranked
(revenue, or number of employees, etc.). These fields are tncluded tf they
appear in the Book of Lists.
You can view and sort Toplist data in alphabetical. list or zip code order, merge
it with your custom lener, then print the corresponding labels. With Topltst
you can update, change or delete existing data. Also you can export the data
to your favorite software program.

ACTIUSERS
The data is also available in ACT! ready formats for importing directly into your
existing ACT! Software.
PLUS

0 Toplist is self~nstalling and menu-prompted.
0 The software includes an unlimited single-user ijcense and, as a
registered user, you receive free technical support.

0 Also available are notes for merging Toplis! data with Microsoft Word
for Windows. WordPerfect and FileMaker Pro. Request notes below.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Top list PC: 2 MB free hard disk space, DOS 3.1 or higher, 587K RAM._
Toplist Mac: 4MB free hard disk space, 2MB of RAM, System 6.0 or htgher.
MORE INFO
For a complete listing of the list categories included and number of records
per list, call the Toplist Fax-Back Service at 1-800-493-4757. Enter document
code 11028. Or via the Internet at moreinfo@toplist.com.
FOR FASTEST SERVICE CAll 909-391-1015 or
FAX THE COUPON BELOW TO 909-391-3180
For pre-purchase techntcal questrons call 1-800-347-9267

- _y;; I'di'e to";.n ~:;.••.•;fromTopu7t'
P\ease check formet below
0 Topi.Jst PC cornp~~llble
Q Topi.Jst Maantosh

QACTIOos&Wondows

Ron Burgess is a marketing and
merchandising consultant specializing in integrated planning and
marketing systems. A consultant for
more than 12 years, Burgess has
developed numerous automated
marketing systems and founded
STRATUS, a full-service marketing
and graphics agency. He may be
contacted at (909) 335-8111.
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MANAG ER'S
BOOKSHELF
by Henry Holtzman

There's no half-way to it.
Whenever an author combines motivation and solid how-to information
with guidelines for business success,
the result is either a flat literary stew
or a blue ribbon bouillabaisse. "A
Millionaire's Notebook" belongs on
the menu of a five-star New Orleans
restaurant.

Success is rarely
found where the
crowd has gathered.

There are a number of reasons why
Scott's book more than achieves his
goals. The writing is excellent, mixing a combination of crisply written
tips with attention-grabbing narrative. His information is solid and
based on personal experience.
Scott's initial career setbacks and
business failures marked him as a
loser. Most corporate personnel

directors neither encouraged nor
understood the fire in his belly. He is
a writer and marketer; salesperson
and craftsman; businessman and
dreamer. In other words, Scott is an
entrepreneur.
Scott is a co-founder of
American Telecast Corporation.
That's the most successful of all the
companies which bring celebrities
and products together to create the
informercials and commercials that
haunt television channels during
oddly surprising time slots.
Even though much of the book's
general information isn't new, some
of the specifics are fresh and enlightening. For example, there are dozens
of books that suggest getting a mentor, someone whose experience and
leadership qualities you respect from
whom you can learn. A few books
even outline what to look for in a
mentor. "A Millionaire's Notebook"
lists 10 highly specific strategies and
tips for identifying and recruiting
mentors.
At the end of each chapter Scott
outlines key points under three headings: "Insights for Success Review,"
"Laws for Achieving Success," and

by Steven K. Scott; Simon & Shuster, New York, New York; 1996, 253 pages; $11 .00

"Personal Inventory for Success. u
Under the first heading he lists several major topics covered in the
chapter. These are converted into
"laws" that should work for anyone.
Finally, the author provides a series
of highly specific questions readers
should ask of themselves, prompting
them to improve their attitudes,
sharpen their focus, or hone their
skills.
In many ways the most powerful
"how-to" segments of the book are
primarily aimed at marketing and
selling, not surprising of an author
whose business success depends on
both. Scott has managed to condense
the essence of wise marketing practices in a very few words:
"If I have a product that doesn't
legitimately play to a genuine need
or desire, trying to fabricate a need
or desire greatly increases the probability of a strikeout and radically
decreases the chances of hitting a
home run. I must understand what
specific surface need my product
fulfills and, equally important, what
underlying or foundational needs
and desire I will be appealing to."
There's also a very level-headed

side to the marketing advice. Scott
notes, "The first people to enter any
business or industry usually find it a
lot easier to succeed than those who
enter later. Success is rarely found
where the crowd has gathered."
One aspect of the book is
strength and its weakness. Virtually
all the examples in it are based on
the overall success of American
Telecast Corporation- a single company in a limited field . At times this
makes the book, itself, feel like an
informercial for ATC. Keeping in
mind, howev~r. that the author 's
overwhelmingly greatest success has
been with ATC, there's an underlying honesty of logic and emotton
that Scott conveys to the reader. In
any event, how many of us could
actually hire ATC to promote our
products?
Whether you're a budding or
''A
veteran
entrepreneur,
Millionaire's Notebook," provides
enough ideas, suggestions, tips and
questions to re-charge your batteries
for the rest of the year and beyond.
Just keep in mind that the purpose of
a battery is to get your engine running. After that, you're on your own.

T R ENDS ...

CON ...

(continued from Page 23)

(continued from Page 9)

by Cadiz show that it applied more
than 100,000 pounds of agricultural
chemicals to its nearby property
between 1992 and 1994. And, there
is no liner on the Cadiz site to
protect against chemical contamination of water resources
under its property.
The Coalition for Clean Drinking
Water has been formed to oppose
Measure L. The coalition consists of
engineers, academics, business leaders and concerned citizens.
Some of our founding members
include Humberto Lugo, president,
board of directors, Victor Valley
Water District; Jim Sullivan, chairman of Fish and Game Commission
of San Bernardino County; Gary S.
Rasmussen, engineering geologist;
Stephen S. James, member Hesperia
Chambers; Patricia L. Leja, professional engineer; Bill A. Christopher,
former member, board of directors,
Mojave Water Agency; Dave Ariss,
managing director of California
Commerce Center; Gill Saens, engineering services director; Jon
Nicholson, Sr., president/owner of
The E.L. Wood Group; Thomas J.
Villeneuve, senior engineer; Dr.
Peter M. Sadler, professor of geol-

"A Millionaire's Notebook:
How Ordinary People Can Achieve Extraordinary Success"

ogy at the University of California,
Riverside; Ernest A. Scott, president/co-owner of Desert Glen
Realty; and Anne Surdzial, environmental scientist.
Vote NO on L. Measure L would
be bad for businesses in San
Bernardino County, except for one
business, the Cadiz Land Company.
It would increase costs for waste disposal for businesses and residents
alike. It poses serious environmental
risks to public health and safety. It
would place the greed of one special
interest over the needs of our county
to protect our drinking water with a
sensible waste management plan.
This special interest can be defeated
by voting NO on Measure L - the
dangerous, deceptive and costly
landfills law.

national mix of physicians is likely
to change from the current ratio of
two-thirds specialists and one-third
primary care physicians to a reversal
of those proportions.
"The health care industry has
lived in another world. Traditionally,
we sat in our ivory towers and people
came to us. The expectations of the
consumers of health care have
changed. People want guides, people
want service, and if the health care
profession cannot meet these needs, it
must anticipate increasing difficulty.
"We are seeing a change. The
new rationale is that health care is a
service business with many ethical

dilemmas and financial challenges that we have to work
through. We must find a way to
continue to provide high quality
care, but at a price that is affordable. We have learned that our
business colleagues can only be
successful if they can provide
health care at a price that allows
them to be competitive in the marketplace. At Lorna Linda, we are
committed to this partnership."
• Capitation: A pre-detenni11ed monthly

payment to a provider for covered services, typically for insurance companies
or managed care covered persons.

IN TilE MORNING

Join your neighbors and fellow
business leaders and fight this landfills law. Call (909) 388-7533 or
(619) 244-7869, or fax us at (909)
388-7538 for more information or
to join the Coalition for Clean
Drinking Water. And most importantly - Vote NO on Measure L.
Don't pass the landfills law.

IN THE EVENING
ON

BUSINESS
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Kim Announces Rail Safety Hearings
U.S. Representative Jay Kim, ROntario, called for congressional
hearings on train safety to be held
Mar. 5 in Washington, D.C. The
hearings follow the Cajon Pass
derailment disaster and at least two
other train wrecks outside California
last month. Kim is the only representative west of the Mississippi River
to sit on the U.S . House
Transportation Subcommittee on
Railroads.
"The Cajon Pass tragedy coupled with [the Feb. 14] derailment of
the Burlington Northern Santa Fe
freight train in St. Paul, Minn.,
makes it perfectly clear that there are
deficiencies in the system." Kim
said. "1 called for these congressional hearings after two men died
and hazardous chemicals from the
train had contaminated the local
environment in the Cajon Pass cata-

strophe, the second accident in the
pass in the last two years. Amtrak
uses that same set of tracks through
the Cajon Pass. It is obvious that
whatever precautions were taken
clearly failed to prevent these accidents. Lives have been lost; others
could be at risk in the future. We
must get to the bottom of this.
" In looking at the alreadyacknowledged similarities between
these two accidents-both trains
were going down grades of varying
steepness and had brake systems that
failed to activate, causing the trains
to become uncontrollable runaways
that derailed. Serious questions arise
about the safety inspection process,
the track design, the operational precautions and practices of the railroads, in addition to questions about
possible mechanical defects in the
design of the cars or the brake sys-

terns. There is no doubt in my mind
that it is both appropriate and necessary for the railroad subcommittee to
investigate and answer these questions.
ul have been in contact with officials from the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA), the National
Transportation
Safety
Board
(NTSB), Santa Fe Railroad and the
U.S . Department of Transportation
in an attempt to get the most up-todate information. Representatives
from the FRA,
TSB, the
Association of American Railroads
and American Public Transit
Association will all testify Mar. 5
and hopefully, with their answers
and the subcommittee's resources,
we can stop this deadly pattern of
rail disasters."
In the last week of the month,
Kim added, "The scope of these

RAIL SAFETY...

hearings will take into account all
contributing factors to these derailments and we will formulate multiple solutions.
"I laud the actions taken by
Secretary of Transportation Federico
Pefia and FRA Administrator Jolene
Molitoris to enhance the safety of
both commuter and freight rail service. Their action has been quick and
responsive to these accidents and it
will have an immediate impact on
improving public safety, so that the
recent tragedies we have witnessed
will not be repeated in California or
anywhere else.
"I am holding these hearings in an
effort to get to the bottom of these
tragedies, as well as to develop policy
that will make our railways and trains
safer. There is no doubt in my mind
that the railroad subcommittee's investigation could not be more timely."

EDITORIAL CONTINUED

(continued from Page 5)

Pacific's most accident-prone state,
Idaho, after the railway stopped private passenger service in 1972.
In its first year of existence,
Operation Life Saver contributed to
a decline in accidents of 39 percent.
The next year, the program was
expanded to Neb., and the accident
rate went down 46 percent. Union
Pacific has implemented the program in all states in which it operates.
Union Pacific spokesman Steve
- Bolton said, "People were becoming
less aware of railroad safety. The
program talks about railroad safety:
the need for people to listen for
trains and stop at railroad crossings;
watch for advance warning signals
that tell of a train ahead; and how
important it is to stop.
"One out of every four trainmotor vehicle accidents is caused by
the car running into the side of the
train. We want to make people aware
that they must obey the railroad signals!"
Here in the Southland, freight
trains and Amtrak passenger service
share the rails in many places.
Concerns have arisen from the twotrain, head-on collision Feb. 16 in
Silver Springs, Md., that killed 12
Amtrak passengers.
Could this type of accident happen in Southern California?
It is very unlikely such a collision could happen here, Metrolink
officials say, as long as the signal
system is working properly and the
people who operate the trains do

what the signals direct them to do.
Southland Metro Systems trains
have safeguards to prevent a train
from running a red signal. There is
also a computerized " dead-man"
switch placed on board that actuates
the emergency braking system when
a train runs a red-lighted signal.
From
Oct.,
1992,
when
Metrolink passenger service began,
until Dec., 1995, 37 people were
killed by trains, but 12 of them were
declared suicides. Last year, 14 people were killed along Metro! ink and
Amtrak rails in Orange County
alone; in 1994, only five people
were killed.
Anaheim and other Orange
County law enforcement agencies
have motorcycle officers hiding in
bushes and officers travel aboard
trains to look out for vehicles and
pedestrians which cross the tracks
when warning lights are flashing,
the gates are down and the train
whistles blow.
When caught, these people are
issued a court summons; fines for
illegally crossing railways in the
Southland can be as high as $270.

Operation Life Saver is a program that addresses the general
publics need for education where
railway safety is concerned.
National Director Jeri Hall may be
contacted at (800) 537-6224 for
information on sponsoring the program in public schools and for other
organizations.

SQUELCHING QUOTAS ...
(cominued from Page 6)

one has provided objective proof of
bias by the state against minority
contractors in the first place, certainly none in recent years.
Even if there had been discrimination in an earlier era, how long
must society keep answering old discrimination with new discrimination?
And the idea that such programs
boost struggling, low-income businesses- or even genuinely minority firms - doesn't always square
with the facts. Occasionally you 'II
see predominantly Anglo companies
get a front" organization of minority-group members in order to apply
for quota favortism- and you 'II see
the same big firms winning set-aside
jobs again and again, because there
are no limits on the wealth of a company eligible for such sweet favors,
or on the number of projects one can
win this way.
11

Mr. Brulte, as a new member of the
State Board of Allocation - a panel
newly under the control of
Republicans with GOP takeover [ot]
the Assembly - urged the abolition
of the set-aside rule for school capital
projects. The board distributes funds
for school construction, and hence
had the authority to make this change,
and did so last Wednesday [Feb. 28].
The vote did nothing to deny
equal access to the bidding process
for any firm, regardless of the race
or sex of its owner. What is new is
the commitment to judging bids
based on their cost and merit, not on
extraneous considerations like skin
color or chromosome makeup.
Martin Luther King would surely
applaud.

-

Reprinted by permission of The
Orange County Register.
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Managing _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

AT DEADLINE
(conrinued from Page 3)

by Pera G. Penson
People in every era think they
live in the most amazing and incredible lime. Each generation experiences things that were considered
impossible, improbable, or immoral
a couple of decades earlier.
OK, so maybe we're not the first
to have to deal with change - but
can any previous generation claim it
mastered the exponential change
that is sweeping through our lives in
the '90s? I think not.
What is exponential change? If
you've forgotten your algebra, consider futurist George Guilder's story
about the game of chess. A king,
delighted with this new pastime,
offered the inventor a reward of his
choosing. The inventor replied,
"Give me the amount of land that is
needed to grow one grain of rice and
double it for every square on the
chess board." A tiny bit of sod in the
first square times two, 64 times,
turned out to equal the entire world
-eight times over!
The explosion of change we can
expect in the next few years, especially in technological advances,
dominated conversation at the first
"Visions;
The
Millennium"
Conference held rece ntl y. Futurists,
company presidents, sc ientists,
econom ists, acade mics and other
bra in-powe r came together to hear
what experts an ticipa te fo r the 21st
century.
By the year 2000 there will be a
one-billion-byte transistor chip with
the same powe r as 733 of today's
Hewlett-Packard
top-of-th e-li ne
workstations. Just one ski nny thread
of a fi ber-optic telephone network
w ill h andl e all of the calls on
M o ther's
Day
in
the
U.S.
Exponenti al change is the speed of
telecommunication doubling every
year ... computer power doubling
every 12 months ... the number of
web sites doubling every 60 days.
Whew ! I'm dizzy just listing
these marvels. What happens when,
like a whirling dervish, all this technol ogical momentum leaps off the
conference dais and enters our
everyday lives?
" Millennium"
co nferen ce
speakers had much to say about the
conflict such speedy change will
produce, but there was little comment on how much change the
human spirit, and the planet, can
handle before total meltdown
occurs. Speculation about the whiz
bang glories of the technological
revolution are stupefying to most of
us, but easier to think about tban the

human pain and anguish that accompanies it.
Be warned, managers! It's a safe
bet that the workplace is where
exponential change is going to hit
the hardest. Think about all of the
technological changes we've seen in
the past 40 years. If a man who died
in 1955 were to be resurrected in
1995, would he be able to function at
home? The place looks a little different, but the basics of home life
haven't changed. He knows how to
wash his hands under the faucet, find
food m the refrigerator, cook on the
stove top, turn on a lamp and put his
feet up in front of the TV. But this
fellow will be lost when he gets to
the office, if he has one. His desk is
crowded with unfamiliar equipment,
there is no personal secretary for
him to rely upon, few records are
available on paper, he does not
understand the product or service his
company sells, and his boss is a
voice from a·nother time zone on a
speaker phone. He does not know
how to make a call on his cellular
phone. open his e-mail, send a fax,
or participate in a satellite~transmit~
ted video conference.
Again, what we're expecting m
the next 40 years is exponential
change in the workplace. Take the
confusion and anxiety of the 1955
worker and double it, double it, double it. That's the human fallo ut of
exponenti al change.
All around us companies are
throwing buckets of money at structu ra l design changes - reengineering th e organization so that it can
produce goods fas ter and cheaper for
customers w ho are smarter and more
sophisticated. It's not working
because reengineeri ng also requires
that people do th ings diffe rently, and
people li ke to imitate inchworms
when it co mes to change- a little
bit of movement at a time is just
fine, thank you very much.
There is a stress test fo r individuals that assigns point va lues to
major life changes. The ex perience
of having a divorce, a change of residence and the loss of a j ob happening too closely together totals too
many stress points; the individual is
at risk fo r se rious ment al and/or
physical health problems.
Managers had better pl an to
conduct the sa me risk evaluations as
organizations and employees rack
up stress points. People can be
pushed and prodded to adapt a little
more quickly, but too much too fast
- exactly what we can expect with
exponential change - and we're
talking hysterical paralysis.

What then, manager? Will you,
like the people you lead, be at a
standstill while you try to regain
your equilibrium? Or will you have
learned that the only way to master
an uncertain future is to stare it
straight in the face, create with your
people a shared vision for the 21st
century, and back it up with visible
leadership and performance support? If you are able to do this, both
you and your employees will lope

eagerly toward the new millennium
and use exponential change to propel your organization and yourself to
new levels of success.

Peta G. Penson, Ed. D., is a principal with CD/•Co-Deve/opmenr
Imernational. CDI is a global man~
agement coflsulting firm that helps
corporations with strategic planning
and complex business issues.
Penson may be comacred by calling
rhe firm at (408) 366-0466.

Spring Employment Outlook is Bright
for Upland Area, Mixed Elsewhere
Job growth projecuons for Upland
during the second quarter appear positive, while San Bernardino and
Riverside employers will struggle to
expand employment opportunities.
These are the indication."i revealed in an
employment outlook survey conducted
by Manpower Temporary Services of
San Bernardino.
The quarterly survey of employers
in Upland reveals truit 16 percent plan
to add workers during the April to June
period, while only three percent expect
to cut back. Seventy-eight percent
anticipate no change, while three percent remain uncertain.
Upland-area job opportunities are
most likely to be found in non-durable
goods manufacturing, transportation
and public utilities, and in wholesaleretail trade and services. Staff reductions are projected in education.
In San Bernardino, 29 percent of
employers reported plans to add workers and 23 percent said they expect to
reduce work fo rces, a margin of only
six percent. The remainder said they
anticipate no change in hiring.

Durable goods manufacturing and
public administration offer the best job
opportunities for the spring, but staff
reductions are expected to occur in the
construction and the transportation and
public utilities categories. Mixed intentions are found among wholesale-retail
trade and services employers.
Riverside area employers reveal
an even closer margin of projected hiring gains over reductioru;. Ten percent
plan to add workers, while six percent
expect to cut back. Eighty-one percent
anticipate no change and three percent
remain uncertain.
The best hiring prospects are
expected in wholesale-retail trade and
services, but fewer workers will be
needed in the construction and durable
goods manufacturing industries.
"The second quarter of the year is
often a time of job renewal as employers emerge from the downbeat winter
period," said Evlyn Wilcox, a
Manpower spokesperson. The company's quarterly national survey is
based on interviews with 15,000 public
and private employers in 481 cities.

EXPO

during only three weekends per
year, the speedway will bring in
$125 million dollars in new business
activity to the San BernardinoRiverside region, and over 1,200
new jobs." -Pamela Catlett, vice
president of corporate relations,
Kaiser Ventures, on projections for
the economic impact of The
California Speedway;
"Business is here, the demands
are here, the environment is here.
The Inland Empire is changing. It's
exciting. It's not going to be a long
time from now when we are no
longer considered 'out there' " [by
Los Angeles and Orange County
residents.] -Buck Page, general
manager of Empire Lakes Golf
Course, Rancho Cucamonga, on the
state of Inland Empire growth;
"We're 50 percent leased on the
specialty shop side, and that's working within a difficult retail market
and with eight months to go. We're
60 percent leased altogether. It's
really a testament to the location and
the concept." -Jerry Engen, vice
president-director of deve lopment
with the Mills Corporation, on the
response of retai lers to the Ontario
Mills ma ll ;
" We have our own market, and
it is generating demand .... This is
our regional marker, a 110-foot tall
tower. It will mark the convention
center's presence for every person in
the community, and Ontario's presence in the greater community. This,
along with the other projects, will
certainly make Ontario a timeless
place." -Paul Lentz, director of
design, HMC (architects) on the
importance of Ontario Convention
Center.
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CREDIT RATING FOR STATE IS UPGRADED
Fitch's Investors Service Inc.
upgraded California's credit rating
from "A" to "A+" the last week of
February. It is the first time the Wall
Street bond rating firm has upgraded
the state's credit rating in the six
years since the recession began.
The company issued a statement
that read: "California's economy has
been exhibiting recovery from an
unexpectedly harsh recession for

some time. With the elimination of
the deficit, and improved cash position and some good prospects of
growth, credit quality has improved."
Standard & Poor's and Moody's
- the other two major New York
bond rating companies - did not
upgrade their existing credit ratings
for the state. Instead they retained
low to moderate investment-quality
ratings for the state's $18.6 billion in

general
obligation
bonds.
"This marks another sign that
California's economic recovery is
continuing and expanding," said
Gov. Pete Wilson. "This upgrade
comes on the heels of last Friday's
[Feb. 23] announcement that we have
added more than 377,000 jobs since
Jan., 1995 and that our job growth is
growing at twice the rate of the
nation."
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BUSINESS LEADERS FEAR
BALLOT MEASURE WILL
DETER STATE ' S GROWTH
Busmess and tort reform leaders
are concerned that the passage of a
proposed ballot initiallve will deter
businesses from remaining in, or
locating to, California. The initiative, enlltled "Attorney-Client Fee
Arrangements," will be decided in
November by voters.
Among the provisions found in
the state attorney general's summary, the proposed initiative allows
courts to prohibit illegal or unconscionable legal fees. It also authorizes class action and derivative suits
related to frauds on the securilles
markets, and- prohibits deceptive
conduct m thO" purchase or sale of
securities resulting in loss to institutional or personal retirement funds
or savings accounts.
The attorney general estimates a
possible increase m securities fraud
lawsuits with unknown increases in
court-related costs to state and local
governments.
John Sullivan, president of the
Associallon for California Tort
Reform
and co-chairman of
Californians Against Trial Lawyer's
Abuses, said the initiative would
"make it easier to file abusive secu-

rities lawsuits against Californiabased companies than against companies located anywhere else in the
country."
Californ1a
Chamber
of
Commerce President Kirk West said,
"Companies considering locating in
California would have an incentive
to choose other states, and companies located here would have an
incentive to leave."
West, also a co-chairman of
Californians Against Trial Lawyer's
Abuse, explained, "That would
lower economic growth and - as a
result - shrink the tax base. The
value and competitiveness of
California companies would fall as
their resources are diverted to pay
for frivolous lawsuits.''
The ballot measure committee,
Citizens for Retirement Protection
and Security, identified a San Diego
law firm as the primary contributor
to the imllat1ve 's passage. The firm
Milberg, We1ss, Bershad, Hynes &
Leach contributed more than $1.84
million of the total $2.77 million
received by the committee during
the 1995 campaign reporting period
which ended Dec. 31, 1995.
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Lawsuits, Premiums Force
Ski Ticket Prices to Rise
premiums and affect ski and snow
sport enthusiasts, resort businesses,
and California towns and trades that
depend on winter tourism.
Sullivan said while skiing and
snowboarding arc recognized as
physically demanding sports, last
year Gov. Pete Wilson signed a law
designating mountain biking as a
Since the 1970s, skier error hazardous activity. Even horseback
has become the major source riding is fading as a popular recreactivity due to the high cost of
of litigation ... awards for ational
liability.
damages raise the cost of
"Most people accept the risk and
can understand why the Califorma
insurance premiums.
Supreme Court ruled two years ago
that when people engage 10 these
'"Ski resorts are safe places for recreational activities, they assume
winter recreation," said John Sullivan, responsibility for their own actions,"
president of the Association for Sullivan said.
A sampling of accident-injury
California Tort Reform. "'The courts
have continually ruled in favor of ski cases ski resort operators have had to
resorts when it comes to their safety defend themselves against include
records, yet irresponsible lawsuits one in which a skier was struck by
keep getting filed from people and someone or something he didn't see.
yet blamed h1s mishap on snowlawyers playing the blame game."
Thomas Anderson, director of boarders. The skier sued the resort
operations at Squaw Valley USA esti- for not keeping the snowboarders
mates $4.50 of each $45 lift ticket is under control. In another case, an
needed to cover losses associated expert skier collided with a viSible
with litigat1on Anderson said insur- ski lift tower and sued the operator.
"California's ski resorts are
ance costs continue to rise as the
Western Area Insurance program forced to operate under the constant
writes more policies to cover out- threat of litigation," Sullivan said.
standing losses. In the period 1984- "Equipment makers and the busi95, the insurance carrier wrote $5 nesses that sell ski gear face the same
million in premiums related to ski threat. New technology has made
skiing safer and available to more
resorts.
Since the 1970s, skier error has people, but, ironically, improved
become the major source of litiga- equipment provides lawyers with
tion, replacing mechanically-related new targets for lawsuits.
"Our litigious society is pricing
accidents. Large jury awards for
damages raise the cost of insurance itself out of some recreation activities."
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Winter brings snow to California
ski resorts and flurries of lawsuits.
Because of the cost of accident and
injury lawsuits to resort operators, it
is estimated tO percent of the cost of
a lift ticket helps cover the cost of litigation.

Increases in Promotional
Spending for Economic
Development Nets Job Gains
According to research published
in February by the Federal Reserve
Bank of San Francisco, increased
expenditures for the promotion of
manufacturing opportunities 111 a
region generally see job gains.
A senior economist with the 12th
district bank said that economic
development agencies in the Western
states are spending less than half of
wbat it may take to retain and attract
manufacturing businesses. Mark
Spiegel's research, published in the
San Francisco bank's "Weekly
Newsletter" Feb. 2, states that manufacturing jobs can increase an average of one and one-sixth percent per
year if states woul d double their cur-

rent mean economic promotional
expenditures to about $20 per worker
per year. In the case of states like
California and Washington, spending
would have to quadruple from the
current high-$4 per worker range.
Spiegel's study found two other
factors of some significance in
determining manufacturing growth
since 1990. The more dependent a
state is on defense spending, the less
the region saw of job growth in the
manufacturing sector. The second
factor had to do with the composition of the state's congressional
house, and apparently in how motivated those legislators are to pursue
an increase in industrial jobs.

dered by Kowloon Peninsula on one
side, and craggy, hilly Hong Kong
Island on the other-reveals itself as
one of the most beautiful sights you
will ever encounter. The waterway
of Victoria Harbor enchants visitors
with bustling traffic, a host of
hydrofoils, sampans, Chinese junks,
yachts, naval vessels, freighters, cruise
ships and the ever-present ferries.

Hong Kong Harbor

by Camille Bounds, Travel Editor
When the clock struck midnight, Cinderella ran from the ball,
dropped one of her glass slippers,
her coach changed into a pumpkin
and her horsemen into mice.
At 12:01 a.m., July 1, 1997,
Hong Kong will change forever. We
will not be living a fairy tale, but the
stark reality of one of the most striking changes this planet will experience in this century. Hong Kong will
be returned to China as was agreed
by the British government in Dec.,
1984.
After 150 years, Hong Kong
will henceforth be known as Hong
Kong,
Special
Administrative
Region of the People's Republic of
China.
Although China had pledged to
keep Hong Kong's capitalist economy, currency, free-market pel icies
and lifestyle unchanged for 50 years
from the repatriation, subtle changes
are already being noted. Coins
which were minted with the likenesses of the British imperial lion
and Queen Elizabeth are slowly
being replaced with the bauhinia,
the new official flower of Hong
Kong. Clubs, banks and businesses
are quietly dropping the "Royal"
prefix before their names.
These are uncertain times in the
enclave that is noted as the "number
one city for business" in the world.
With personal income taxes set at 15
percent, there are more millionaires
living there than anywhere on the
earth. Awareness of the coming
change has not seemed to affect the
commerce of the territory. The
Chinese have invested wi th others in
a new, multi-bi ll ion dollar state-ofthe-art airport. Tourism is projected
to increase more than seven percent

this year, and business continues at
the usual breakneck pace.
The general feeling is that
Cinderella's slipper will fit the new
regime and everyone will live happily ever after.
Hong Kong is-and continumg
into the 21st century, will be-<Jne
of the most vibrant, entertaining,
happy and safe destinations to
which anyone could think of taking
their vacation or business. Although
the impending change sends ominous overtones, consider that the
Chinese have been deemed excellent business managers throughout
the past. Why would they do anything to upset the goose that lays
golden eggs? Heads of tourism and
commerce feel Hong Kong will only
get better and flourish in the future.
The Geography
Hong Kong consists of a peninsula that is attached to the southeast
coast of mainland China. It is
divided into two sections. Take the
New Territories to the north and the
Kowloon Peninsula to the south,
Hong Kong Island a little to the
sout h of Kowloon Peninsula, add
235 small islands and you have
Hong Kong.
A bustling metropolis occupying 413 square-miles, it opens to the
South China Sea and is situated near
the mouth of the Pearl River, about
90 miles southeast of Guangzhou
(Canton). Hong Kong has a magical,
romantic, fairy tale quality that,
once experienced, always gives the
inner feeling of wanting to return.
T h e Harbor with the G r a nd Vie w
Hong Kong, whic h means "fragrant flowe r," has one of the most
spectacular harbors in the world.
The crescent-shaped harbor-bar-

A Glorious Mix
The population of Hong Kong
numbers almost 6.5 million. Ninetyeight percent are Chinese, and half
of those are native-born. The other
two percent are made up mostly of
Britons,
with
Americans,
Canadians, Australians, Portuguese,
East Indians and Southeast Asians
completing the mix and contributing
to the successful commerce of this
tiny giant.
Convenience
The finest in shopping, entertainment, gourmet food, manufacturing, and banking can be found in
Hong Kong. You can amve at Hong
Kong International Airport in the
morning, take any number of types
of reasonable transportation into the
area of your choice, check into a
comfortable hotel (there is a wide
range of rates to choose from), and
have a whole day ahead of you to
enjoy this delightful place.
Getting Around
This is the easiest city in the
world to get around! There are at
least 11 different types of transportation; all are efficient and reasonable.
The Star of the Show
The Star Ferry's second-class

of an Era
ride is a must, as long as it is nor
raining. For about 20 cents, you can
mingle with the friendly natives. If
it's raining, be a sport-go firstclass and spend a quarter. There
are windows up there to keep the
weather out. This efficient operation has been in business since
1898 and is a hallmark of Hong
Kong.
Victoria Peak
For the best view of the crown
colony, take an eight-minute ride on
the Peak Tram, a funicular railway,
up to Victoria Peak. Ascend about
1,300 feet to a glorious 360-degree
view of the whole territory and the
islands of the South China Sea.
Along with the view is a restaurant,
and observation deck and Peak
Tower Village that offers shops selling Chinese arts and crafts.
Tinker, Tailor, Soldier and
Everything Else
The local Yellow Pages list at
least 12 pages of entries for tailors.
There are more jewelry stores per
square-mile in Hong Kong than in
any other city in the world. There is
even a Diamond Information Center
that can assist you with reliable
information on where to shop.
Quality Chinese arts and crafts, and
souvenirs, are available in many
places throughout the area.
Dining
Dining can be a true gourmet
expenence, considering there are
about 20,000 restaurants that cover
all types of food and prices. (With
that much competition, it has to be
good.) The [XlSSibilities are wilimited.

(continued on Page 54)
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California Venture Forum
by Rebecca S. Jones
You've spent hundreds, no,
thousands of hours researching,
writing and rewriting and now you
have a crisp, clean neatly bound
business plan. What's next?
That's where the California
Venture Forum comes into the picture.

WHAT IS THE CALIFORNIA
BUSINESS FORUM?
In 1994, Southern California
Edison (SCE) and the California
Venture Forum (CVF), created and
implemented a two-stage program to
successfully match investors with
companies that were looking for
financing. The first phase of this
program offers a busmess plan and
presentation development program.
The second phase, the Special
Investor Forum, showcases large
numbers of start-up and early-stage
companies in search of venture
funding.
As a pan of the program, business plans are reviewed by a committee of experts, consisting of the
CVF board, educators, venture capital representatives and other experts.

their business plan at the Special
The review process is intensive and
Investor Forum, to an audience that
thorough. Each business plan is
reviewed by at least - - - - - - - - - - - includes investors,
experts
two experts using an Several of the compa- business
and advisors. The
evaluation tool that
nies have found the evening of the
provides a scored
assessment of the process so valuable thaJ forum includes a
business plan. The they have now presented networking reception, dinner and
evaluation
tool in other forums as well.
plenty of opportuincludes an opportunity for questionnity for reviewers to
and-answer sessions after the
indicate how the business concept
presentations.
rates in various areas like market
potential, economic issues (i .e.,
DOES THE FORUM PROCESS
ROI, or return on investment, potenREALLY WORK?
tial), competitive advantages, ability
A year after the first forum, an
to erect barriers to competitors and
independent survey was conducted
the strength of the management
to gauge the success of the program.
team.
Eleven of the 16 presenting compaBased on the reviews, 12 to 15
nies participated in the survey. Nine
business plans are selected and comof the II companies successfully
pany executives are invited to a folraised money in the 12 month period
low-up, day-long presentation
since the inaugural forum. A total of
workshop. The workshop is
$3.78 million was raised. Several of
designed to identify key data in the
the companies have found the
business plan, such as marketing,
process so valuable that they have
finance and R&D (research and
now presented in other forums as
development), and develop the
well.
information into "sound bites" that
The two-phase forum process is
will quickly gain investor attention.
designed to move a company into a
The selected companies then
position where they can ultimately
make a seven minute presentation of

Independent Mail & Delivery List
access capital. The forum participants all felt that the process was
extremely beneficial and provided
them with an understanding of the
investor's perspective. They also
gained valuable insight into the venture process.
HOW CAN I APPLY?
The California Venture Forum
will sponsor two Special Investor
Forums in 1996. The first is scheduled for May 15, and the second will
be held in November. A company
that wishes to be considered as a
presenter for the November forum
needs to apply by July 31, 1996.
Two copies of a company's business plan, along with a check for
$150, need to be sent to:
California Venture Forum
c/o Southern California Edison
Economic & Business Development
P. 0. Box 800
Rosemead, CA 91770

Rebecca Jones is a Southern
California Edison project manager.
For further information on the
California Venture Forum, or for
assistance in developing a business
plan, please call (800) 333-4766.
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~~-82'ff,.l948.a224

Air & Surface Couriers
2900 Adams
Riverside, CA 92607

82
100

Tus/ira3CA

45
65

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Ko....thCotcamp
President
(909) 358-(}l05/(714) 83um5

~Oftll~xfrr::sJa~c.on Rd.

68
t33

Diamond Bar, CA
1985

40
N/A

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

U..da L. Vlaslc
President
(909) 598-1!080/595-{i890

65
7,800

Palo Alto, CA

1940

40
N/A

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Joe SIICdoku

~~~9U ~:O~~rn~&..ks~. ~c.

42
49

Onti~~ CA

42
47

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Briall Gudets/Thm U..dea
Presideni/CEO
(909) 309-24441309-2442

!~~-=~~
Riverside, CA 92504

35
75

Riverside, CA
1991

60

30

Yes
Yes

Yu

O.W.IQooa

35
38

o••~83 CA

35
38

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

25
100

Santa Ana, CA
1984

85
165

No
Yes

Yea
Yea
Yoo

15
15,300

Sea\t~WA

70
9,750

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

4
45

Ontario,CA
1984

49
52

Yes
Yes

Yea
Yeo

N/A
98,000

Meml9~j· TN

N/A
31.000

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

6.

8.

Diamond Bar,

cA 91789

~s;~~b!<fd~.

Ontario, CA 91761

Ontario, CA 91761

A - M Couriers
10. P.O. Box 4252
Ontario, CA 91761

Yea

Yes

~)~~~~e~'¥?i2n

=~~)923-2060

~)~~11114

L. Ray

~'~iz~i941.0501

Offices • Banks • Hotels
Restaurants • Model Homes

.sugge.sl and destgn piMll
materllll thlJt Will enhance
your {acUity. Our highly

ONE WEEK

II or Vehicles

Intc~? ~~Ire

5.

9.

/01
~~.l'w

Headquarters
Yr. Est.

Ave.
Ontario, CA 91761

coURIER SERVICE

s mtenor pf.:J.'lt

Staff

In~!~ ~Welre

4.

7.

WE'LL BRING YOUR
INTERIORS TO UFE
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SHORT TERM
• Special

Euenc.s

• PartJes

• ConventiOns
• B.anquets
• Sldg<S<ts

• Theme Et.'encs

LONG TERM
• De.srgn
• Sales

• Lease
• lhslallatlon
• MaVlle!14nce.
• Cwrr!flteed Quality

OUR QUALITY IS EXCELLENT
OUR SERVICE IS SPECTACULAR
OUR PRICES ARE COMPETillVE

Your Intra-County business mail will be picked up by courier
TWICE a day and hand delivered on our next route for
as low as 75¢ per letter!
Services A'Wiilable Include:
Same Day Delivery
o ICBM 75¢ Program
o Couriers
o Tailored Delivery Systems
o

o

o
o
o

Parcel Delivery
Special Messenger
Bag Exchanges
Overnight Letter Service

a;r;tg,j I ~'ljgt;Ui l;t3:•l;1lJ
PHONE (714J 896·2636.'!619J 941-4610 FM {714)894 7938

Riverside, CA 92507

12.

13.

~~ceh~~fl~e.
Ontario, CA 91761

~<ft~mi"

Ontario, CA 91761

AI Barilar

~)Wt.9l;'~(909)947-1m

Yeo

I

!~.P.
For Service in the Inland Empire call:

Sttvlng tht COUnt~ of Or•ngf: los Angelf:S.. San Semardlno. Rive~l(lf: and San 0~0

laterCoaal)' B........, Mall, LP

11. 783 Palmyrit>

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM
Serving all of Southern California

Federal E>p,....

14. 2005 CorpQrate Ave.
Memphis, TN 38132

Fredrick W. Slllltlt
Olamnan/CEO
(800) 238-5355

N/A. • N01 A.pplicable WND = WOClld Not Di.sclose M = 1'101 avaihlble. 771e informDtion in 1M above list was obtaiMd from 1M companies listed. To the ~of ocu knowledge. dte infomtalion svppiWi U tJCQifGle GS
of press time. Whik every effon is lfUUie to eJlSIU't 1M accuracy and tlwroughMs.s of 1M list, omi.uimu and typograpiUciJ errors sometilrra occur. Please send cot'f"«tioM or adJiriotu on compay lettuiN»tl to: 1M
11114nd F.mp.,. Busiii<SS Jouma~ 8560 V""J'GfdAve. S.Ue 306, Ro!IC!oo C'""""""go, ~ 91730-4352. R....,rch<d by P<My SWift. Copyriglu 199611114nd F.mp.,. Busilt<ss JoumaL
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atty Vaan Damme joined the
sales team of the Ontario
Convention and Visitors
Bureau (OCVB) as an account executive. She will be responsible for
marketing Ontario's meeting and
convention facilities to national
associations
and corporations
throughout the Midwest.
Van Damme previously served
as a sales manager for the Holiday
Inn, Riverside, and as a representative for Alstyle Apparel. She
received a commendation from the
Federation of Women's Clubs for
excellence in meeting planning and
superior customer service during
her tenure at the hotel.
"Patty's experience and familiarity with the area are going to be
invaluable when marketing the city
and the Ontario Convention Center
to Midwestern planners who may be
unfamiliar with Ontario's numerous
amenities and attractions," said
OCVB Executive Director Sherry
Hunter.
Van Damme is a native of
Southern California and graduated
from Chaffey College in Rancho
Cucamonga.

I
\1\1 U/1 \
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CHAMBER SEEKS BUSINESS
PERSON OF THE YEAR
The Ontario Chamber of
Commerce is seeking nominations
for the 1996 Small Business Person
of the Year award to be presented
May 3. The presentation will be
made at a special luncheon during
National Small Business Week.
Applicants will be screened by the
review committee, and those meeting all the qualifying criteria will be
contacted for a personal interview.
Applications must be returned prior
to March 25. Call the Ontario chamber for details (909) 984-2458.

MEDIA AGENCY ADDS
KEY PERSONNEL
The Vaughan Group, a full-service advertising agency headquartered in Temecula, added two key
personnel to the growing team.
Mike Vaughan, owner and CEO,
said Maureen Dresch joined the
firm as account executive, and Mike
Moreman as creative director.
Formerly a principal of
McGowan & Associates and a former co-owner of Rancho Graphics,
Maureen Dresch has been actively
involved in Temecula-area business
circles for more than 20 years. At
The Vaughan Group, she will man-

age a portfolio of accounts- overseeing design, printing and all
aspects of clients service.
Moreman, formerly of Watkins
Moreman Design, is an award-winning graphic designer with a comprehensive
background
in
publishing and advertising. As art
director for several national sportoriented magazines, he has received
numerous awards and accolades
including three MAGGIE awards for
graphic design from Western
Publishers Association.
lCWe are extremely excited with
the business activity taking place in
the Temecula-Murrieta region, and
the addition of Maureen Dresch and
Mike Moreman gives us the opportunity to better respond to this
growth cycle," said Vaughan.
The firm serves national and
regional accounts from offices in
Riverside and Temecula. The
Vaughan Group is affiliated with
FPC Graphics, a full-service commercial printer headquartered in
Riverside since 1955.

GOURMET CATERER
ATTENDS SPECIAL EVENT
CONFERENCE
Mindy Smith, of Erharts Custom
Catering & Events Productions in
Temecula, anended a recent four-day
special event conference in Phoenix,
Ariz., that displayed the latest trends in
wedding, company party, and fund-raising events planning and coordination.
'1 am working with a lot of brides
where I puvide not only my catering services, but the logistical coordination as
weD. Each and every bride has a unique
idea of how her special day will be, and I
strive to create that vision," said Smith.
Erharts Custom Catering originated in Orange County where that
operation specializes in corporate catering and large social gatherings. The
Temecula branch also provides executive lunches and Western barbecues.
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN BERNARDINO

S

BUS/HESS P/1/lTHE/lS

HOSPITAL APPOINTS
COMMUNITY OUTREACH
DIRECTOR
Riverside Community Hospital
(RCH) appointed Dan Anderson as
director of community outreachchaplaincy. Anderson will identify
the health needs of the community
and then work with agencies that
deal with those concerns to help provide necessary services.
Anderson,
a
2
1/2-year
employee of RCH, is now involved
in assessment work related to identifying various agencies within the
Riverside area that the hospital can
assist.
Riverside
Community
Hospital is already involved with
Kids in Need of Doctors (KIND),
and provides a women's screening
center and free health education programs.

VISITORS BUREAU
REPRESENTATIVES NAMED
The governing board of the
Palm Springs Desert Resorts
Convention and Visitors Bureau
have begun terms which will run
through 1996.
The Joint Powers Authority
(JPA) Executive Committee of the
Palm Springs Desert Resorts is
chaired by Councilwoman Jean
Benson of Palm Desert, with Mayor
Pro Tern Arthur Newman of Rancho
Mirage as vice chairman. The JPA
Executive Committee members are
elected from its eight member cities
and Riverside County.
Ray Diaz, Palm Desert's city
manager, is chairman of the
Technical Advisory Committee
while Herb Rafetto, general manager of the Hyatt Regency SuitesPalm Springs, will chair the
Hospitality Industry and Business
Council of the Palm Springs Desert
Resorts Convention and Visitors
Bureau.

CPRandACLS
Computerized Multimedia Learning and Certification
"Hands-on" practice with elect ronic manikin
Instant objective performance feedback
If You have been WAITING for the RIGHT time,
You don't have to WAIT ANY LONGER!
CPR and ACLS where you want itwhen you want itto fit YOUR schedu le and double YOUR time

Call GWTHOMAS CONSULTING
909- 471-0021

"Rel~tionship M~rketing:
Strategies for Growing Your Business'
a Business Partners Executive Briefing presented at Cal State, San Bernardino

March 20. 1996
7:30-9 a.m. in the upper level of the Commons, at the university
•

•
•
•
•
•

Professor Nabil Aazzouk will explarn how many American orgamzations spent
the first half of the '90s sweepmg up from the boom and bust of the '80S
Countless corporate leaders who plunged rnto a romance wrth "Globalization,"
"Computerizatron ," and "Ae· engrneering" frnd therr organizations now ailing from
the crippling disease of "Homogenrtis." The symptoms of the disease are often
manifested by a high level of percerved sameness, followed by a decline in
consumer patronage and loyalty_ The most obvious symptoms are a dechne in
revenues and eventually rn profrts
Registration fee: $17 (includes breakfast), $12 for Business Partners members

Reservations by phone (909) 880-577t.

..------------------------..
Sponsored by

"Laws were made to be broken"
Christopher North, May, 1830
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
not to know we sinn 'dis innocence"
Sir William Davenant
1606-1668
933 3 BASELINE ROAD, SUITE t 10 RANCHO CUCAMONGA CA 91730
(909) 960-11 00 • FAX (909) 941 - 661 0

YeSf 0
0

ltt~.Jt~

Please send me mare rnformatron about thrs event.
Please send me more rnformation about Business
Partners at Cal State. San Bernardrno

N•me
Address

State _ _ _ Z"op

Coty
Phone ( _ _ J

Fax

t

)

___

..........................................
Relum lo CSUS8 Scho~ of 8iismess and Public Rdmmts~ahon. SSlllllniYerstht ParlnDaQ SilO Bernardino 01 91407 •

BUSINESS

HEALTH
The Inland Empire 1V News can be seen on ·
Comcast Cable and KZKI-lV broadcast channel 30
Monday thru Friday at 7 am
*Please check your local cable listings for the time, day and channel In your area, or tum to K2KI Channel 3D on UHFI
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Inland Empire Restaurant R eview
by Robert Bledsoe

On hunger
Gut instinct warns me of two
things: (1) when some wise-ass is
about to pop me a mickey (or worse,
a slug); and, (2) whenever ... I'm ...
hungry!
Hunger develops in the dark
recesses of your gullet and spreads
out like a cancer through the veinpumpmg switchbacks of your
intestines, traveling by microbiotic
means until the synapses in your
noodle stan firing like the flak from
an Uzi submachine gun.
Prime directive begins. I will
direct my basic urges toward one
unified desire. Fire my wallet at a
waiter like a dog barks and snaps at
a burglar, and eat every last scrap of
the nutrients on my plate, satiating
the synapse connection like opium
for a junkie.
I told you I was hungry.

Gina's Ristorante, Upland
That's why I went to Gina's
Rtstorante (translation: "restaurant"). To satisfy a primal calling:
fine Italian dining. The place has
been there for years, but has stood
vacant except for the occasional
stiff-one being poured and the cold
cuts served to the denizens of the bar
like "Ice Station Zebra" serves up
action. But ever since chef Eddie
Ribeiro bought the place, it's been
restored to its old glory- kinda like
the scary hotel in "The Shining''
must appear in the on-season.
However, I should potnt out that
I have no idea what the old glory of
Gina's was because, to tell you the
truth, I don't remember ever having
been there. I must've driven by a
million times, never really noticing
it until now.
The experience must be equivalent to Bela Lugosi 's character in
"Plan 9 From Outer Space," stopping to smell the roses outside of his

house minutes before he is ho-oribly
killed. That's not to say that my
demise is imminent (it is!), but
rather to give you an analogy for my
blind discovery of a restaurant that
by all accounts is very good.
For appetizers we had the fried
calamari ($4.50) and Eddie's fresh
mozzarella ($4.95). It's prepared a
little differently than your average
cheese sticks. Eddie's is served with
grilled eggplant, sliced tomatoes,
fresh basil, and olive oil. The kicker,
however, was the magnificent escargot (translation: "snails"). We had
some salad, we had some soup. It
was good, but if this is your thing,
you should be going to the
Souplantation, you nitwit.
"On to the entrees," I said as the
rumblings from my stomach grew
like a starving, man-eating polar
bear that just had a taste of blood
from the feast to come.
We had a couple of the veal
dishes and although they were quite
good, I'm going to climb up on my
soapbox here for a minute and tell
you all that while I am hardly a proponent of the animal rights movement, I do believe that if we (when I
say "we," I mean all of us, humanity) could come together and collectively agree to not eat anymore veal,
then maybe that would shut the animal rights people up once and for
all.
Meaning no disrespect to those
veal-lovers out there, I feel we as
carnivores should do away with veal
dishes - if for no other reason than
you never get enough. Throughout
all my years of dining I have never
seen a veal dish which I would say
even came close to being beatty.
Other dishes we tried were the
Steak Sinatra ($12.95). Thts dish
features strips of filet mignon with
bell peppers, onions, tomato, white
wine and marinara sauce.
"Hold up," says the observant
reader. "Raben's argument against

veal holds true with ftlet mignon, as
well " claims the smartass. Ndt so,
d.ill~eed. Filet is merely the finest
cut from a steer; one of the glorious
fringe benefits of making Jumbo
Jacks is filet mignon.
The best pasta dish we had was
the Bianchi E Neri ($11.95). This is
black and white spaghetti (a favorite
amongst the Jaw enforcement community) with shrimp and scallops in
a lobster cream sauce. It was rich
and definitely not for the dietician.
Gina's Ristorante is located at
843 E. Foothill Blvd., Upland, CA,
91786. Eddie's staff works Monday
through Thursday, offering lunch
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., and dinner
from 4 to 9 p.m. Dinner ortly is
served Friday and Saturday from 4
to 10 p.m., and Sunday from 4 to 9
p.m.
Rosemarie Ribeiro may he contacted at (909) 985-5074 to take
your reservations for some of husband Eddie's fine dishes.

Raben Bledsoe is producer of the
Inland Empire Television News'
weekly "Restaurant Review" segment.

909.899.5755

~

ONTARIO ' GuASTI

every Thursday at 7a.m.

KZKI-TV
CHANNEL 30

Sht<; one Of lhOU\:UidS rChildren
alxlucted even yrar IJ\ \Omeone lh~
kno~ and tru!lt TI1e1r O'o\11 parenb. Ofu_.n
imolved in a custody d1sputt:, mother.-. or
father. choo~ a des~ratc life on ~1e run
rather than nsk losing their children

Gt~ll ~an o

V'-H Our Wine
TaatlngRoom

909.390.6998

•net Picnic AI'N

0l'B'l 7 DAYS

~ foNTANA . MIRA

l.oMA
909.428.8638

She's had
7 different names,
16 identities
and 21 homes.
And she's only
five years old.

EVIEW

Pr~1dcnt

]OSEPil flum WIN!RY AND TASTING ROOMS-

6:30 p.m. on Tuesdays
and 6:30 p.m. Saturdays

;&SfAURANT

Donald 0.

~ RANOlO CUcAMONGA

Catch 30 minutes of the best
Inland Empire restaurant reviews
two times a week on KVCR TV 24,
the Inland Empire's PBS station.
Table for Two Is the only restaurant review show of Its kind on
television. The show airs ...

don't miss ...

iilhy are more and
more people buzzing about
]. Filippi Winery?

TAffE!

TABLE
FOR
TWO!

4231 Wincvillc Road
Min Lorna, California 91 n2
(11 4) 685·))76

At Child Find of \menca we oiler free,
confidential. owr-thc-phooe mediation
beNr~n parenl.'i \\ 1th our toll-free
number. we can help stop the running
and help parenb and tlwtr chtldren
If you need our help, please call
l·IJ00.292·9688 in confidence. And help
your chtld find a more pea<:<ful future.

flloc.oRNC!OFAA<£R!Oi tN:
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and Entertainment Guide
by Jerry D. Mend

NEW WORLD WINNERS
The first of the major wine competitions to announce its winners each year is
the New World International Wme
Competition (NWIWC), conducted this
year at the historic Oaremont Inn in
Southern California.
Open to wines produced anywhere in
the "New World" (i.e., North America,
South America, Australia, New Zealand
and South Africa), the competition has
been, for the past severnl years, a virtual
crystal ball of the medal-winningest wines
of the year. Wmes that do well at the
NWIWC, teod to win medals throughout
the year at the other major competitions.
NWIWC takes price into consideration, dividing the wines into categories of
"inexpensive," "moderate," "premium,"
and, in some large categories, even
"super-premiwn" This is because we
don't expect the same things from an $8
"fighting varietal" that we expect from a
$40 "Reserve." NWIWC awruds excellence at every price level, and thereby
informs consumers of the best wines
within the price range in which they ma;t
frequently shop.
The judges are well-known wine critics from all over the U.S., famous winemakers,
well-known
retailers,
restauranteurs, imponers and enthusiastic
consumers. "Yours truly" is the chief
judge.
NWIWC is the ortly wine judging in
the U.S. to give not only gold, silver and
bronze medals, but to award cornmercially-<;pOnsored trophies to the very best
wines in every major category. Please rote
as we proceed that "best" does not always
equate to "ma;t expensive."
This year's official awruds book will
be expanded to include croos-referencing
of winners by brand name as well as by
variety and type. It's on its way to the
printe~ but you can order your oopy now.
Send $6 to: New World Wtne Wumers,
Box 1598, Carson City, NV 89702, or
pbone (800) 845-9463. Allow three to
four weeks for delivery.
NOW GETRFADYTO SHOP!
The winner of the American Airlines
Trophy for "New World Grand
Champion," as well as the Beaulieu
Vtneyard Trophy for "Best New World
Red Wme," the Fetzer Vtneyard Trophy
for "Best New World Petite Sirah," gold
medal and ''Best of Price Class" is David
Bruce 1994 Centrnl Coast-Vmtner's
Select Petite Syrah ($10). Bruce has
always spelled this wine \'Syrah") with a
'Y' irntead of an "~"but we'll forgive him
so long as he makes it this good Call it our
''Best Buy Wme-of-the-Week."
The Brown-Forman Trophy for
''Best New World White Wtne" and ''Best
New World Gewuunarnine1" hooors go

to Navarro 1994 Anderson Yalley Estate
Gewurztraminer ($11), a wonderfully
spicy, fruity wine with just a touch of
sweetness.
Foc the past two years, New World
International's pick for best bubbly has
gone on to be the very ''001'' wine of the
type at other shows. Two year.; ago it wa> J
Schramm from Schrnmsbetg, and last year
'T' by Jordan. This year's winner of the
1hrnton Wtnery Trophy foc "Best New
World Champagne or Sparkling Wme" is
Codcrniu nv Napa Yalley Brut ($13).
For the second year in a row, the
same winery has claimed the Wand
Empue Trophy for "Best New World
Dessett Wme," though for different wines.
Last year, Galleano Wtnery won for its old
sclera-style Three Friends Pan; this year, it
was the winery's 1991 Zinfandel Port
($16).
Some other "best ofS" and trophy
winners for your showing pleasure follow.
The Parrlucci Wme Cellars Trophy
for "Best New World Cabemet
Sauvignon" was awarded to a spectaaJ]ar
Washington State wine, Chateau Ste.
Michelle 1993 Cold Creek Vmeyard
($22). Expensive, but wotth it
The
Doug
Dav~ba>tiruU
Vtneyards Trophy for "Best New World
Pinot Noir" was won decisively by Fess
Parker 1994 Santa Barbara-American
Trndition Reserve ($28). This magnificent
example of the variety was liternlly one
vote away from being named "Best
Red''... and yes, this winery is owned and
operated by "Davy Oockett" and his fum.
ily.
Belvedere Wmery makes three
Chardonnays, and naturally it's the mast
expensive one which won the
Beringer/Mymn Nightingale Memorial
Trophy for "Best New World
Chardonnay," but it's still only $14 and a
bargain. look for the Belvedere 1994
"Russian Rivet" Chardonnay.
Talk about "steal deals," the Dry
Creek Vineyards Trophy for "Best New
World Sauvignon or Fume Blanc" goes to
Concannon 1994 Uvennore-James
Concannon Vineyard Sauvignon Blanc
($8~ and it's made by the man we named
"Wtnemaker of the Yeaf' for 1995, Torn
Ume.
And you're not going to believe this
one! The Deinhard Trophy for "Best New
World Riesling" goes to Firestone
Vtneyards 1995 Santa Ynez Joharmisberg
Riesling ($6). That's right, $6, or less if
you can find it discounted. Very flornl and
fruity and moderately sweet
Space won't penni! me to Jist
addresses and phone numbers for every
wine and winery mentioned lf you have
trouble finding a wine, call (800) 8459463 and I or one of my staff will help you
search it out

WINE SHIPPING FELONY
Shame on Kentucky. Proposed
changes in its licensed beverage Jaws are
anti<Onsumcr, not to mention antiAmerican.
The new Jaws would force retailers to
buy only from wholesalers, closing any
loopholes that might allow retailers to buy
directly from producers or imponers. The
Jaws would legally ban so-<:alled "grny
markef' sources which have saved consumers thousands of dollars in other states.
Small California wineries would be
forced to align themselves with whole-

salers which woold have client lisls too
large to service, or be locked out of the
Slate altogelheL The commorrwealth of
Kentucky is ]lTO!X>iing to make it a felony
to ship wine to local consumers from outof-state. Under the proposed Jaw, a
California vintner or wine shop owner filling an order from a Kentuckian could do
five years in jail and pay a $20,00) fine.
And, get this ... there's no penalty for buying. ortly for selling. The locals don't even
get their hands Sf'lllked.
© 1996JDM Eruerprises

by Bill Anthony

California Wines
1993

Cakebread Cellars, Sauvignon Blanc Napa Valley- $13

1993

Chimney Rock, Chardonnay Napa Valley- $15

1991

Conn C1eek Cabemet Sauvignon, Napa Valley. $18

1991

Cosentino Winery, Meritage M Coz Napa Valley- $45

1993

Duckhom Vineyards, Sauvignon Blanc Napa Valley - $23

1919

Ferrali-Carano, Chardonnay Reserve California. $27

1991

Rodney Strong Cahemet Sauvignon Alexander Crown, Sonoma- $10

1993

Vtlla Mt. Eden, Pinot Nou Grand Reserve, Bien Nacido Vtneyard- SIS

1991

Villa Mt. Eden, Cabemet Sauvignon Grand Reserve Napa Valley- $14

1993

Villa Mt. Eden, Pinot Noi• Cellar Select California . $8
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Desert Business Journal
Cathedral City Businesses
Go Oolioe
The Cathedral City Chamber of
Commerce became the fust such
group in the Coachella Valley to utilize
a local online service to provide chamber information to the public and to
businesses. The chamber finalized an
agreement on Feb. 7 with CyberVllle,
an online service provider located in
Palm Desert.
"[The Chamber) wants to take
advantage of new technology," said
Fred Bell, executive director of the
organization. ''What we're trying to do
is continue to offer a variety of
avenues for people to contact, and
work through, the organization. What
we like about CyberVllle is that it's
locally based."
The Cathedral City chamber and
CyberVille are currently developing
electronic pages that will provide a
business directory of its members, a
monthly newsletter, a forum area
where the community can post questions and comments, and an electronic
chat room where chamber employees
and members can interact with other
community members and businesses.
Cheryl Kimbo, marketing director
for CyberVille, estimates page
production will be complete within a
few weeks. Cathedral City Chamber
of Commerce may be reached by email at ccchambr@byberville.com, or
by calling (619) 328-1213.
Institute Schedules Seminars
The Coachella Valley Chapter of
Community Associations Institute
(CAl) will present two seminars this
month.
The evening seminar Friday,
March 22 features humor in the workplace. Comedienne Mary Fisher will
demonstrate bow humor affects
employee communication, customer
service skills, motivation and learning.
The seminar will be held at the La
Quinta Hotel, 49-499 Eisenhower

Drive, La Quinta. This program is
open to the public as well as to members of CAl.
The program is scheduled 6:00 to
8:00 p.m. Hors d'oeuvres and a ncr
host bar are included. The cost is
$30.00 for members with reservations
and $35.00 for non-members and
walk-ins. Reservations must be mailed
by March 14 to: CAl, 41-905
Boardwalk, #X-3, Palm Desert, CA,
92211.
Community association board
members, homeowners and managers
are invited to anend the Basic Course
for Association Leaders (ABCs). This
all-day program is CAl's nationallyacclaimed course for helping anyone
in leadership roles to master commoninterest development and problemsolving methods within associations.
The course will be held Saturday,
March 30 at Desert Island Country
Club Oubbouse, 71-777 Frank Sinatra
Drive, Rancho Mirage.
Reservations are required. The
course begins at 8:30 a.m. with registration and ends at 4:30 p.m. A continental breakfast and lunch is included.
Cost is $90.00 for members with
reservations and $110.00 for nonmembers. Reservations must be sent
by March 21.
For information on CAl events,
contact Terry O'Brien at (619) 3410559.
Hospital Offers Free
Sleep Disorders Seminar
John F. Kennedy Memorial
Hospital is offering a free lecture on
sleep related disorders on Wednesday,
March 6, from I to 2 p.m.
Dr. Abdullah Haroon, a neurol<>gist and staff member, will present a
seminar that focuses on common
symptoms of sleep disorders. Snoring,
insomnia and sleep apnea, plus information on newly-available non-surgical and surgical treatments are a few of
the topics to be discussed.

The seminar will be held at the
Recreation Office of the Thousand
Trails Recreational Vehicle Park, 77500 Varner Road, Indio. For information, call the R.V. park's recreation
office at (619) 772-7078.

Joint Power Authority
ptablishes Rates Hotline.
Coachella Valley cities and the
unincorporated areas of Riverside
County have banded together . to
explore the possibility of lowenng
electric rates.
Recent changes in federal energy
laws have made it possible for wholesale buyers, such as Coachella Valley
cities, to purchase power from independent suppliers at competitive market prices. This change in the national
law was designed to eventually allow
aU consumers to shop for lower electricity rates.
SunLine Services Group (SSG),
an existing Coachella Valley joint
powers authority, has taken the lead in
studying alternatives that will lower
rates for Coachella Valley consumers.
The SSG action is partly in
response to a recent ruling by the
California
Public
Utilities
Commission which would limit the
ability of future utilities to buy power
without being subject to long term
usage fees.
It may be possible for the
Coachella Valley to qualify to buy
wholesale, inexpensive power, shopping for the best price in bulk electricity under the new national laws.
Whether the local demand will allow
purchases which compete with existing providers is one of the questions
SSG hopes to answer.

Coachella Valley residents and
businesses wJw want to know more
may call a new toll-free hotline (800) 798-3909 - to receive a
brochure and a full question-andanswer packet on the issue.

0% interest when you lease a Ricoh
plain paper copier/fax machine.
A.s.k youBdf two questions. Art
you completely satisfied with thr
perfotnWlCr of your copier? Are

you completely satisfied with your
service?

If the: answer 10 either quc:sdon is

CoMPlAINTS?

PRAISE?
SUGGESTIONS?

Why havrn 't you called Amc:ritc:ch?
Call for a free: copkr/fax U"'al today

A.s.k how you can receive six months

C OloilloiiU If! C/<

r·

frc:c: sc:nricc: inCluding supplic:s for free:
CaU now for quick Amerilc:ch

=poruc (909) 656-1116
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Ask and You Shall Receive
The Hong Kong Tourist
Association has the most accomodating and efficient tourist offices.
They offer the most varied information and the most beautiful literature
about Hong Kong. I don't know of
another tourist office that has such a
wide variety of well-done booklets,
maps and pamphlets. Information on
every facet of Hong Kong is offered
by the tourist association free of
charge. Their "Traveler's Guide" is
a gem. You may call the Hong Kong
Tourist Association at (310) 2084582, or write the organization at
10940 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1220,
Los Angeles, CA, 90024-3915.
How to Get There
There are 55 international airlines that serve Hong Kong
International Airport. Check with
your travel consultant for airlines
and for current schedules and rates.

Camille Bounds is the travel editor
for Inland Empire Business Journal
and the western division of Sunrise
Publications.

E'\TR\ I{L(;l L \TIO'\S
Visitors must hold a valid passport,
endorsed where necessary for Hong
Kong. At this time, U.S. citizens are
permitted one-month, visa-free visits.

IDENTIFICATION
Carry photo-identification (such as a

passport) at all times.
TIPPING
Most restaurants add a 10 percent service charge; an additional five percent
may be added where deserved. When
a service charge is not added, 10 percent is acceptable. Small tips are
appreciated by taxi-drivers, belllx>ys,
doonnen and washroom attendants.
ELECTRICITY
The voltage is 200/220 volts, 50
cycles. Most hotels provide adapters.

Olf

rak~

Culture
Opera, disco, concerts, oceanographic research, golf, tennis, swimming, horse racing, soccer, and of
course cricket, are available at different times of the year. Hong Kong
has a magic and a tempo that makes
the visitor immediately feel comfortable and welcome.

AIRPORT DEPARTURE TAX
Adults: H.K. $50; children under 12
years of age are free.

no, ask yoUCKif one: ~ question

.UAmerltechs•

HONG KONG ...
(continued from Page 47)

1hankY>u!
~-~

BABY-SilTING
Most leading hotels provide baby-sitting services. More infonnation on services offered by hotels may be found in
The Hocel Guide published by the Hong
Kong TouriSI Association.

UltraPiex 10-Screen Theater to Be Built in Perris
San Diego-based CinemaStar
Luxury
Theaters
(NASDAQ:
LUXY) signed an agreement late
last month to develop and operate a
I 0-screen UltraPiex theater in Perris
Plaza in Perris. Construction on the
2,200-seat theater complex will
begin this month and is expected to
open July 3.
"This theater, our second to be
completed outside of San Diego
County, will have the same high
quality sound and projection as our
other
theaters,
including
LucasFilm's THX environment system and six-channel digital sound in
all 10 auditoriums/' said John
Ellison Jr., president of CinemaStar.
"The theater is being designed and
built to provide for an expansion to
16 screens."
Next month, the company will
open its largest theater, a 14-screen
UltraPlex in the Mission Grove
Plaza, Riverside. Two additional 10plexes are scheduled to open during
the summer: one at University
Village adjacent to the U.C.
Riverside campus, and the other in
Buena Park.

SCHDC is a regional non-profit corporation whose goal is to provide
affordable housing throughout the
nine-county Southern California
area.

working with other professionals
and customer service. He holds a
bachelor's degree in finance, real
estate and law.

FOUR FIRMS INK DEALS

AITORNEY NAMED TO HOUSING
DEVELOPMENT BOARD

L. Gail Gordon has been elected
to the board of directors of Southern
California Housing Development
Corporation (SCHDC), a nonprofit
affordable housing developer.
Gordon is a real estate attorney
with an extensive background in
such matters as land use, planning,
zoning, building and safety, and
compliance with the California
Environmental Quality Act.

Whenr stop
being a kid and
start being a
grown-up, r
want to be
j LISt like you.
~lake sure you choose a hcalthplan

that includes Loma Linda
l'niversity Children's Hospital.
/.r111 I /./\Ill { \Ill N.\/{1 CIIIIOHI \ \ /{0\l'lf II

112.11 \mlcNIII.'-ttn:ct
lomal.im11,C\IJ2.HI
'X}(J/"25-h.IO.'-t

CB Commercial Real Estate
Group Inc. in Riverside announced
several transactions that were completed last month.
Paul Reim represented the seller
of a 24-unit apartment building at
1619 E. Eureka in San Bernardino.
State Street Bank and Trust sold the
property for $240,000 to Pacific
Capital Lendmg.
Trendwest Resorts Inc. signed a
five-year, $600,000 lease for about
7,000-square-feet of office space in
the Park Haven Business Center,
3380 Shelby Street, Ontario.
Michael O'Brien and Jerra Lynne
Beckhart
represented
owner
Chippewa Enterprises. The Koll
Company developed the two-story
project.
Leslie's
Swimming
Pool
Supplies signed a five-year lease for
about 5,000-square-feet of retail
space in the Inland Empire Center,
16767 Valley Blvd., Fontana.
Property owner Birtcher Trackman
Properties was represented by CB
Commercial's Kelly Patscheck
Murphy.
Vindar Batoosingh represented
The
Mutual
Life
Insurance
Company of New York (MONY) in
leasing about 985-square-feet of
office space in Riverside. Maggard
Enterprises Inc. of Ga., signed the
six-year lease to occupy the space
this month in the MONY-owned,
three-story office building at 10370
Hemet St., Riverside.
REALTOR HONORS TOP PRODUCER

Geoff Hamill, a consistent
award winner, won accolades as top
office producer at the Coldwell
Banker Claremont-Upland office.
Hamill has been honored with
the Elite President's Circle membership for each of the past four years.
That award recognizes the top one
percent of the company's Southern
California sales associates. He has
also held the prestigious President's
Club status every year since joining
Coldwell Banker.
"Geoff is the consummate real
estate professional," said Joe
Calmelat,
Coldwell
Banker
Claremont-Upland branch manager.
Hamill credits his success to net-

ExOIANGORS SPONSOR SEMINAR

Interactive Desert Exchangors
Association (IDEAS) is sponsoring
a 21-credit hour seminar mid-month
for licensed real estate salespersons.
The seminar is accredited by the
California Association of Realtors
and deals with the tax benefits of
equity marketing and counseling
clients.
Rex Crook, president of IDEAS,
said the four-day course is being
offered in response to increased real
estate activity in the Palm Springs
area. The seminar is scheduled
March 14 and 15, and 21 and 22. For
information,
call
Charlotte
Fredericks at (619) 346-7995.

INvEsJMENT

BROKER COMI'lEreS

COMMERCIAL lRANSAGnONS

The Ontario office of Marcus &
Millichap Real Estate Investment
Brokerage Company announced the
sale of an apartment complex and a
shopping center during February.
Alex Mogharebi represented
undisclosed principals in the purchase of Ahmad Jilanchi's 37-unit
apartment complex in Riverside,
located at 10050 Gould Avenue. The
price was $1 million dollars.
Three agents participated in the
sale of Central City South Shopping
Center in San Bernardino, at 667 W.
Second St. They were Alan Krueger,
Alex Garcia and David Main.
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Classifieds
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'

THE LOMA LINDA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

THE UNITED HISPANIC
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
and

Invites You To Participate
In

AVILA FAMILY USA REAL ESTATE

The Fifth Annual "Business Olympics"

Cordially Invite You to Join Us for a

Thursday, April 25, 1996
3-7 p.m.
Loma Linda Headquarters Fire Station

at
Avi la Family USA Real Estate
1511 W. Holt Bl vd., Suite F, Ontario, CA 91762
5:30p.m. ·8:00p.m. M arch 29, I 996

"MIXER"

i'

CLASSI FIED ORDE R F ORM

'

FAX 909-391-3160
FAX or MAIL

i

DISPLAY RATES: $70/ lnch; I'' min . LINE RATES: $1 1.65/ line; 6 lines

~;;i-H Av3is:l~y ch~ra~~~~~/line,cci~eF~~e~~~n:!:~co~~~ av~~~~~6oE:

t

!

Category:

909•984•6877
Amount Enclosed:
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OOlcc.
If you need hciJl with a mall·
l.ng from ~.000 tn ~million plceca,
we can scn·c ''On

Name :
Company:
Address : - - - __

Credit Card #: - - - - Phone:

Moreno Valley
Chamber of Commerce

TEMECULA VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Exp. Date:

The Essential Tool For A Successful Business
-

INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL
8560 V1ney ar d Ave Su1 te 306
Rancho CA 9 1730
Pnone orde1s also accepted Call (999) 484 9765

Temecula Valley Chamber of Commerce

IUlUU''lcr not hanlcr

Soutfiem ca;:~aomia.
'lJintfery &
ailing Inc.
10661 Bus1ness Dr., Fontana, 92337
FAX (909 ) 829-1959

Coming Soon

27450 Ynez Road • Suit 104 • Temecula, CA 92591

(714) 676-5090

~

(909) 829 -1949

Get involved with the Largest Business
Networking Temecula Valley!

For detatls call the Moreno Valley Ch amber of Com me rce
at (909) 697- 4404

We ....111 hciJ• eort throogh
the muc. o( poatal n:Jlll-Uona. to
~-e you the moet money poM{l.Hc
We ~en~~ th.t mall
ncwalcttcra, ma.pd~ promO&,
adfmatlcn... Cllta.loca. or an)' ot.hcr
t)'flC of maU. Our cuatDmcl'$lJcnc0t
from cxp.-rtencc "''\: tu.w abt.aincd
from ""OJ"k.infl •1th the PoM OO'k:c.
L:t our 'A1&dom hd11 )~ .,'Oril;

T o Maol Th1 !> F o • rn . Sand to

The Temecula Valley Otamber of Commerce is dedicated to serving. promoting and
supporting the local business enviorment with S (five) standing committees:
Governmental Affairs, Education, Local Business Promotions, Membership Services,
and Ways and Means.

"Good Business
Builds a Better
Community"

)

WISE ABOUT MAIL

Dat.e(s) of Insertion:

City, State:

)

~)

L~

__

Hors d'oerv res • No- HC6t Bar • Raffl es • Door Prizes

Gold , Silver and Bronze Medal Sponsorships Available.
Booth Space Reservations and New Member/Expo Package Available.
Call today for details •• Loma Unda Chamber of Commerce, (909) 799·2828

.....~
}

~- '-"' '-"

~)

$25/lnsertion . Box # will be assigned by the publisher. Business
card ads can be purchased at a flat rate of $I 50. Fill out form
below in full. Use additional sheet of paper for ad copy. Type or
write clearly. All ads must be pre- paid - no excepdons . Send
check, M .O ., Visa, or M/C.
Deadlines : 20th of the preceeding
month for the following month .

AdCopy:

)
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to promote your business ...

Redlands Chamber of Commerce
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Vendor/Exhibitor spaces :
$25 for Montcla ir Chamber Members & Non -prof i ts
$50 for all other businesses
POWER UP '96 features exhibitors from financial & educational
institut1ons. governmental agencies, and other bus1nesses .serving
small & home · based busmesses
Joe Lyons (Inland Empire TV News) will MC
a series of speakers panels discuss i ng:

•
•

luslness Plannln
fl

• Cost effective Marketing
•• Relation•

Stop by the Chamber Office and pick up a

Historic Driving Tour
$13 .00
an Audto Tour by Dr. Larry Burgess
The chamber office Is located at
I East Redlands Blvd.
the comer of Redlands Blvd. & Or:111ge St.

(909) 793-2546

THOMPSON'S REPAIRS
.,.home
.,. business
.,. rentals
.,. general repair
• plumbing

• electr1cal
• dry wall
• pllin1lng
• carpenlry

ONE PRICE CLOTHING

Seeking experienced
management people .

kw-instruments
RENTING IMMEDIATELY
ONTARIO LOCATION
sllate oflice/warehoose space, 4 yr. old bui<lng, awllabJo • 3 . . . _
oflices and 3500 sq ft. warehoose, uli!ies ilciJded, $-39 per sq t.

PLEASE CONTACf STEPHANIE AT·

Mr. Whitman

( l)( Jl)) lJKh - h-t-t 7

909 923 4000
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New Business
30 Design & Engineering, 2241 Poppy
Ave, Upland, CA917SI, &!w. J. Rldkn Jr
JP Co. Chino Hi., 4195 Chmo Hills Pkwy.
#90, Chino Hills, CA 91709, Heung H. Park
7 Days Food Ston, 1125 Orange St.,
Redlands, CA 92374, Major Singh Virk
991 Smart, 126 W. 40th St., San
Bemardmo, CA 92407, MaJdi AJ Jayeh
A Best Security, 1147 W. Cornell St.,
Riallo, CA 92376, Dorothy McDaniel Lee
A Lasting Impression Print, 9559 Center
Ave. #M, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730,
Robert James Fleming
A Total Image, 6235 Adobe Rd., 29 Palms,
CA 92277, Sandy Duncan
A&AAuto Body Collision, 16774 Ceres
Ave., Fontana, CA 92335, Rodrigo A. Rojas
A &A Auto Svc., 4342 N. Sierra Way, San
Bernardino, CA 92407, lbrah1m Assaf
A&M Enterprise, 26475 E. Baseline,
Highland, CA 92346, Roben F. Rego
A+ Legal Svc., 13431 Cassia St., Etiwanda,
CA 91739, Jason Edward Lyman
A-1 Legal Support Svc., 320 North E St.
11206B, San Bernardino, CA 92401, David
A. Garcia
A-Z Painting Plus, 256 S. Comet Ave.
Upland, CA 91786, Richard Shirazee
Aacess Septic, 14946 Orchid, Fontana, CA
92335, Mark Eric Shakelford
AB Electric, 2118 N. Riverside Ave.,
Rialto, CA 92377, Arthur Taylor
AbUDdant Arts, 28673 Manitoba Dr., Lake
Arrowhead, CA 92352, Donald N. Berry
AC 4 Less, 25458 Van Leuven, Lorna
Linda, CA 92354, Comeliudorin Tapu
AccL Bookkeeping, I 011 Sandalwood,
lake Arrowhead, CA 92352, Sylvia J. Gray
Ace Cltaning, 7609 Hermosa, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730, Geniece Larkey
Ace Towing & Transport, 9495 9th St. #G,
R. Cucamonga, CA 91730, Mike Muoio
Adv. Concrete Cleaners, 852 N. San Diego
Ave., Ontario, CA 91764, Frank Oshird
Adv. Mktg. Consultants., 15427 Anacapa
Rd., Victorville, CA 92392, Norma R.
Arellano
Adv. Steam & Sweep, 14328 Autumn Ave.
#N106, Chino Hills, CA 91709, Gilbert
M. Flores
Advanced Specialties, 18893 Valley Blvd.,
Bloomington, CA 92316, Randall C. Smith
Advantage Nursing Svc., 9729 Hillside
Rd., AJta Lorna, CA 91737, Patrocinio V.
Agbulos
Adventist Hralth/Pacific Ins., 11175 Mt.
View Ave. IIA, Lorna Linda, CA 92354
Rodney Corker
Adventure Media Productions, 884
Elm St., Big Bear Lake, CA 92315, James
E. Fain
AmJiatrd Prof. Svc., 6266 Brookdale Ave.,
Riverside, CA 92509, Ronald J. Drake
Affordable Svc., 1028 Woodcrest St.,
Bloomington, CA 92316-1589, Maria
Teresa Prado
Alfordable Bookkeeping & Tax, 16752
Foothill Blvd., Fontana, CA 92335, Phillip

Latlcas

Mramerican, 24570 Horst Dr., Crestline,
CA 92325, Barbara A. Can !Tell
Agape Video, 3233 Grand Ave. N432,
{llino Hills, CA 91709, James Garland
.Aln Rite Heating & AC, 34724 Yuca1pa
Blvd., Yucaipa, CA 92399, Elva J. Brooks
Al's Custom Detail, 429 S. Palmetto St.
#H, Ontario, CA 9J762,A1bmo Hernandez
Al's New & Used Fwultur<, II 00 W.
Baseline, San Bernardino, CA 92411, Albert
Johnson
Albert w....... MolaL, 14606-20
Woodland Dr., Fontana, CA 92337, Minnie
M. Warren
AJdo's Loaclscopla& 8780 19th St. lf229,
Alta Lorna, CA 91701, AJdo J. Garbick

Antique Time Toys, 34471 Yucaipa Blvd.,
Yucaipa, CA 92399, Delia C. Ballinger
Apple Associates, 18400 Hwy. 18, Apple
Valley, CA 92307, M1chael Tokarsky
Appliance Delh'ery, 17774 Alder St.,
Hesperia, CA 92345, Robert Francis
Gardner
Archibald Lodge, 2425 S. Archibald Ave.,
Ontario, CA 91761, Stephen Tao
Arellano Assoc., 1887 Fox gate Ln., Chino
Hills, CA 91709, Geneveva L Arallano
Arrow Staffing Svc., 101 E. Redlands
Blvd. 1146, Redlands, CA 92373, Jeff
Thalmayer
Artistic Photographics, 18 Jade Ct.,
Redlands, CA 92374, Sue Baze
Baker Bldg. Svc., 5731 Malachile Ave.,
Alta Lorna. CA 91701, Freda Chamberlin
Bear City Sk.J & Sport, 101 E. Big Bear
Blvd., Big Bear City, CA 92314, Rich W.
Fudge
Bear Mt. Brewing Co., 41150 LaHontan
Or., 388 Big Bear Lake, CA 92315, Bran
Aitchison
Bearbearts, 16200 Shade Tree Ln., Chino
Hills, CA 91709-2333, Carol L Black
Bee Cee's Stitchery, 1705 E. Highland
Ave., San Bernardino, CA 92408, Elizabeth
M. Clarke
Best Colton Tires, 1347 N. Mount Vernon,
Colton, CA 92324, Orlando Narvaez
Best Fence Co., 9919 Topaz Ave. #157,
Hesperia, CA 92345, Donna Cannon
Best Page, 302 S. Milliken #E-1 333,
Ontario, CA 91761, John Phillip Vlasic Ill
Big Financial Svc., 521 N. Mountain Ave.,
Upland, CA 91786, Rose M. Burgess
BiUy Ryan 'l'nnsport, 35912 Sage St.,
Lucerne Valley, CA 92356, Bradley Edwin
Wells
Blind Shine Co., 2211 S. Hunts U!. #P, San
Bernardino, CA 92408, I mad llani
Bosch Dairy, 13567 Whispering Lakes Ln.,
Ontario, CA 91761, Peter Bosch
Boutique Plaza, 15494 Palmdale Rd. #110,
Victorville, CA 92392, Ana Marshall
Bradshaw Backhoe, 1271 Tounnaline
Ave., Mentone, CA 92359, Rebecca L
Bradshaw
Bromley Designs, J 227 Occidental Dr.,
Redlands, CA 92374, Franklin Leroy
Bromley
Brown BeUy Tanning, 14566 Pipeline,
Chino Hills, CA 91709, Shelley A. Omalev
Brunner's Tiny Time Shop, 864 E.
Williams St., Barstow, CA 92311, James
Brunner
Bubbas BaUoons & Prom, 4300 Holt
Blvd. 1103, Montclair, CA 91763, Yolanda
B. Bautista
Builders West, 8977 7th Ave., Hesperia,
CA 92345, Melvin Cecil Nelson
C&C Cleaning, 9339 Olive Apt. II,
Fontana, CA 92335, Carolyn Jean Ochoa
C&DAuto Body, 1135 West State St.,
Ontario, CA 91762, Thuan Nguyen
C&O Meats, 290 W. Baseline, San
Bernardino, CA 92411, Joe Domolcos
C&D Properties, 1945 S. Grove Ave.,
Ontario, CA 91761, James E. Downey
C&H Uquor, 13711 Calimesa Blvd.,
Yucaipa, CA 92399, Foxmar Inc.
C&J's TradJng Cards, 7862 Lankershim
#101, Highland, CA 92346, Carol Ann
Hughes
C&M Carpet Care, 17382 Pame St.,
Fontana, CA 92336, Emilio J. Olguin
C&R Products, 2553 Mildr<d Pl., Ontario,
CA 91761, Carolyn W. Beiber
CA Lawn Svc., 9074 Acacia, Fontana, CA
92335, Scott Herbert MacGregor
CA Textiles, 4475 Eucalyptus Ave., Chino,
CA 91710, Richard Vanderpool
C.fe Enterprise, 10404 lJncoln Ave.,
Hesperia, CA 92345, Carol S. Simillc.ier
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More New Business
Cal Guard Indusu1es, 1127 W. State St.,
Ontario CA 91762, Juana Gutierrez
Cai-Te~b Coatings, 1619 W. Mesa, Rialto,

CA 92376, Brad Fischer
Camelot, 8190 Orchard St., Alta Lorna, CA

91701, Sharon Powell Hunt
Care Enterprise, 15427 Anacapa Rd.,

Victorville, CA 92392, Katherine Dunn
Caregivers Nursing Svc., 6655 Alberta Pl.,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91701, Jun B.
Desiderio
Caribou Cyn. Glass Co., 13375 Ramona
Ave. #D, Chino, CA 91710, Roberta A.

Rapanot
Carr Enterprise, 574 Loretta, Rialto, CA
92376, Wilbert Carr
Cars, 13939 Valley Blvd., Fontana, CA

92335, Araceli M. Ledinick
Carson Travellnsl., 424 E. Hosp11ality Ln.

#28, San Bernardino, CA 92408, Steven
Carson
Case Engineeriog, 937 S. Via Lata #500,
Colton, CA 92324, Ceazar V. Aguilar

Central AppUance Svc., 60178 Security
Or., Joshua Tree, CA 92252, Shelley Rose
Century 21 Premier Realty, 408 E.
Fredericks St., Barstow, CA 92311, Gene G.
Corless
Chapal.a Restaurant, 637 N. Mt. Vernon
Ave., San Bernardino, CA 92411, Alfredo P.
Enciso
Cherished Memories, 924 Grass Valley
Rd., Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352, Kathleen
France Kenney
Childnn's Food & Care Fund, 101 E.
Redlands Blvd. 1245, Redlands, CA 92373,
Fred M. Johnson
Chino Army/Navy, 12345 Mountain Ave.,
Chino, CA 91710, John Theodore Abma
Cbiro Sports & lojury Cntr., 1399 W.
Colton Ave. #9, Redlands, CA 92373, Bruce
Allen Humphries, D.C.
Citrone, 347 C Orange St., Redlands, CA
92374, M1chael C. Phillips
Civvy's, 73567 29 Palms Hwy, 29 Palms,
CA 92277, Cynthia Fero
CJ Mini Mkt., 2963 Archibald Ave.,
Ontario, CA 91761, Devinderpal Sin Hullar
Class A Unlimited, 34443 Fairview Dr.,
Yucaipa, CA 92399, Lauric Darlene Hunt
Classic Bridal & Pboto, 303 E. Foothill
Blvd. IIG, Rialto, CA 92376, Alfredo G.
Sanchez
Classic By Claudia, 7708 Mariposa Dr.,
Yucca Valley, CA 92284, Claud1a Marie
Zellner
Club Detailing, 164 Club Center Dr., San
Bernardino, CA 92408, John C. Stewart
CMB Consultants, 1151 W. Lewis St.,
Rialto, CA 92377, Cameron Mitchel Brie
CMS Info. Svc., 7425 Flintlock Ct,
Highland, CA 92346, Richard J_ Shuldiner
Comfort AJr, 34663 H St., Barstow, CA
92311, Harold Robert Hernandez
Commtrclal Cleaning Mgmnt., 943 1/2
Playground, Crestline, CA 92325, Kenneth
M. Lohse
Computer Linked Design, 2128 Avenida
Hacienda, Chino Hills, CA 91709, Cliff Kai
Deng
Concept Ink, 42644 Cedar Ave. #I,
Moonridge, CA 92315, Kimberly R. Knight
Construction Svc. Inc., 450 Aster St,
Upland, CA 91786, Dan Egelhoff
Country Store, 20339 Bear Valley Rd.,
Apple Valley, CA 92308, Jardar Shan
Shinder
Cowboys & Indians, 73911 29 Palms
Hwy., 29 Palms, CA 92277, Willa J. Dooley
Cox Media & Assoc., 4135 Riverside Dr.,
Chino, CA 91710, Garrett Byron Cox
Cnzy Horse HokllDg Co., 8434 4th St,
Hesperia, CA 92345, Derrick Sandwick
Crystal Blue Pools, 1651 W. Foothill Blvd.
F·lSl, Upland, CA 91786, Charles B.

Johnson
Crystal River Real Estate, 1314 W.
Broadway, Needles, CA 92363, Wanda
Marshall
Ct. St. Chess Club, 295 Carousel Mall, San
Bernardino, CA 92401, Jim Diamond
Custom Party Planning, 8457 Hemlock
Ave., Fontana, CA 92335, Jeanette Louisa
Thompson
Custom Standing, 4545 Nielson Rd.,
Phelan, CA 92329, Alvin Wade Davidson
Custom Travel Svc., 57596 29 Palms
Hwy., Yucca Valley, CA 92284, Virginia M.
Williams
Cutting Edge Solutions, 22680 Flaming
St., Grand Terrace, CA 92313, Eric Richard
Tanner
Cyber Rail, 1294 Bradford Ct., Upland,
CA 91786, Judith Ann Puczyk
D&A Senior Home, 8221 Tamarick Ave.,
Hesperia, CA 92345, Richard C. Childres
D&D Endeavors, 1079 W. Pinedale Ave.,
Rialto, CA 92376, Dale Edward Thompson
D&H Products, 2063 S. Hillman #H,
Ontario, CA91761, Hue Sieu Huynh
D&K Opp., 13924 Pamlico Rd., Apple
Valley, CA 92307, David A Villeneuve
D&M Trucking, 8992 Hillside Rd., Alta
Lorna, CA 91737, Dan Garcia
Dancentre, 908 E. Highland Ave., San
&mardmo, CA 92410, Pamela P. Bierley
Daniel W. McAllister Jr., 8442 Palomar
Ave., Yucca Valley, CA 92284, Daniel W.
McAllister
Daosk International Designs Ltd., 72-210
Hwy. Ill #El C, Palm Desert, CA 92260
Darlene's Clean Svc., 15321 Granada Ave.,
Fontana, CA 92335, Caroline Dominguez
Data Matrix Unltd., 9570 Willow Wells,
Lucerne Valley, CA 92356, Eric Nonnan
Jacobs
David Dabdou~ 3770 Opal S., Riverside,
CA 92509
David Walstein Power, 1320 San
Bernardino Rd. #19, Upland, CA 91786,
David Wolstein
Days Inn, 11628 Bartlett Ave., Adelanto,
CA 92301, Dharam Raj R. Tiwari
DC Paging, 17180 Bear Valley Rd. #F,
Victorville, CA 92392, William A. Peacock
II
DCW Ink, 556 Springy Path, Oestline, CA
92325, Doris C. Wilson
DDD Job Jim, 17437 Walnut St., Hesperia,
CA 92345, James OHm Miller Sr.
Deambrogio Foothill, 10385 Foothill
Blvd., R. Cucamonga, CA 91730, Bonnie
Kinney
O.lta Eme11:. Response Tecb., 12477
Orion St., Victorville, CA 92392, Dennis B.
Light
Desert Comm. Paralega~ 15490 Civic Dr.,
Victorville, CA 92392, Melanie Hamilton
Desert Creek Ostrich Reb., 16008 Ash St.,
Hesperia, CA 92345, Robin Schwarz
Desert Family Eye Care, 14349 Amargosa
Rd., Victorville, CA 92392, Denton H.
Wells,O.D.
Dest'rt Wind Enterprise, 56166 Handley
Rd., Yucca Valley, CA 92284, Victoria L
Dalton
Designated Drivers Member, 1408 East
6th St., Ontario, CA 91764, Brian Anrick
Diamond Fence Co., 25300 E. Baseline,
San Bernardino, CA 92410, Gregory Shaw
pirect Medical Imaging, 7851 Malachite
Ave., Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730, Mary
J. Emminger
01 & Ml Family Lmtd., 10444 Corporate
Dr. #F, Redlands, CA 92374, Dwight
Yedman
Documeat IIIUIIIDc Tecb., 1361 East 15th
St., Upland, CA 91786, Charlene R. Dennis
Dollar Savers, 3233 Grand Ave. MN213,
Chino Hills, CA 91.709, Yammy lay

Donut Hut, 408 W. Mill St., San
Bernardino, CA 92401, Voeung Chhuom
Double R Stables, 9450 Chino Ave.,
Ontario, CA 91762, Raymond C. Reis
Dream Catcher Perf. Horses, 21536 Crest
Forest Dr., Cedarpines, CA 92322, Linda
Houston Feenstra
Dreu lndwtry, 780 Garcia, San
Bernardino, CA 92411, Andreu Thompson
Dynamic Publications, 1384 Norwood Ct.,
Upland, CA 91786, Daniel Walter Dunst
ECO Engineering Support, 640 E. Ralston
St., Ontario, CA 91761, Robert A Cotton
Economy Inn, 15822 Mojave Dr.,
Victorville, CA 92392, Naginbhai Patel
ED Construction, 11655 Pipeline Ave.,
Chino, CA 91710, Damon Eric Dunham
Educational Solution Providers, P. 0. Box
488, Apple Valley, CA 92308, Elizabeth
Anderson
EFN Value Network, 32021 Ave. E #46,
Yucaipa, CA 92399, Elisa Carole Neal
El Paraiso, 16770 Bear Valley Rd.,
Victorville, CA 92392, Horacia Garcia
Elliott Equipment Rental, 3309 Marble
Ridge Dr., Chino Hills, CA 91709, Laren K.
Elliou
Els Autoworks, 2025 Mentone Blvd. #L,
Anza, CA 92539, Erik Selvaggio
Enchanted Portraiture, 2631 Chalet PL,
Chino Hills, CA 91709, Curtis Robert
Bloom
Enrl's Wholesale Flowers, 1855 Riverside
Dr. #15, Ontario, CA 91761, Salvador Ruiz
Envirothene, 14312 Central Ave., Chino,
CA 917 I 0, Parham Yid idsion
ENW Records, 6906 Blanchard Ave.,
Fontana, CA 92336, Christopher J.
Johnson
Equitable Mediation Svc., 317 West F St.,
Ontario, CA 91762-2204, Earle Horace
Warner
ETC llucking, 1190 N. Terrace Rd., San
Bernardino, CA 92410, Paulette Picquet
F&M Enterpris~. 6443 Clover St., Chino,
CA 91710, Frank John Russo
Fabrics N' Crafts, 69087 29 Palms Hwy.,
29 Palms, CA 92277, James Thomas
Jernigan
Family Financial, 621 N. Euclid Ave.,
Ontario, CA 91762, Norma Randall
Finishing Plus Inc., 251 S. Kettering Dr.,
Ontario, CA 91761, Joseph I. Araoz
Fire Pro., 24361 Outer Lk. Gregory Dr.,
Crestline, CA 92325, Mark E. Machel
First Media Svc., 7209 Fermo Pl., Alta
Lorna, CA 91701, Gregory Walker
Floor Aid, 1200 Arizona St., Redlands, CA
92374, Robert J. Manning
Foothill Family Dentistry, 9724 Foothill
Blvd., Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730, Dr.
Mihir Desai
Foothill Mkt., 8161 W. Foothill Blvd.,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730, Anwar M.
lnnali
Footprints Printing, 7257 Tindari Pl., Alta
Lorna, CA 91701, Pamela D. Beaver
Fountain Farm, 18377 Hawthorne Ave.,
Bloomington, CA 92316, Shih Meng Yu
Fractured Friends, 26210 Boulder Ln.,
TWin Peaks, CA 92391, Karen Elizabeth
Alonso
Fred Sands Mt. Realty, 282 S. State Hwy.
I 173, Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352, Debra
K. Parkinson
FTK MgmnL, 155 East C St. #D, Upland,
CA 91786, Deran D. Yalian
FurnJture Factory, 40955 Big Bear Blvd.,
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315, Re Patterson
G&M Quality Can:, 9696 Oleander Ave.,
Fontana, CA 92335, Glenford Dar! in
Harris
Garments of Praise, 10540 Gala Ave., Alta
Lorna, CA 9170 I, Dianna P. Brewster
Gtt Whiz Svc., 9959 Bella Vista, Apple

Valley, CA 92308, l)i;~tie A. Gee
Genesis Personalized Nrsy., 10570 Canyon
Vista Rd., Moreno Valley, CA 92557, Velda
McQueen
Genesis Trading Co., 3971 Valle Vista Dr.,
Chino Hills, CA 91709, Edith B. Stein
Global Reconstruction, 5194 Francis Ave.,
Chino, CA 91710, Kevin Davis
Golden State Bath, 1256 W. Brooks #C,
Ontario, CA 91762, Robert Flournoy
Golden Steps Shoe Shine, 3019 Dunes,
Ontario, CA 91761, Salvador Astorga
Gonzo's, 572261\venty Nine Palms Hwy.,
Yucca Valley, CA 92284, Peter Barth
Good Sbepherd, 14962 Bear Valley Rd.
#231, Victorville, CA 92392, Yolanda Lydia
Lomeli
Grandma Sue, 1521 Shay Rd., Big Bear
City, CA 92314, Sue Ann McPherson
Graphics Plus, 12759 Foothill Blvd. #C136, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739, Scot
E. Justice
Great WaU Chinese Rest., 14741 7th St.
#A, Victorville, CA 92392, U Hong Zhao
Green Acres Mktg. Mgmnt., 2809 View
Dr., Running Springs, CA 92382, Elizabeth
Jean Weiss
Green Earth Co., 14292 Thdlumne Ct.,
Fontana, CA 92336, Marybelle Garcia
Griffm Associates, 8811 Monte Vista St.,
Alta Lorna, CA 91701, Gregory P. Griffin
Gritrm Association, 16080 Aliso Dr.,
Fontana, CA 92337, Candis A. Musselman
GS Transportation, 16971 Walnut Ct.,
Fontana, CA 92536, Gustavo Sanchez
GSC Enterprise, 2050 Baker Ave.,
Ontario, CA 91761, Celia Medina
Habitat Consulting Svc., 1077 Santo
Antonio Dr. #44, Colton, CA 92324, James
Robert Rice
Hair Cbalet, 12150 Ramona Ave. #2,
Chino, CA 91710, Judith Van Diver
Hair Styles On Tbr Go, 19 N. Wabash,
Redlands, CA 92374, Shanie L. Givens
Halterman Office Svc., 1522 S. Palmetto,
Ontario, CA 91762, Cathy L Halterman
Hansen Krug Racing, 5158 Brooks St. #A,
Montclair, CA 91763, Gary Don Hansen
Harris 900 Ventures, 6266 Pine Ave., San
Bernardino, CA 92407, Nancy Harris
Hawkeye Asciados, 19 E. Citrus St.,
Redlands, CA 92373, James L Strebel
Heirloom Photograpby, 7500 Carnelian,
Cucamonga, CA 91730, Scott Keough
Hermosa Storage Center, 8949 Hermosa
Ave., Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730, E &
R Rancho Pacific Inc.
HI Desert Cleaners, 14962 Bear Valley Rd.
#E, Victorville, CA 92392, Hong S. Koh
lli Desert Therapy Centre, 58471 29
Palms Hwy #101, Yucca Valley, CA 92284,
Lester M. Brower
Hi Desert Towing, 56157 29 Palms Hwy.,
Yucca Valley, CA 92284, Mary G. Towne
High & Low Desert Clean, 7746 Church
St., Yucca Valley, CA 92284, David Ed
Jones
Higb Desert Charities, 441 Oakmont Dr.,
Barstow, CA 92311, Constance R. Wesseil
High Desert Legal Svc., 14966 Sage St.,
Hesperia, CA 92345, Richard W. Greene
Highland Cycles, 27437 5th St., Highland,
CA 92346, Mark E. Smith
Hillco, 14800 7th St., Victorville, CA
92392, Jeannette Hill
HlUco, 18306 Winnetka Rd., Apple Valley,
CA 92307, Jeannette H11l
Hillco, 689 S. ESt., San Bernardino, CA
92408, Jeannette Hill
HJ Enterpr~R, 18477 Deodar, Hesperia,
CA 92345, Buck Goodspeed
Hollywood East, 2"5 N. del Rosa Dr., San
Bernardino, CA 92.i08, Richard Diaz
Hughes Carpet Care, 14559 Quivero Rd.,
Apple Valley, CA 92307, Kathy L Hughes

Image Creations, 73960 Desert Dunes, 29
Palms, CA 92277, Daniel E. Me Grorty
ln-Tra.fac, 2768 W. Victona St., Rialto,
CA 92376, Joseph R. Brown
Indian Cove Enterprise, 69090 Gorgonia,
29 Palms, CA 92277, Charlotte Spiering
Inland Empire Merchandising, 854 N
Madera Ave., Ontario, CA 91764, Ronald
Russell Nuckolls
Inland Gift Baskets, t:\616 Arrow Rte .•
Fontana, CA 92335, James Sanchez
Inland Home Guide, 9461 Felipe Ct.,
Montclair, CA 91763, Israel Borges
Inland Vlly. Clean Systems, 3110 Oakcrest
Dr., Chino, CA 91709, Cyrilla Saldana Jr.
Inland Vlly. Retail Supply, 4094 Enrico,
Chino, CA 91710, Manuel P. Garcia
Insurance Jay Jahn, 4371 Latham #201,
Riverside, CA 92501, Randall H Talbot
Integrity Property Mgmnt., 5698 N.
Sycamore Ave., Rialto, CA 92377, Eric
Montriln
Inter-County Protection, 11631 Sienna
Dr., Alta Lorna, CA 91701, Lawrence G.
Ball
J&AMuffierSbop,l6640Tracy St.,
Victorville, CA 92392 Jose M. lsiordia
Janken lnt'l., 41669 Mockinbird Or., Big
Bear Lake, CA 92315, Kenneth Alleva
JB Machine, 1656 West 9th St. #D,
Upland, CA 91786, J. Badeau
JC Construction, 12689 S. Turner, Ontario,
CA 91761, Juan Carlos Guirrero
JC Enterprise, 6787 Cole Ave., Highland,
CA 92346, Jeffery J. Christensen
JC MercantUe, 9340 West Foothill Blvd
#75, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730, Jeff
Clinton Carrigan
joshua Tree Care Cntr., 6410 El Repose
St., Joshua Tree, CA 92252, Betty A.

Marshall
JT&B Assoc., 5168 Curtis Dr.,
Pioneertown, CA 92268, Brian Kirkland
Jubelo's Trucking, 17285 Emer.)on St.,
Victorville, CA 92392, Juan Lopez Bernal
Judy Pederson, 1445 Seminole Cr.,
Upland, CA 91786
K&B Enterprise, 370 San Bernardino
Ave .. Rialto, CA 92376, Brian Ira Bresnick
Kat Ministries, 7598 Lyons Ave., Hesperia.
CA 92345, Kathleen Ann Toon
Kelly & Haydeo Enlerpri<te, 1648 Carmel
Cir., Upland, CA 91784, Beverly Anne
Hayden
Knickerbocker Bed & BkfsL, 869 S.
Knickerbocker Rd. Big Bear Lake, CA
92315, Clee Langley
Ko Am Autosales, 527 E. Holt Blvd.,
Ontario, CA 91761, Seung Chu
KT Eoterprise, 9714 Topu St., Yucaipa,
CA 92399, Kendall Taylor
Lake Arrow Chevron, 325 Hwy. 173,
Apple Valley, CA 92308, Loye W. Willhite
Leeco Trans., 1180 9th St., San Bernardmo,
CA 92410, Juan Manuel Briseno Olver
Legal Eagles, 671 Forest Shade Rd.,
Crestline, CA 92325, Sindi Bessent Chasse
Living Stream Cbrislian Min., 57373
Joshua l.Jl., Yucca Valley, CA 92284,
Thomas V Aversa
Loma Linda Cty. News, 785 N. La
Cadena, Colton, CA 92324, Marty Bachman
Los Cherokees, 17173 Benicia Ct.,
Fontana, CA 92336, Gustavo del Castillo
Love Seasons, 1209-A S. Palmetto Ave.,
Ontario, CA 91762, George L Hernandez
Love Windows, 124 South ESt., San
Bernardino, CA 92401, Kevin Quiggle
M&J Carpets, 19080 W. Valley Blvd.,
Bloomington, CA92316, Maria Jaramillo
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M·Prcss, 9605 Arrow Rte. NS, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730, Ian is Beauchamp

Main Stream Mktg., 1025 West Fifth St.,
Ontario, CA 91762, Scon L Lucero
Malson BeUe, 485 E. Virginia St., Rialto,

CA 92376, Kiva S. Winston
M~esUc Campers, 1718 Grevillea Ct.,
Ontario, CA 91761, Terry C. Bremmer
Marcos Saa LuJs Restaura.o~ 1584
Baseline #1107, San Bernardino, CA 92411,

Marcos Santos
MariDa Property, 13295 Spnng Valley
Pkwy., Victorville, CA 92392, Gwendolyn
Mulleda
Masters Real Estate, 1400 E. Cooley Dr.
#105, Colton, CA 92324, Dale Z. Estvander

Me Financial Svc., 15208 Geranium St.,
Fontana, CA 92336, Maria Elizabeth Soto

Medical Event Med Svc., 41619 Big Bear
Blvd. N3, Big Bear Lake, CA 92315, Carl
John Haddon

Mentone Rental, 2003 Mentone Blvd.,
Mentone, CA 92359, Lawvel L Henderson
Metro Emergency Pbys., 7201 Haven Ave.
E-419, Alta Lorna., CA 91701, Richard A
Baker
Mkbaelangelo's Pizza San Dimas, 5475
Philadelphia St. #G, Chino, CA 91710,
Randy Barnes
MlliDzel's CoUectlbl<s, 9930 Placer St. NB,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730, Linda M.
Sewell
MIJJ..,.nlum Ladles Appare~ 207 Plaza
Ln., Montclair, CA 91763, Deborah R.
Cotrina
Mimi Nails, 1546 Orange St, Redlands,
CA 92374, Ngoclang Tran
Mo Sbars I at!. Aatlqu<, 308 E. Main St.,
Barstow, CA, Mona Young
Mobile Hltb. Sn., 83 Katbi St., Redlands,
CA 92373, Marianne Secontine
Mobile MlDJ lac., 2660 N. Locust Ave.,
Rialto, CA 92376
Mullin & Broke Spedalilts, 395 N.
Waterman Ave., San Bernardino, CA 92410,
Glenn G. Fox
Mullin City, 923 N. Central Ave., Upland,
CA 91786, Michael Patrick. Johnson
Multlvlsloa 2000, I36n Foothill Blvd.,
Fontana, CA 92335, Adan Ayala
MV lad-..lal Supply, 6351 Riverside Dr.
#7, Chino, CA 91710, Manue H. Villegas
N Star Svc:., 426 W. Olive N5, Redlands,
CA 92373, D. J. Knox
Nolin Amorlaul I..ouiJI& Lid., 2990 N.
del Rosa, Sao Bernardino, CA 92404,
Vernon Newton
New
Wcipt Loa, 26535 Walnut
Hills Dr., Blue Jay, CA 92317, Gloria A.
Krumhauer
Ccro- Sloop, 1551 W. 13th St
11301, Upland, CA91786, Wayne Hague
Nlotd Jldce 111u; 850 E. Foothill Blvd,
Upland, CA 91786, Eun Kyuag Kang
NMC HoaleCU'e, 1832 Commercenacr Cir.
NA, Sao Bernardino, CA 92408, Carlin E.
Kane
O'BrtCII PlamiJIIt& 23965 Part Ln.,
Crestline, CA 92324, John C. O'Brien
O'Fcfe Ea...,...., 10691 Palmyra 51.,
Adelanto, CA 92301, Peler Adetuuji Ajao
Oak n... Gdcry, 14218 EdgehiU Ct,
Fonlana, CA 92337, Thomas J. Oakden
Oulo Cocktail, 17014 Smoketree,
Hesperia, CA 92345, Su Ola Un
Oulo Farm, 11127 Oleander Ave.,
Fontana, CA 92337, '1\Je-Hang Clang
0C Eatcrprioc, 162 SpiMa.key Way,
Upland, CA 91786, Tony P. Skoda
Old Tlayaw Gttnlc-, 252 S. Sultana,
Upland, CA 91786, Patricia F. Nance
0.0 Stop Prt.ten, 9648 9th St. Nl,
~ CA 92345, ADthony David Tyler

Imac•

N.,..,,

0DSC<D• CleaDlDg, 548 E. Echo a., Sao
Bernardino, CA 92404, Steve Dixon
Ontario Wine Cellar, 663 E. Holt Blvd.,
Ontario, CA 91761, Gilbeno Pantoza
Onyx 1nsuraoct & 1i"lvel, 9368 Sierra
Ave., Fontana., CA 92335, Pedro C. Antona
OpaJos &: Obsidians, 8917 Palmetto Ave.,
Fontana, CA 92335, Mateo C. Tamayo
Ore Mts- Enterprise, 1954 Nob Hill,
Running Spgs., CA 92382, Hans-Dieter
Suess
Ortega 1\-ucking, 17586 Filben St.,
Fontana, CA 92335, Roberto Ortega
Out of Box Consulting, 3302 N. Little
Mountain Dr. #C, San Bernardino, CA
92405, Todd Edward Reichenbach
P S Oraageco Joe., 127 S. Euclid Ave.,
Upland, CA 91786
P&T Auto Wrecking, 15393 Arrow Rte.,
Fontana, CA 92335, Phung Ngoc Thai
P&T Fashion, 19059 Valley Blvd. #508,
Bloomington, CA 92316, Hai Van Nguyen
Padflc Auto Wrecking, 802 Ontario Blvd.,
Ont.ario, CA 91764, Jimmy Luong
Pacif"lc Coast loduslries, 231 Grant St.,
Redlands, CA 92373, Charles C. Will born
Parkhouse Tire Service Inc., 16350 D.
Street, Victorville, LA 92392
Pat's Cleaners, I 7360 Main St., Hesperia,
CA 92345, Sung Ho Jo
Pedersoas Process., 18116 Cat a Jpa,
Hesperia, CA 92345, Cynthia Pede~n
Personalize It, 5060 Montclair ln. #4,
Montclair, CA 91763, Susan Lynn Easter
Pick & Pull Auto Parts, 17229 Gasoline
Rd., Ylctorvllle, CA 92392, Steven Rowe
Clifton
Pickles lnt'L Trading, 13821 Oaks Ave.,
Chino, CA 91710, Shirley J. Shelton
PJB Enterprise, 5642 MissiOn Blvd.,
Ontario, CA 91762, Paul J. Batista
PL Mec Elegant Fine Art, I 0999 Cross
Keys Dr., Alta Lorna, CA 91737, Geneva R.
Moore
Pr-emier Enterprise, 10180 Beech Ave.,
Fontana, CA 92335, Luis A. King
Premium Supply & Kirby S.rvke, I 032
W. 4th St, Ontario, CA 91762, Timonty
Gororth
Prestigious Affairs, 652 Brerttwood Ave.,
Upland, CA 91786, Rhonda Bernice Scott
Prime Property, 4413 Riverside Dr. NE,
Chino, CA 91710, Jesse Perez
Proud Smik Dentistry, 12411 Central
Ave., Chino, CA 91710, Bruce L Phung
Psycbe-Strelcb, 30765 Palo Alto Dr.,
Redlands, CA 92373, Will Joel Friedman
QuaUty CoDSiru<tlon, 6751 Amber a.,
Alta Lorna., CA 91701, Felix R. Nunez Jr.
Quality Proc. . Svc., 6147 Aubrey Pl., San
Bernardino, CA 92407, Mose5 Ramirez
R&S Metal Malo ..uacc, 670 Cooley Dr.
Nlll, Colton, CA 92324, Marjorie Carson
R-ZAuto Sales, 652 E. Holt Blvd.,
Ontario, CA 91761, Miguel A. Alvarez
RC ndtaoJocla, 12530 I Oth 51. NB,
Olino, CA 91710, Ronald J. Horvalh
Re-Coo Eql11-o~ 1380 West 48th St.
1167, San Bernardino, CA 92407, Randall J.
Cooley
R.eacblow Co., 13310 Branding Iron Pl.,
Olino, CA 9!710, Gloria M. Clark
Real bta .. Resoarces Grp., 701 N. Haven
Ave. N280, Onlario, CA 91764-4925, John
G. VanDyk
Recbe Cya. Apes, 1333 Reche Canyon
Rd., Colton, CA 92324, 11mothy R. Busch
Redlatldll Martial ArU, 624 W. State St.,
Redlands, CA 92373, Peggy A Shouse
Rdd Ra<lac. 8389 4th Ave., Hespena, CA
92345, Kyrk D. Reid
Reliable l..aDdocape, 7645 Sandptper Ct.,
Rancbo Cucamonga, CA 91730, Raben D.
As~

Reliable Researcb, 2321 W. Spnt~ Sl,

San Bernardino, CA 92410, Richard Eric
Quilliam
Remax CbamploDS, 1060 North 13th Ave.,
Upland, CA 91786, Larry Publisi
Reat·A-WreckofOntario, 931 West Holt
Blvd,, Ontano, CA 91762, Kristyn Spanos
REO Consultaats, 11943 Ponderosa Rd.,
Pinon Hills, CA 92372, Kathleen Emily
Zimbro
Reptile Islaad, 8003 Aschibald Ave.,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730, Jess C.
Graceleltt
Rialto Airport Sp«dway, 24095 Lakeview
Dr., Crestline, CA 92325, Randy Ammons
Rialto Medkal CllDI<, 570 W. Foothill
Blvd., Rialto, CA 92376 Tarcisio Diaz
RJ FlooriDg, 14275 Anow Hwy. H4,
Fontana, CA 92335, Donna Norris
Romancing Your Home, 9651 Effen St.,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730, Dina
Clemons
Romar Spedaltits Inc., 609 Third St.,
Redlands, CA 92374, Elame S. Salerno
Ross Home lnsp«tion, 6864 Lacey a.,
Chino, CA 91710, Ross Y. Bernardo
RumiDSkls Pollsb Peddler, 3012 Shadid
Dr., Colton, CA 92324, Bruce Allen
Ruminski
RWS Consultao~ 278 E. 24th St., Upland,
CA91784, Richard W. Smith
S&L Brokerage, 2412 San Antonio,
Upland, CA 91784, Leon Norton
Sak Specialty Gift Items, 1240 Cedar, San
Bernardino, CA 92404, Kathleen Finrroct
SB Auto Plaza Collision, 785 W. Showcase
Dr., San Bernardino, CA 92408, Wesley G.
Hinkie
SC Industries, 29556 Oakbridge Ave., Sun
City, CA 92586, Jenny Angulo
SCI Welding, 2332 Rosedale Curve,
Upland, CA 91784, Michael K. Johnson
Select 'lravtl and Cruises, 2414 S. Grove,
Ontario, CA 91761, Alena Vanderham
Sbannons Dtsigns, 1710 C. South
Mountain Ave., Ontario, CA 91761,
Shannon K. Brennan
Shutterbug Pboto & More, 8657 Baseline,
R. Cucamonga, CA 91730, Wilma Moana
Yates
Smar1 Cards, 25721 Lawton Ave., Lorna
Linda, CA 92354, Alice F. Whitney
Snowline CommunJcatioos, 5897 Cedar
St., Wrightwood, CA 92397, Dale R. Mahan
Sooora Mexican Food, 1 I 738 Central
Ave., Chino, CA 91710, Suzanne J. Benites
Spreen Honda, 25050 Redlands Blvd.,
lorna Linda, CA 92354, Gregory R. Spreen
Stampede
Baseball, 280 South E St.,
San Bernardino, CA 92401, Bonnie Foltman
Studebakers, 12570-72 Central Ave.,
Chino, CA91710, Dragan Novakovic
SuDdaace Pool & Spo, 8990 19th Sl N425,
Alta Lorna, CA 91701, Paul M. Valenzuela
Suashlae Muuge, 4036 Grand Ave. NH,
Chino, CA 91710, Judith Elaine Smiih
Suslea: Foster Home, 1834 N. Marcella
Ave., Rialto, CA 92376, Susie Cropper
Svc. Master, 11431 Leatherlear Rd.,
Fontana, CA 92337, Christopher D.
Baker
Sweep No More, 1957 East 4th St.
#143, Ontario, CA 91764, Marilza I.
Naraujo
T&T'Irucking, 19092 Grove Pl.,
Bloomington, CA 92316, Alejandno Tellez
T&T'IruckiD&II, 527 W. Grevlllea St.,
Ontario, CA 91762, Virg1nia Salaices
TalldD& Turtle Cblld Books, 26280
Driftwood, Helendale, CA 92342, Lynne
Ann Kelsey
Ttacber CollHdiou, 4650 West Arrow
Hwy., Montclair, CA91763,Alma L Visser
Team Real Eatate, 12838 Central Ave,,
Chino, CA 91710, Lynette Casiano
Ttlewlre Supply, 14650 Mtller Ave. NA
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More New Business
M&V Dis<ouats, 21787 Mesalero Rd.,
Apple Valley, CA 92'307, Michael D. Winn

MARCH 19%

Fontana, CA 92336, Larry Margolis
The B~rnU Coanectkm, 13623 Elm St.,
Hespena., CA. 92345, Walter L Vickers
The Furniture Outlet, 1550 West Main St.,
Barstow, CA9231l, Daniel M1chael Virog
Tb~ Grapevloe, 2809 View Dr., Running
Spnngs, CA 92382, Kathleen Marie
Demens
The NaU Station, 14156 Amargosa Rd.,
Victorville, CA 92392, Sally Wullschlezer
Th• Nut Leve~ 7980 Sky Htgh Ln.,
Lucerne Valley, CA 92635, William H.
Ellison
The Rldgeman Co., 155 East C St. #0,
Upland, CA 91786, Charles H. Riggs
The Woodcbucker, 17110 Mission St.,
Hesperia, CA 92345, Catherine M. Wigley
The Write Stuff, 13994 Hillcrest Dr.,
Fontana, CA 92337, Alma Vander Raadt
Thompson Travel, 9253 Calle Vejar,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730, Cheryl A.
Thompson
1'tmberlioe Fanns, 1856 N. Madera Ave.,
Ontario, CA 91764, Suzanne Outzen
Time SaversAppnlfsa~ 1341 S. Oakland
Pl., Ontario, CA 91761, Ronald Paul Strayer
Tom's •1, 1280 Alabama, Redlands, CA
92374, Perry Karpouzis
Tom's •1, 610 West Valley, Colton, CA
92324, Sandra Bud Karpouzis
Tom's Pallets Works, 17355 Darwin NA,
Hesperia, CA 92345, Tomas J. Castro Jr.
Top Notch Embroidery, 3624 Daisy Dr.,
Chino Hills, CA 91709, Den1se Hirsch
1\a.rrace & Associates 9681 Business Cntr
Dr #8 R Cucamonga CA 91730Thomas M
Turrace
Two Sisters Custom Embroidery, 28390
Merridy Ave., Highland, CA 92346, Nancy
J. Gengrich
Unicom Systems, 7817 Madrona Dr.,
Fontana, CA 92336, Regina Luis
UuUed Busi.Dess Brokers, 427 N. Euclid
Ave., Ontario, CA 91762, Monte Radloric
Upland Tile Co., 929 Seaboard Ct.,
Upland, CA 91786, Michael Hawkins
V-Que, 7407 Riverside Dr., Ontario, CA
91761, Joseph Ciotola
Valley Liquidators, 13823 Wanka Rd.,
Apple Valley, CA 92307, Boyd E. Mym
Vera's Fuaeral Home, 2784 N. Lugo Ave.,
San Bernardino, CA 92405, Mario Vera
Veru's Automotive, 26432 Pine Ave., Rim
Forest, CA 92378, Vernon Donald Howe
Vktory Sportswear, 9733 Sierra Ave. #fBI,
Fontana, CA 92335, Woo Song
VMCII, 17867 E. Foothill Blvd., Fontana,
CA 92335, Eva Anderson
Volt Edge Svc., 509 W. Locust St., Ontario,
CA 91762, Vel D. Smith
Volvo Express Jodepead. .~ 26856 E.
Baseline, Highland, CA 92346, Jason
Larson
Wear Surface Spedalilla, 13605 S. Grove
Ave., Ontario, CA 91761, Thomas Allen

1

A 49-car Burlingion Northern
Sanla Fe Railway train
careened down Cajon Pass at
50 miles per hour, crashing near
Mormon Rocks just after 4 a.m. The
train contained 10 hazardous chemical cars !hat exploded and caughl
fire, sending noxious vapors above
the pass. Toxic smoke resulting from
!he combined chemical, lumber and
tire fire caused ln!erstate-15 10 be
closed for 32 hours while residenls
of Oak Hills al the Cajon Summit
were evacuated. Two crew members
died in the wreckage and the engineer was injured. Originally, the
wreck was blamed on failed brakes,
but the FBI was called in Io invesligale possible sabolage.
The cily of San Bernardino
hosted a three-hour gala to
celebrate !he groundbreaking
of its downtown "Superblock." The
square-block redevelopment project
includes a 12-slory office lower !hal
will has! slale agencies. Its major lenani is the California Department of
Transportation (Cal!rans). Speakers
included Gov. Pete Wilson, slale
Senator Bill Leonard, Mayor Tom
Minor and former professional football quarterback and presenl-day real
eslate developer Roger Siaubach.

8

Edward Blakely, dean of
U.S.C.'s School of
Urban and Regional
Planning, told members of !he Greater
Riverside Chambers of Commerce
!hal business and civic leaders musl
idenlify and promote !he "Riverside
region" in order to compete in the
global marketplace. He said the
region should move away from its
identification with !he city of San
Bernardino and deftne its region in
Ienns of its own distinctive geographical and economic assets. Blakely said
Riverside area chamber members
should promote idenlificaiion with
Palm Springs and support redevelopmen! of March Air Force Base.

10

13

Fifth Dislricl Supervisor
Jerry Eaves announced
San Bernardino county
negotiators had reached an agreement in principle with critics of the
replacement Counly Medical Center
under construction in Colton. The
board later voted unanimously at its
meeling to approve the 14-poinl
accord with privale healthcare
providers and a Iaxpayer group.
Chairwoman Marsha Turoci directed
staff Io follow the five-year accord
in planning for !he reduced scope of
operations at the medical center.
The sixth annual Inland
Empire Business Journal
Economic
Forecast
Conference was staged a! !he
Riverside Convention Center and
fealured keynote speaker California
Treasurer Malt Fang. Before a
crowd of 170 business and community leaders, six speakers in various
disciplines generally agreed the
Inland Empire will enjoy rising forIunes beginning !his year.

16

U.S. Senalor Barbara
Boxer was in !he Inland
Empire for two days to
tom sites in Ontario, San Bernardino,
Riverside and Lorna Linda. Boxer
visited the UPS distribution terminal
at Ontario International Airport, !he
Newmark Superfund Treabnenl Sile
in San Bernardino, Fremont
Elemenlary School in Riverside, the
Grealer Riverside Area Chamber of
Commerce and the Lorna Linda
Children's Hospital and Cancer
Treabnenl Cenler.

21

Broken
track
was
blamed for the derailmen! of 16 cars of an 86car Burlington Northern Sanla Fe
train on the eastern edge of Barsiow.
There were no injuries and no hazardous chemicals spilled although
two chemical cars were among those
to go off the tracks.

23

Voss
Weddlttp R Us, 27347 AI pen Dr., U<.
Anowhead, CA 92352, Renae L Junco
WHdpakb Collectlbl<s, 22913 Deberry
St., Grand Terrace, CA 92313, Michelle R.
Molini
What A Job Enterprise:, 5548 N. Western,
San Bernardino, CA 92407, Rob Mallory
White Dis<ouat Securttl<s, 15402 Sage
St., 1104, Victorville, CA 92392, Fred
Smith
World ChristlaDihip Minis, !6603
Ramada II A, Victorville, CA 92392, Gary B.
Godfrey
WWC, 35778 Oak Glen Rd., Yucaipa, CA
92399, William Gene Wilson
Yop By Laz, 5673 Hi!uoric Plaza, 29
Palms, CA 92277, Hilda L Sommers
Z&R Gropllks, 13505 Yorba Ave. ND,
Chino, CA 91710, Darwin Bolsinger

FOCUS

IN THE MORNING
IN THE EVENING
ON

BUSINESS

WITH SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FOCUS
KCKC-AM 1350 'AM· 6:30 MONDAY· FRIDAY

CALENDAR
Women in Finance to Meet
Financial Women International,
Inland Empire Chapler, inviles
financial professionals to attend its
bi-monlhly meetings. The group
offers programs focused on ftnancial
industry topics, personal growth,
and networking. The speaker at !he
March 20 quarterly dinner meeling
is Marlene Thierbach of Fabozzi,
Thierbach & Caley who will speak
on bankruptcy and credilor's rights.
Financial Women fntemational
meets at Rosa's Restaurant, 425 N.
Vineyard Ave., Ontario. Cost of the
dinner meeling is $28. Social hour
begins at 5:30 p.m. and dinner will
be served a! 6:30 p.m. To R.S.V.P.,
contact Bonnie Strate at Chino
Valley Bank, (909) 627-7316.
Ad Competition Announced
The second annual anti-smoking
public service campaign for the
Coachella Valley is open Io high
school entries. The contest is sponsored by the Desert Advertising
Club, the Coachella Valley AnliTobacco Coalition of the Tri-Counly
Soulh Regional Tobacco Control
Project It is open to schools with
students in grades nine through 12.
Participating Coachella Valley
area schools submit a campaign consisiing of a posler design, an outdoor
advertising design, a television commercial, a radio spot, and a newspaper advertisement opposing smoking.
All entries must be delivered to
The Desert Sun by 6 p.m., March 29.
Judging will be completed by April
15. All enlries will be displayed a! an
awards dinner in !ale April, when
cash prizes of $2,000, $1,000 and
$500 will be awarded for ftrsl, second and Ihird places. The firsl-place
campaign will be broadcasl and published in selected media throughout
the lower desert area from May 1
through June 30.

$15 each, plus a two-<lrink minimum; Iickets purchased after March
15 are $20. Group rales are available
and Iickets may be purchased by
calling (909) 985-3116
''The Lead Game" Returns
The Onlario Chamber of
Commerce will host whal has been
called Ihe "holiest sales and business
development seminar of the year" on
March 20. The program, called simply 1'The Lead Game," is a unique,
90-minute sales and business developmenl seminar, !hal if applied, will
have a measurable and immediate
improvement for their business.
are
Advance
reservations
required Io be prepaid by March 15.
Cos! 10 altend is $20 per person for
Ontario Chamber of Commerce
members, or $35 per person for nonmembers. After March 15, the cost is
$25 for chamber members, and $45
for non-members. For infonnation,
contacl the chamber by calling (909)
984-2458, or by sending e-mail to:
ontario3@aol.com.
Managed Care Is Luncheon Topic
Donald Goldmann will speak to
members of !he Inland Empire
Associaiion of Health Underwriters
(IEAHU) about cost containment
and the managed-care markel a! the
group's luncheon Thursday, March
14. This conlinuing education
course, CLX 01317, will earn each
altendee one C.E. unit and is scheduled a! the Airport Marriott Hole!,
2200 E. Holt Ave., Ontario.
Regislralion will be a! 11:30 a.m.
Advance reservations are requested
by noon, March 12 by calling Donna
Talbert, execulive direclor, a! (909)
621-4695. The cost for IEAHU
members is $20, or $25 for nonmembers and for those who pay ai
the door without reservations.

OnrER EVENTS:
COMEDY FuND.RAJSER SLATED FOR
THE MENTALLY DISABLED

The Association for Retarded
Citizens, Oniario Pomona (OPARC)
is hosting a "Night of Laughler" on
Thursday, March 21 to raise money
to support its programs for individuals with developmenlal disabilities.
Comedians tenlalively scheduled for
the 8 p.m. comedy show are Earl
David Reid and Rob Nash who will
perform at Comedy Express, 9365
Monte Vista Ave., Mon!clair.
All proceeds from ticket sales
will go to OPARC's programs which
include vocational training, community skills training and employment
services. Earlybird ticket prices are

21 Inland Empire International
Business Association: monthly luncheon program. Subject to be
announced. For information, call
World Trade Holline (909) 7827276.21
Coachella
Valley
Entrepreneurs' Forum: "How· to
Develop Your Marketing Plan." $10.
Scheduled a! Mission Hills Country
Club, Rancho Mirage. For information, call: (619) 320-6642.
27 Chaffey College Center for
International Trade: "International
Financing Techniques." Scheduled
at Pomona First Federal Bank, 333
N. Euclid, Ontario. For information,
call (909) 477-2959.

krup ie
Joe G. Ancboado, ErDtSti.ar AIKboDdo,

not available; Chapter 1.

Sharron E. Anderson, aka Sharron

Oolorts LIJll.u Oommt, aka Oolorts
Ulliaa Rod<ftld, elba '1'\r Postmart,
17245 Prne Ave., Fonrana; deb~' $30,192,
users; $6,789; Chaprer 7.

dbo A.J, 's Pool Sc,.,.i«, A.J, Roc~~~& 842
Nueva Vista Dnve, Palm Spnngs; debts
S56, J 86, ISs<ts S 133,300; Chapter 7.

Mortis, rdbo Last!Dc lmpr.sslons, 25493
K1m Coun. Murrieta; deblS: $24,804,
assets, Sll,125; Chaprer 7.

John Henry Aten IJJ, aka John H. Attn
lll, Jack Alrn, haryU Lt. Alrn, aka
SboryU 1... Alro, Sbaryll 1... Rlos, rdba
HoUday Tours and Traut, 2849 Upton
Court, Rn. ers1de; debts: $275,258. assets.
$180,548; Chaprer 7.

Christopher O""en Austin, Li.nda L
D'Antonio, aka Linda L Austin, fdba
Victor Valley l>t"ntal Group, dba Hultb
Map, Mapplng Aduntage, 552 Carnes
Circle, Redland ; debts: $619,290, ~~
S 198.400; Chapl<r 7

Jame~ AUto Bean, aka James A Bean,
fdba J. B. Struc-turt5, 16049 Lake Knoll,
RJ\'cmde, debts· S.140_'i80. asset\:
$230. 700; Chapter 7
Clifford And~w Beaumier, aka CliJT
Be-aumier, ClifTord BeamJer, Clitf
Baumier, Kelly Lynne Beaumjer, aka
KtUJ BtanUer. dba Ha"'ke)e P~t
Control, 751 ~ Deer Troul, Yuc.:ca Valley·
debts: S76,J7J as..~ts. $10,979; Chapter 7.
Donald D. Bendickson, Haniet
Brodkksoo, dba D & H's fl)dn Slar
Carpet Cltaning, 29641 Oakbndge Dnve,
Sun C.ty; debt~: $205,000. as.o;cts:
S J 36,200; Chapler 7.
Bradley AUto Brasher, Barbara Susan
Bra.sbtr, dba Baja's \fexicao GriU, 31H56
Calle Novelda. Temecula~ debts: Sl6H,200.
assets: $125,500; Chapter 7.
Alf"'d R. Cablay, Naomi K. Cablay, rdba
Alpha Omrca \lanial Art, I! ~52
Havstad Dnve, Lorna Lmda; debts·
$234,946, assets SJ66,~25; Chaprer 7.
Ttrance L Clark, Audera R. Clark, dba
TLC Computer Sen ices, 9530 Reche
Vista On\·e, Moreno Valley; debts, a5$el'
~hedules not available~ Chapter 7.
Ro~rt D. Co~nhno, Joan C. CosenUno,
rdbo Couolry Charm. 33780 Canyon
Ranch Road, Lake Elsmore~ debL'i:
$277,279, ass<ts. SJS4.100; Chaprer 7.

John LJe"'eiJyn Cou-r, Cover Brothers
Dtl'elopmeot Co., Co"er Brothers
Jm·btment Co., J. 1- Col'er Drulopment
Co., 1737 Bonita Vasta.. San Bcmardmo;
debt.s '10t 1u.Jiable, a sets. $9,250;
Cho.ptcr 7
Julian Alf-x Decuir, aka AJu D«uJr, fdba
AJex De-cuir, Alex & Gayle Decuir, Decutr
Development Co., Decuir .~fo tor Co.,
Team D«ulr Inc., Alex Decuir Inc.,
Eaclae Recoasfruc-tloa Inc., Dec-uir
Lab lac., 9072 Wmtergreen Road,
P10on Hills, debts, assets schedules

GUbtn Mawhlnnry, rdba Creallve
Construction Co., 969 Wheaton Dnve,
Corona; debts' $158,368, as<ets' SJ,225;
Chapter?.

Akthu Vermetta Fna.ldbt, fdba Oae
Touch Realty, 17616 Mountam Court,
Rt,·erslde; debts: S628,108, assets:
$176, 136; Chapltr 7

M. Jesus Meoa, aka Jose: Jesus Mea
Muooz, Gloria G. Mrna, aka Gloria
GoiWIIrs, (dba Mroo 'lhlcklog, 8672
Buggy Whip Road, Aha Lorna; debts:
$484,683, assets' $249,700; Chaprer 7.

Richard E. Frtw, Maurttn Frtw, dba
Athena I ndllStrits, 15252 Seneca Road,
Space 360, VIctorville; debts $20],901,
assets $110,145, Chapltr 7.
Edwin Michael GtaUit, Dulse Marlt
Grolil<, rdba Cluo RrD<ctloD>, 27815
H1llpomte Dnve, Sun City; debb: $187,894,
assety $78,280; Chapter 7

La\otrroce G. Ball, Kim L Ball, Inter
County Protrction, Decoratin Crrations,
1 J 6J I Sienna Dnve. Alta Loma; dt:b~
S2S0,028. aSS(:~· S:!Il,-'lOO; Chapter 7

Anita Lynn Baron, aka Anita L)nn
.\1oortn. fdba Angel Alarm & Tinting,
24156 Jim~on Place , Moreno Valley; debts.
S29,X29, useh: $5,6:!0; Chapter 7

Callror11la Corporation, rdba Wa..,ho....,
Scrvkrs, Medical Producl S<rvlcrs,
Record Senka:, 9033 Nmth St., Rancho
Cucamonga; debts: $611 ,507, assets
$1,580, Chapler 7.

Allison F. Gillig, (dba Gi!Ug lmporl Aulo
Sen-ice, IJ394 Fo:t Run Road, Victomlle;
drbts, $246,017, ass<l> $7,141 ; Chaprer 7.
Sarab Ellen Golden, dba Tbe Postmark.
17245 Pme, Fontana; debts: Sl31,312,
assets: $128,10~; Chapter 7.
Nicolaas :\1. Grobler, M.D., Mary Ann
Grobler, a"' Nicolaas \1. Grobler, :\f.D.
Inc. a California Cor,>oration, dba
Central Medical Clinic, 1010 Terrace
Dme, Upland; debh, a.s!ttts schedule~ not
;nailablc: Chapter 7.
Dennis \1. Ha ..... ett, Susan Ann Ha~u.
dba .1\farquis Cocktail Lounge, a Sole
Proprietorship, 191 East :\4th St., San
lkmardmo; debt~, a"seb schedules not
available; Oapter 7.
\\-"iUiam Jobo llildebraod, Sandra Ann
Hildebrand. fdba Orange County Sports
Reporter, 12144 Le1f Encson Dnve,
Moreno Valley; debts: .$215,741, amts:
$149,760; Chapler 7.

Daniel A.. Mendoza, Beatriz Mendoza.,
dba Gm:o Dtstn Landscape & Masonry,
lOt«> North Rosalind Ave., Rialto; debts,
assets schedules not available· Chapter 7

Deools Duane Miranda, Elizabeth May
Minnda, fdba lDSplred Trani Service
Inc., 371 A1eunder Ave., Upland; debts:
$38,816, asseu: $11.495; Chaprer 7.
Richard C. Moore, dba Richard Moore
T'rucldn&, Rick's Rtpalrs, 6461 Western
Ave., Ri\'erside; debts: S511,2:\8, assets:
unknown; Ch~pter 13.
Dolores Lola ~1orteosen, dba Rul Pros
Real Estate, Real Pros Realty, 4:\216 San
M1gu!!l Way. Hemet , debb: $374,462,
assets· $314.242; Chapter 7
l.an) Wa)"ne \fosber, fdba Scott its Auto

Sal~, dba All-Round los. & Financial
Sen ices, l.l7J1 Eklair Drive, Y1ctorv1lle;
llcl>o. S22.1,02S, """"SIIS.I'll>. C11opr..T 7.

Eli M. Pa"·on~ Kartn A. Pa'o'onl, fdba
Bar-B-Que Kings·I.Amieux Bet( Co.,
2%05 B1g Range Road, Canyon Lake;
debrs $350 ,094, asser" $101,620;
Chapter 7.

Holo\'ard C. Hoagland, Sandra L
Hoagland, fdba Human Touch Money
(closed 10 95), I I 7.10 Nutwood Court.
Fontana; debts; $20,415, a..'~'set.s· .SI24,J75;
Chapter 7

Mkha<l James Phi!Ups, Shrri Lyon
Phillips, aw Phillips Enerc Systems.,
Inc., fdba PbUUps AJrcondltioning, 809
West Ontario A\e., Corona; deht~.
$281,456, assets: SJ49,390; Chapter 7

James Hottinger, fdba Hous Collectibles;
busmcss termmated on ltl/95, 1510 West
Locu~t St. Ontano, debts: $24,967 asseu
$1,040; Chaprcr 7

William Nkolous Reimers Ill, \1iroslc.va
Parra Reimer;, dba Whyusa Del Pueblo
Real Estate, 1407 North San Antonio Ave.
Ontano; debts: $144.93.1, al\sct~: SnR.IOO;
Chapter 13.

Jeff L Huncol'sky, aka jeffery Lynn
Hunc-ovsky, Jeff Huncovsky, dba
Bent rod Fishing, 4278 Maple St.,
Chtno; debts: $264,750, as.seb:
$155,782; Chapl<r 7.
Mark E. Jabara, fdba Cautornfa Engine
Co~. 76-252 Honeysuckle, Palm Desert;
debts: $688,36.1, a.s.scb: S 12.550; Chotpter 7.
Dnid William Jones, aka David Jones,
fdba Guns & CoU«tabl~, 41011 St.<.t.\On,
Hemel; debiS, SJI8,360, assets· Sl06, 775;
Olap1er 7
George L Jones, Carulya \f. Jones,
DortJa SM'~ping Sen-Ice, 1786 Wr.."$.t
Townsend St., Rtaho; debts . .$3.55,391,
assets $175,550, Chaprer 7.
Michael LH Kelly, Donna EUzabeth
Keu,. , Engine Swap, KeUy Performance,
15500 Multiv1cw, PerriS; debts~ $137,044,
IW<I.: SI41<,J84, Chaprer 7.
Manfnd KoUar Enterprises Inc. a

Hector Raul RJl'era, aka Hector Rivera
Eh·ia Maca.rena Rh-era, dba Rhera
TI-ucking, 3840 Jose St., Chmo; debts:
$158,992, assets, S76,1 12; Chapl<r 7.
John Thomas Ro~rts. Shirley Ann
Ro~rts., Sate Ute TV of Elsinore,
Computer Systems, John Robtrts
Printing and America vision, Sate Ute
Mart, 2600 Cold~pnng~ Lane, Corona;
debts : S591,98H, assets: $144,720;
Chapter 7
Larry R. Robtruon, L<lmomi M.
Rob< moo, rdba sp Tbr Looking GW.
Salon, 1.14 I We.st Harvard Place, Ontano;
debts : .$146,311 , assets $140,150;
Chapter 7.
Hrroaodo Rodrigurz, fdba TCR
Maoagemmr Group, 2453 Bun St. l!pland;
dchto.• S235,'lll0. """"~ Sl57,415; Chapr.:r 7.
Rene Rodrfauez, fdba Celebrity
Goldmine Umoslo~ 2100 W1ld Canyon
Onve, Colton; debts: $164.525, U..\ets:

EQUIPMENT, SERVICE,

S 158 ,063; Chapler 7
JlU J•muon Ruby, fdba Tri Lak.ts
Private" Security and Partol, Dr. Jay's,
Jay Ruby Eat~rprhes. 2S 170 W.t.\hlngton
Ave., Murnena; debts: $387,113, Uset.s:
S 170,685; Chaprer 7.

Nalhanlel L. Santos Jr., Migaon G.
Saoros, aka Mlgooo 0.. Guzman, ldbo
JRl Auto Body Rrpa!r, 1274 Wesr
Woodcrest. Bloom1ngton; debts: $40,28.Z,
as.~ts: $6,900; Chapter 7.

~

Small table tops
~ Mid-size units
~ Large duplicators

Daryl Arthur Schrodrl Sr., Ellzab<rb
Prkr Schrade~ S & J Eol<rprlsr, lcr
Crtam Shoppe, 57886 Juarez Drive, Yucca
Valley; debts, $218,152, assets, SJ51,691;
Chapter 7.
Eric Schmalzri<d, B & N Nursrry, OU
Field Lanrls<apr, 50925 Brad[ord 51.,
Aguanga,; debts: S 159,892, assets:
S 143,500; Chapltr 7.
Wilbert J. Steptort., dba Century
Construction, 1252 Johns Road, Perris;
debrs' S 159,419, assers: S 139,608;
Chapter 7
Charles F. R. Stone, Ane-Mary Stone,
dba No roc lransportatlon, %10 Bolton
Ave ., R1ver~1de ; debts: $248.263, a.".~ts
$125,225; Chaprer 7.
Russdl A. Suprocb<ck, Lydia A.
Suprochrck, rdbo Suprochrck Pool &

1lrt Service, 27568 Cloverleaf Lane,
Helendale, debts: $39,548, as!tts: $2,620;
Chapter 7
Jobn Anthony Toms, dba ManJcurtd
Landscape, 21851 NandmaAve., Perris;
debts: .$383, 126, assets: $280,854;
Chapter 7.

n-ame-

Safety Construction, Inc., 10980
Arrow Route NI06, Rancho Cucamonga;
debts : S I ,482,571, assets: $2,900;
Chapter 7
George A. n-anstrum, Susan Lee
Transtrum, aka Susan Lee Shumate,
fdba Heartland Construction, G.'l.
Development Inc., :l5215 El Niguel
Road Lake Ebinore: debts : $881.065,
asseh: $371 525 Chapter 7
Alexander lbMioba Uche, joy Ektne
Ucbe, dba AJM Worldwide Enterprises,
16471 Apple Gate Drive, Fontana; debts:
$213,!!81, .,sets $143,600; Chaprcr 7.
Joseph A. Vanbrocklin, Kathryn E.
Vanbrocklin, aw Rau/Van Inc., a
Catilornia Corp., fdba Primetime, 77-215
Florida, Palm Desert; debts: $495,1:\6,
asseK $122,051; Chaprer 7.
Don E. Varela, Angela Martinez Varela,
dba Brittany's Restaurant, 25201 Fran
Lou Dnvc. Moreno Valley; debts: SMQ.J87,
as.~ts: S606,.'H I; Chapter II
Keltb Leroy Woodward, Marga~t J.
Woodward, aka Margaret Sz.ameitat.
Pew Woodward, dba Home Store SaiH,
Apache Realty, aw Beaumont Springll
Ranch, a California Llmited Partnership,
100 V1a Pmtad~ 112A R1verside, debts·
$186,339, "'""'"' $161,114; Chaprer 7
Oonakl L« Wyatt, Marvel Elizabeth
Wyalt, rdba Wyatt JadustriH, 7AAO Chula
V1!>1a Drive, Rancho Cucamonga; dcbt.s·
$828,651, a:.sets' S262,H50; Chapler 7.

ABM also has:
• Copiers at Wholesale Prices/
Sales & Leasing
• Re-Manufactured Copiers
•Copier Rental Programs
• Low Cost Service & Supply Programs
• Discount Copier and Fax Supplies
• Plain Paper Fax Machines

Before you buy or lease another
copier Call ABM, ''The Can't be
Copied Copier Company."

ADVANCED
BUSINESS
MACHINES
A factory authorized distributor

Serving all of Orange County,
The Inland Empire and San Diego County

Call Today 800/576-FREE
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Poison contro\ centers receive
over 1,000,000 accident a\ poisoning
ca\\s each year.
When a kiss and a bandage aren't enough, come to our Pediatric Urgent Care Center.
• We have pediatric specialists here 24 hours a day.
• We have the only pediatric trauma center in the region.

I• 800 8c25 Kids
PEDIATRIC URGENT CARE CENTER
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT ENTRANCE
LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL

During your open enrolJment period, make sure you choose a healthplan that includes
Lorna Linda University Children's Hospital.

